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• giant transforming robots

• military assault vehicles
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d20 Mecha is designed to add flexible, multi-genre mecha design and combat rules to the d20 System.  With these rules in hand, you have
a unified set of mechanics to use in games featuring any kind of robot or vehicle-operating character.  You can create giant robots, starships,
tanks, jet fighters, helicopters, pirate galleons, cars, cycles, submarines, powered armour — even weird inventions like burrowing moles, ether
flyers, or mechanical dragons!

We have designed d20 Mecha to be fast and flexible.  The vehicle creation system was inspired by the original Big Robots, Cool Starships
supplement for the anime game Big Eyes, Small Mouth, but these rules have been rebuilt from the ground up to integrate seamlessly with the d20
System.  In the process they’ve become less abstract, gaining an additional level of precision.  This means that otherwise similar types of vehicles,
such as two sports cars, can now “feel” quite different.

Another objective of our design was to ensure mecha created by this system could be compatible with vehicle statistics in other popular
d20 System games, whether in the heroic fantasy, modern day, or science fiction genres.  Different d20 System games often handle characteristics
like vehicle manoeuvrability, damage, armour protection, or cost in quite distinct ways, so we’ve included suggestions for customising such
statistics, with a range of choices rather than dogmatic values. d20 Mecha is an excellent addition to our BESM d20 RPG, but is compatible with
any d20 System game.

d20 Mecha also includes a set of mecha-related character classes, Feats, and a complete vehicular combat system, but these are just options
as well.  We expect many GMs will already have a favourite set of rules that covers vehicular chases or vehicle-using character classes ... but we
also hope the core of this supplement — the design system — will prove useful as a  powerful tool for creating balanced robots, suits, and vehicles
for nearly any setting.

Ultimately, the purpose of d20 Mecha is to help players and GMs take their game in new directions by providing a wide array of play-
balanced options for using mecha of all sorts.  After all, no matter how awe-inspiring the machine, it really has just one purpose: to carry the
characters into adventure, and make that action as dramatic as possible!

David Pulver
July 2003

d20 mecha – For Free!
d20 Mecha is part of an unstoppable force known as Open

Source Gaming, which generates a plethora of d20 System game
rules and text that can be distributed freely with very few
restrictions.  GUARDIANS OF ORDER supports this movement and
has made a System Reference Document (SRD) containing all
Open Game Content from d20 Mecha available on our website to
everyone — free of charge!

Download the d20 Mecha SRD at:
http://www.guardiansorder.com/d20

We also make it easy for companies to publish and market
products compatible with d20 Mecha through a low-cost
trademark license.  You can even have GUARDIANS OF ORDER

distribute and sell your d20 Mecha product for you through our
creator-owned publishing imprint, MAGNUM OPUS — and you
keep most of the profits!

Learn about publishing your own d20 Mecha book at:
http://www.guardiansorder.com/magnumopus
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5 Chapter 01: Introduction

Examples include the heroic fantasy of Vision of Escaflowne, the
apocalyptic psycho-drama of Neon Genesis Evangelion, the police
saga Patlabor, the comedy space opera Martian Successor Nadesico,

Mecha Introduction
“Mecha” is the term used by Japanese animators and fans to

refer to the mechanical designs that appear in Japanese
animation, or anime. A mecha can be a giant robot, a suit of
powered armour, or a vehicle of some other sort, such as a
spaceship, tank, submarine, or motorcycle. 

d20 Mecha provides a means of describing all manner of
mecha in game terms, and offers simple, playable systems for
using them in adventures. Although its primary focus is on anime-
style giant robots and powered armour, d20 Mecha can be used to
create everything from sports cars to sky galleons.

Powered Suits and Giant Robots
The concept of a suit of powered armour was first given form

in Robert Heinlein’s 1959 novel Starship Troopers, which featured
“mobile infantry” wearing power-assisted space suits equipped
with jet packs and heavy weapons. During the 1960s, the US
military began experimenting with a real-life version, the man-
amplifying exoskeleton, and while they proved too hard to control
for the technology of the day, they helped inspire a host of comic
book characters such as Marvel’s Iron Man.

What about the classic mecha, the humanoid robot with a
pilot riding inside? This is a more recent invention. Although
remote-control robots had long been a part of comics, film and
animation, the idea originated in the fertile mind of Japanese manga
and anime creator Go Nagai, for the pioneering TV series Mazinger
Z (1972). With a human in the cockpit, action could now take place
on two levels: dramatic mecha battles and soap opera involving their
ordinary human pilots. The Mazinger Z robot also had numerous
special weapons built into it. Latter series introduced combining
and transforming robots that could shift forms or merge together.
An entire genre was born — teams of agents using super-powered
robots, a craze that soon spread to America with shows like Voltron
and the (newly reborn) Transformers.

Giant robots came of age with Mobile Suit Gundam (1979),
the first giant robot show to tell a “serious” war story. Instead of
its robots being unique inventions run by secret agencies, they
were mass-produced combat machines, fighting in battle
alongside tanks or airplanes. While retaining the trappings of 20-
metre tall robots and dramatic space battles, its core was a hard-
edged science fiction story focusing on character development in
the crucible of war. Gundam’s success created a surge in the
popularity of mecha shows, culminating in Macross (1982,
dubbed as Robotech), which heightened the elements of soap
opera romance already implicit in the genre and introduced an
element of plausibility — with its breathtaking Valkyrie fighters
— into the transforming robot. They soon transcended anime to
spawn many RPGs, novels, videos, and computer games, such as
the long-running BattleTech franchise, and, of course, this game.

Today, the Gundam and Macross franchises are still alive and
well, with countless sequels and spin offs. Mecha stories are of
broader scope than just superhero or war stories, however.

5

Mecha and d20 System Classes
Barbarian

d20 Mecha can be used to create Viking longships, chariots,
and similar archaic technology as well as advanced machines.
Some anime and science fiction novels, however, feature
Barbarians who operate higher tech level starships or robots that
are magical in origin or the remnants of a lost civilisation.

Bard
A number of anime feature rock stars or idol singers who

double as warriors in powered armour or giant robots, often as
guerrillas or vigilantes with a “secret identity.” A multi-classed
Bard/Mecha Pilot is quite possible.

Druids or Rangers
These classes generally avoid machines and prefer to fight on

foot or while riding animals ... but what if a mecha was actually
an organic, living machine?

Fighter
The Fighter class is also very appropriate for giant robot

pilots who specialise in close combat, such as mecha-gladiators,
aristocratic mecha-knights, or power-armoured vigilantes. 

Paladins
In a mecha-centred campaign, the GM may allow Paladins

to gain a magical mecha instead of a steed, or find one as the
culmination of a quest. A Paladin’s mecha will often have the
Summonable Ability. 

Rogues
A mecha is usually too obvious for a Rogue, but even in a

medieval setting, a pirate or smuggler may own a small, fast boat
with black cloth sails. In more modern day situations, Rogues may
want fast cars, speed boats, planes, or starships for smuggling and
getaways ... probably stolen, of course.

Clerics, Sorcerers, and Wizards
At high Levels, these classes may use magic to create mecha

rather than normal, mundane constructs. Examples can include
magical flying ship, mechanical steam-golems, or enchanted suits
of armour that magnify their wearer’s strength. The creation of
such powerful items are usually best left to non-player characters,
but their capture or destruction could be the goal of an adventure.

BESM d20 classes
All of the anime-inspired classes detailed in BESM d20 may

be found aboard a large mecha that serves as a base for the
characters (like a starship), or be reluctantly drafted into a
conflict involving mecha. In particular, Students often end up
piloting giant robots, often eventually multi-classing as Mecha
Pilots if they survive long enough. Hot Rod characters may design
their cars or other vehicles using the d20 Mecha system.
Adventurers, Gun Bunnies, or Martial Artists in modern day or
science fiction settings may eventually acquire a mecha (often a
suit of powered armour, helicopter, etc.) for emergencies.

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••
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machine that transforms into each. Most Mecha Pilots consider
themselves elite compared to infantry soldiers, patrol cops, or
other “ground pounders.” 

Adventures
Mecha Pilots may fight for glory, honour, or even loot, but

most are reluctant warriors, battling because they feel they have no
choice. The enemy is coming, and they are all that can protect their
loved ones, their comrades, their country, or their world. Sometimes
that war has already been lost ... and now they seek revenge.

Characteristics
Some Mecha Pilots are chivalrous, hot blooded, and

confident, but most know war is not a game, whether the foe are
criminal gangs, terrorists, or the armed forces of rival powers.
They may ponder over whether to climb into the cockpit again —
or even consider deserting — but when they actually get on the
battlefield, they fight to win, using their superior firepower to reap
lesser adversaries like wheat before a scythe as they smash their
way toward their opposite numbers. The most famous Mecha
Pilots — like fighter aces of the past — are renowned for
situational awareness, the always preternatural “sixth sense” of
keeping track of everything in the confusion of battle that lets
them fight many foes at once.

Background
Some mecha are operated by steely-eyed professionals who

graduated from a military academy, others by scarred veterans of a
hundred battles, and a great many by angst-ridden 14-year-olds
who’ve barely read the manual. In short, a Mecha Pilot can come
from any class, race, or background.

Other Classes
The ranks of Mecha Pilots also include many characters of

other classes. In particular, many groups will include Fighters,
both as ordinary soldiers and as Mecha Pilots, and Bards are also
surprisingly common, often in their modern-day incarnation as
idol singers. Classes from BESM d20 that work especially well in a
mecha campaign include Sentai Members (often a team of heroes
will each have their own mecha, which can combine into one giant
machine), Gun Bunnies (who sometimes acquire powered armour
mecha suits for heavy-duty combat), Students (who tend to find
themselves piloting mecha even if they aren’t ready for the job),
and, of course, Giant Robots (if one or more of mecha themselves
are intelligent). Adventurers, rather than Mecha Pilots, can be a
good all-around class to represent the other crew members in a
starship or similar large vessel. Most importantly, Mecha Pilots
tend to associate with Tech Geniuses, the engineers and inventors
who build, maintain, and modify the mecha.

Hit Dice and Ability Scores
The Mecha Pilot uses d8 Hit Dice.

Class Skills
The Mecha Pilot’s BESM d20 class Skills are Computer Use

(Int), Demolitions (Int), Drive (Dex or Int), Knowledge
(Electronics, Law, Mechanics, Military Sciences, Police Sciences,
Strategy) (Int), Navigate (Int), Pilot (Dex or Int), Repair (Dex), and
Spot (Wis).

the political-military thriller Gasaraki, the steampunk Sakura Wars,
the cyberpunk Bubblegum Crisis, and the mecha pro-wrestling-
themed Metal Fighters Miku, to give a few examples. Anime series
often meld several genres together, as in the recent Full Metal Panic,
a show that successfully combines a high school romantic comedy
with gritty near future counter-terrorist operations involving giant
robots, nuclear submarines, and cruise missiles.

d20 Mecha is intended to give GMs freedom to recreate the
action of any of these mecha anime series, or create your own,
original setting.

Mecha Characters
“Mecha “ in its broadest sense encompasses everything that

moves, rattles, and clanks, from the pirate galleon or tramp
starship that is the “home base” for a group of outlaws to the
tanks, fighters jets, and powered suits worn by soldiers of the past,
present, and future. A mecha can just be another tool — but it can
also be like the golden ring in a fantasy trilogy: a device that lets
an ordinary person change the fate of the world. In short, the GM
may to let characters of any class, race, or age operate mecha ... if
the campaign is carefully designed around it.

In game terms, this means that GMs should not be too shy
about giving out powerful mecha to starting characters, if the
game’s concept supports it, whether this is one “free” mecha to
serve as a mobile home for the entire group of player characters,
or individual equipment for members of an organisation or team.
As long as their adversaries have equally powerful toys (or, more
often, somewhat less powerful ones, but in greater numbers)
game balance does not suffer, and if the GM wants to start with an
epic-powered game, this can be a more manageable and playable
alternative to simply boosting everyone’s Level.

Nevertheless, some mecha campaigns will benefit from a more
structured approach, in which the power of the mecha available to
characters rises gradually as they confront challenges and gain
Levels. This, too, is mirrored in many anime series, especially long-
running military sagas; characters rise in rank, and in fighting
prowess. While their mecha rarely improve with them, they often
receive upgraded models at periodic intervals as technology
advances and they’re assigned new prototypes. For example, after
three seasons (or 30-40 game sessions) a 30- foot “Gear Striker” has
become the Super Armoured Zeta Gear Striker, 90-foot tall and
transformable into a space battleship. To this end, a Mecha Pilot
character class is detailed below; the Mecha Commander prestige
class is on page 7. This class is suitable for games where characters
are members of a military or paramilitary hierarchy.

Mecha Pilot
The character is a military Mecha Pilot in a modern military

or paramilitary force. He or she might be a member of the armed
forces, a SWAT team, or even a freelance mercenary, and could
operate a giant robot, jet fighter, helicopter, or tank ... or a
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Heightened Awareness
At Level 2, the character gains a +2 bonus to any awareness

(Spot, Listen, etc.) checks that he or she makes. This bonus
increases to +4 at 11th Level.

Aura of Command
The Mecha Pilot possesses a natural knack for leadership

that grows as his or her confidence increases. The pilot can inspire
allies or subordinates into following him or her into dangerous
situations they might otherwise avoid or never consider
undertaking. The number of people he or she can directly inspire
at any given time is shown in parenthesis on the progression table.
For example, a 6th Level character can directly inspire 2 people.
Aura of Command’s effects should be role-played, but one
practical benefit allows the leader to add his or her Will save
bonus (if higher) to his or her subordinates in any situation where
they must make a Will save to avoid fear or panic. Few leaders
have an Aura of Command sufficient to inspire their entire force at
once. They usually concentrate on key individuals (such as
immediate subordinates) and hope the actions of these people will
encourage others to follow them.

Bonus Feat
The character may select a bonus Feat. This Feat may be any

of the Mecha Feats (page 9) or a Giant Robot Fighting Feat (page 9).
Organisational Ties

Most Mecha Pilots belong to some form of organisation, such
as a military force. At Level 5, the character is trusted by the
organisation and can rely on it for occasional support and favours
(such as the support given to a military officer, experienced
sergeant, or police detective). At Level 10, the character has
respected status and considerable tactical responsibility in an
organisation (such as a fighter squadron leader or company
commander). At Level 14, he or she may have operational
responsibility and will often assist in or make strategic decisions
(such as an army colonel or the captain of an important warship).
At Level 18, the pilot has reached senior rank in the organisation
(such as the rank of a military general). For those characters who
avoid responsibility, organisational ties may represent increased
reputation and value to the organisation, and the willingness of the
organisation to cut them slack in exchange for their support.

Mecha Commander
The Mecha Commander is a tactician and operational

strategist. He or she may command from a ship’s bridge, an
underground secret base, a flying fortress above the clouds, or at
the head of a squadron of giant robots. He or she need not be a
Mecha Pilot. Some work their way up through the ranks and “lead
from the front” while others may be chosen for their strategic
ability or force of will.

Requirements
To qualify, the character must fulfil all the following criteria:

Aura of Command: 1+ ranks. Organisational Ties (in a military or
paramilitary force): 1+ ranks. Knowledge (Strategy or Military
Science): total 3 or more ranks.

Skill Points at 1st Level 
(4 + Int Modifier) x 4

Skill Points at Each Additional Level 
4 + Int modifier

Class Features
All of the following are class features of the Mecha Pilot:

Mecha Pilot Feat Package
The Mecha Pilot gains these Bonus Feats at 1st Level: Mecha

Weapon Proficiency [one type], Personal Firearms Proficiency,
and [Mecha] Operation. 

Personal Gear
A 1st Level Mecha Pilot possesses a basic set of equipment.

Typically, this is a flight suit or space suit and a sidearm.
Mecha

At 1st Level, the character receives an appropriate mecha
constructed from 400 Mecha Points (see page 12). Every 4 Levels,
the Mecha Pilot either makes significant upgrades to his or her
mecha, or receives a more powerful replacement mecha; the
Mecha Point total increases by 400 Points for each upgrade.  This
should be justified by in-game events. It could represent his or her
organisation providing a better prototype machine, or new parts.
If the mecha is magically bonded to the pilot, it may represent it
growing in power as he or she grows in heroic stature. It is up to
the GM whether or not to let the new or upgraded mecha be
designed by the player.

7

Attack

Level Bonus Ref Will Fort Special

1 +0 +2 +0 +0 Mecha (+400 Mecha Points), Mecha
Pilot Feat Package, Personal Gear

2 +1 +3 +0 +0 Heightened Awareness (+2)
3 +2 +3 +1 +1 Aura of Command (1 person)
4 +3 +4 +1 +1 Mecha (+400 Mecha Points)
5 +3 +4 +1 +1 Bonus Feat, Organisational Ties
6 +4 +5 +2 +2 Aura of Command (2 people)
7 +5 +5 +2 +2 Bonus Feat
8 +6/+1 +6 +2 +2 Mecha (+400 Mecha Points)
9 +6/+1 +6 +3 +3 Aura of Command (10 people)

10 +7/+2 +7 +3 +3 Organisational Ties
11 +8/+3 +7 +3 +3 Heightened Awareness (+4)
12 +9/+4 +8 +4 +4 Mecha (+400 Mecha Points), Aura of

Command (50 people)
13 +9/+4 +8 +4 +4 Bonus Feat
14 +10/+5 +9 +4 +4 Organisational Ties
15 +11/+6/+1 +9 +5 +5 Aura of Command (200 people)
16 +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +5 Mecha (+400 Mecha Points)
17 +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +5 Bonus Feat
18 +13/+8/+3 +11 +6 +6 Organisational Ties
19 +14/+9/+4 +11 +6 +6 Bonus Feat
20 +15/+10/+5 +12 +6 +6 Mecha (+400 Mecha Points)

•• MECHA PILOT LEVEL PROGRESSION ••
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his or her orders when necessary, as if they were professional
soldiers. If it fails, they will continue to act like ordinary
teenagers: get scared, act like spoiled brats, run away, etc. New
checks may be required whenever something happens that
might break their morale — they are ordered to kill someone
they know, see a friend die, become homesick, etc. The DC
depends on the situation; the GM may wish to use the
guidelines in the Handle Animal Skill.

Battle Plan
If the character takes at least (11 minus the Mecha

Commander’s Class Level) minutes to formulate and describe a
battle plan to his or her allies in advance of actual combat, and
they follow it in regard to their pre-battle disposition (marching
order, formation, etc.), it grants an Initiative bonus to all
members of the group, including the character him or herself.
The bonus is +1 at 2nd Level and an additional +1 every three
Levels. The bonus becomes a penalty, however, if the battle plan
is revealed to the enemy (by treachery, mind-reading, etc.). In
order to formulate a battle plan, the commander must know the
exact number of his or her allies, their equipment, and the
location and terrain of the battle. If this changes (perhaps he or
she makes the plan too early), the bonus is lost. The character
gains an additional +1 bonus if he or she has accurate
intelligence on the enemy’s capabilities or plans; it is up to the
GM whether or not this bonus should be applied. A group of
allies can only benefit from one battle plan at any one time. The
time required to formulate a battle plan assumes the character is
planning for a small force of platoon size or less — a half dozen
mecha, or under 50 combatants. Planning a larger battle may
take proportionately longer, at the GM’s option.

Saint Crispin’s Day
At 9th Level, a Mecha Commander gains the ability to, once

per game session, deliver an inspiring speech that provides major
benefits to allies who listen to it. The speech takes one minute (10
rounds) and gives the same effect as a Hope, Rage, or Hate
Emotion spell (see Player’s Handbook, Spells), although it is not a
spell. The commander decides which spell effect to apply. The
speech affects only those individuals within the leader’s Aura of
Command; others may be inspired, but gain no game benefit. The
effects last for a number of minutes equal to 10 times his or her
Charisma bonus (minimum 10 minutes).

Skills and Mecha
The following Skill is of special use when operating mecha.

Computer Use
When using d20 mecha, GMs should add the following

specialisations to the Computer Use skill: Sensors, Cammoflauge
Gear, and Electronic Counter Measures. These specialisations
reflect the specific computer technology found on most mulitary
vehciles. Computer Use is used in place of Spot Checks when using
vehicle sensors (other than Optics, which uses the Spot Skill).

Chapter 01: Introduction
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Hit Dice and Ability Scores
The Mecha Commander uses d8 Hit Dice.

Class Skills
The Mecha Commander’s BESM d20 class Skills are Bluff

(Cha), Diplomacy (Cha), Gather Information (Cha), Hide (Wis),
Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (Geography, Military Science,
Strategy) (Int), and Sense Motive (Wis).

Skill Points at 1st Level 
(6 + Int Modifier) x 4

Skill Points at Each Additional Level 
6 + Int modifier

Class Features
Bonus Feat

The character may select a bonus Feat. This Feat may be any
of the Mecha Feats (page 9) or a Giant Robot Fighting Feat (page 9).

Tactical Advice
As an attack action, the Mecha Commander can offer tactical

advice to all occupants of a single mecha (it can include his or her own
mecha’s crew, but not his or her own self ). The mecha’s location must
be precisely known, and they must be in voice or communication
range. This advice provides either a competence bonus on attack rolls,
on Spot (or Computer Use) and Hide checks, or a dodge bonus to
Defence, at the commander’s option. The bonus equals the higher of
his or her Wisdom or Intelligence bonus (minimum +1). Its duration,
in rounds, equals the number of ranks he or she has in the Knowledge
(Strategy) Skill. The Commander can delay activation of the bonus,
however, until a specific event described by the commander is
observed by the ally (such as, “the enemy attacks” or “you advance
into the town”), provided that is within the same day. The
commander may use the Tactical Advice ability no more times daily
than shown on the class progression table. 

Handle Recruits
At 2nd Level, a Mecha Commander can transform recruits

(often teenagers ranging from 12-17 year olds) into motivated
warriors. The Mecha Commander must spend at least 3 hours a
day on the trainee group over the prior week to have any
influence. A DC 15 check is required; add the commander’s
Charisma bonus and +1 every two class Levels. If the check
succeeds, the commander can motivate them to fight and obey

Attack

Level Bonus Ref Will Fort Special

1st +0 +0 +2 +2 Bonus Feat, Tactical Advice 1/day
2nd +1 +0 +3 +3 Battle Plan gives +1 Initiative; Handle

Recruits
3rd +2 +1 +3 +3 Bonus Feat
4th +3 +1 +4 +4 Tactical Advice 2/day
5th +3 +1 +4 +4 Battle Plan gives +2 Initiative
6th +4 +2 +5 +5 Bonus Feat
7th +5 +2 +5 +5 Tactical Advice 3/day
8th +6/+1 +3 +5 +5 Battle Plan gives +3 Initiative
9th +6/+1 +3 +6 +6 Bonus Feat, Saint Crispin’s Day

10th +7/+2 +4 +7 +7 Tactical Advice 4/day

•• MECHA COMMANDER LEVEL PROGRESSION ••
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piloting that size of mecha. Your ability only applies to giant
robot-class mecha, not to suits or vehicles.

Prerequisite: Dex 13+, Driving or Pilot 3+ Ranks
Benefit: When piloting a mecha, you may designate an

opponent of any sort (mecha, character, etc.) and receive a +1 dodge
bonus to Defence against attacks from that foe. You may select a new
opponent to dodge on any action.

Giant Robot Fighting
You are proficient in the fine control of a giant humanoid

fighting machine. If you are piloting a mecha suit, or a giant robot
that has the same general limb configuration as your own body (if
a human, that means two arms and two legs), you may use certain
Feats with it.

Prerequisite: Giant Robot Dodge, Driving or Pilot 6+
Ranks

Benefit: If you know any of the Feats detailed in the
Giant Robot Fighting Feats Table (below), you may apply them to
your mecha as if it was the character. Moreover, those Feats that
require a Strength prerequisite may be learned even if you lack
sufficient Strength, but only used when you are piloting your giant
robot (provided your robot has sufficient Strength). If you later
increase your Strength, you can use them on your own.

Normal: You may not use the Feats below while in a giant
robot if you lack this Feat. You may not use them at all while in a
vehicle. You are not restricted from using them while in a suit.

Special: The Endurance, Run, and Stunning Fist Feats
cannot be used by a giant robot. Bull Rush, Improved Bull Rush,
and Improved Unarmed Strike Feats are unneeded, since mecha
attacks do not count as “unarmed.”

Armour Proficiency (Mecha Suit)
The character is proficient with mecha suits that are worn

rather than driven, such as powered armour.
Prerequisite: None
Benefit: The armour check penalty applies only to

Balance, Climb, Escape Artist, Hide, Jump, Move Silently, Pick
Pocket, and Tumble checks.

Normal: A character without this Feat wearing a mecha suit
suffers its armour check penalty on attack rolls and on Dex- or Str-
based Skill checks.

Special: The character can don or remove a mecha suit
that has a Start-Up Time Defect (page 36) in half the normal time.

Drive (or Pilot)
Relevant Ability: Intelligence or Dexterity
Specialisation: Drive: Big Rig (large trucks), Car, Motorcycle,

Small Truck (vans, pick-ups), Tank, etc.
Pilot: Heavy Airplane, Helicopter, Jet Fighter,
Light Airplane, Spacecraft

The ability to operate a powered vehicle. Skill checks are
only necessary in difficult situations such as performing vehicular
stunts, avoiding hazards, etc. The Pilot skill is used for air/space
vehicles.

Check
Routine tasks, such as ordinary driving, do not require a

Skill check. Make a check only when some unusual circumstance
exists (such as inclement weather or an icy surface), or when the
character is driving during a dramatic situation (the character is
being chased or attacked, for example, or is trying to reach a
destination in a limited amount of time). When driving, the
character can attempt simple manoeuvres or stunts.

Try Again?
Most driving/piloting checks have consequences for failure

that make trying again impossible.
Special

A character can take 10 when driving/piloting (if not in
combat or otherwise threatened or distracted), but cannot take 20.
There is no penalty for operating a general-purpose vehicle. Other,
specalised types of vehicles require the corresponding [Mecha]
Operation Feat, or the character takes a -4 penalty on Drive checks.

Time
A Drive check is a move action.

Feats and Mecha
Most Feats can be used from a mecha without any problem.

For example, a character with the Far Shot Feat can apply that to a
mecha’s weapons, while one with Alertness gets the same bonus
when using a mecha’s sensors. You could even use Brew Potion
inside a mecha, provided it had a lab.

Exceptions to this are Feats that require a near-human level of
physical co-ordination or agility, such as Cleave or Whirlwind Attack.
These require a mecha with limbs (a giant robot or suit) to use, and
may require a special prerequisite Feat — see Giant Robot Fighting.

Feats and BESM d20
BESM d20 includes several Attributes that can replace standard

Feats. d20 Mecha includes specific Feats for use by GMs running other
d20 games, however.

Mecha Feats
The following additional Feats are used in d20 Mecha.

Giant Robot Dodge
You are especially adept at defensive manoeuvres while

operating a giant robot. Select a size of giant robot (such as
gargantuan or colossal). You are adept at dodging attacks while

9

Ambidexterity Blind-Fight Cleave
Dodge Expertise Great Cleave

Improved Critical Improved Disarm Improved Initiative
Improved Trip Improved Two-Weapon Fighting Mobility
Power Attack Quick Draw Shot on the Run
Spring Attack Sunder Two-Weapon Fighting

Whirlwind Attack

•• GIANT ROBOT FIGHTING FEATS ••
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(Mecha) Operation
This is several different Feats, sometimes known as Aircraft

Operation, Spacecraft Operation, Surface Vehicle Operation, etc.
Select a GM-defined class, such as heavy aircraft, helicopters, jet
fighters, spacecraft, starships, heavy wheeled, powerboat,
sailboat, ship, submarine, tracked, giant robot, etc. The character
is proficient at operating that class of mecha.

Prerequisite: Pilot Skill 4+ Ranks for air or spacecraft;
Drive Skill 4+ Ranks for surface craft.

Benefit: The character takes no penalty on Drive or Pilot
checks or attack rolls made when operating a craft of the selected
class.

Normal: Characters without this Feat take a -4 penalty on
Pilot or Drive checks made to operate a mecha (giant robot or
vehicle), and on attacks made with its weapons. Exception: there is
no penalty when a character with appropriate Skill operates a
simple general-purpose vehicle, such as a light propeller aircraft (if
he has Pilot) or an automobile or van (if he has Drive). 

Special: The character can gain this Feat multiple times.
Each time the character takes the Feat, the character selects a
different class of mecha.

Mecha Weapon Proficiency
The character is proficient with a specific type of ranged

weapons used by mecha — Artillery (indirect fire weapons such as
Howitzers), Gunnery (heavy machine guns, tank guns and other
vehicle-mounted direct-fire weapons), or Launchers (rocket and
missile launchers). 

Prerequisite: None
Benefit: The character makes attack rolls with the

weapon normally.
Normal: A character who uses a weapon without being

proficient with it takes a -4 penalty on attack rolls.
Special: A character can gain this Feat multiple times.

Each time a character takes the Feat, he or she selects a different
weapon group.

Personal Firearms Proficiency
Benefit: The character can fire any personal firearm

without penalty.
Normal: Characters without this Feat take a -4 penalty on

attack rolls made with personal firearms.

Vehicle Dodge
Prerequisite: Dex 13+, Drive or Pilot Skill 6+ Ranks
Benefit: When piloting or driving a vehicle (not a giant

robot or suit), during the character’s action, the character
designates an opposing vehicle or a single opponent. The
character’s vehicle and everyone aboard it receive a +1 dodge
bonus to Defence against attacks from that vehicle or opponent.
The character can select a new vehicle or opponent on any action.

Normal: Characters operating mecha suits use the
ordinary Dodge Feat instead. Characters operating giant robots
may use the Dodge Feat if they have the Giant Robot Fighting Feat.

•• MECHA MID-TRANSFORMATION ••

Electronic Warfare
The character is an expert at using sensors
Prerequisite: Int 11+; Computer Use Skill 2+ Ranks
Benefit: The character can perform Computer Use

checks with mecha sensors (such as radar) without penalty.
Normal: Characters without this Feat make Computer

Use checks using mecha sensors at -4 penalty.
Special: If the character takes a full action to monitor a

sensor, he or she gets a +2 bonus on Computer Use checks with it.

Mechamorphosis
The character is an expert at using mecha with exotic

mechanical metamorphosis abilities.
Prerequisite: Dex 13+
Benefit: If operating a transforming or combining

mecha, the character can transform or combine using a move
action. The character may apply his or her Dex bonus to Defence
when transforming or combining. 

Normal: Characters without this Feat must take a full
action to transform or combine, and are flat-footed on the round
that they do so.

Special: In the case of a combining mecha, all characters
must have this Feat to gain the bonus.
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In d20 Mecha, a “mecha” is any vehicle, suit, construct, or
giant robot built with Mecha Points.

The word mecha is both singular and plural, just like
“samurai” or “ninja.”

Mecha Points
Each mecha design will cost a certain number of Mecha

Points depending on its statistics and qualities. Mecha Points are
an abstract representation of the qualitative value of the mecha. A
character gains a number of Mecha Points depending on his or
her access to resources as well as the character’s importance in
organisations — see Starting Mecha Points, below.

Starting Mecha Points
The chart below provides examples of Mecha Point power

levels. The equivalent Ranks of the Own a Big Mecha Attributes
from BESM d20 are also indicated.

Mecha Design
This chapter provides rules for creating mecha of all sorts,

from oared galleys and Gnomish war machines to cars, main
battle tanks, airplanes, submarines, powered armour ... and giant
robots.

d20 Mecha is an effects-based system. Start with a general
concept for a giant robot, suit, or vehicle, and use these rules to
translate it into game mechanics. The system is concerned with
what a mecha does, not the nuts-and-bolts details of what
technology is or isn’t available in a particular setting. That is up to
the GM.

There is no need to keep track of weight, money, power,
volume, or other considerations of that nature. Instead, an
abstract “Mecha Point” game mechanic rates relative capability of
the mecha design. The section Mecha Point Equivalent (page 47)
explains how to translate Mecha Points into other units, such as
experience levels, gold pieces, dollars, or wealth checks.

What is a Mecha?
In Japan, “mecha” is used to refer to the various mechanical

designs created for an anime series, from ordinary cars and
motorbikes to robots and starships. Big piloted robots are just
called “robots,” although most anime series adopt their own term
for them, like “mobile suits,” “armoured troopers” or “arm slaves.”

In the west, “mecha” is sometimes used in the Japanese
sense, and sometimes to refer to piloted robots.

Street or Soldier Level 200 Mecha Points. This will buy the kind
of vehicles and mecha one would expect
in a game about street-level operatives,
like bounty hunters or gangsters. A bullet-
proof hotrod, for example. It is also
suitable for a team of modern soldiers.
Thus, a crew of four player-characters
could pool their Mecha Points and buy an
M1 Abrams tank.

Agent Level 400 Mecha Points. This will buy the kind of
gear that super agents or cyberpunk anime
heroes have. Personal powered suits, for
example, or a “do anything” spy car.

Mecha Troopers Level 800 Mecha Points. This will buy a one-
man mecha roughly as powerful as a
modern-day battle tank or jet fighter A
group of characters who pool their Mecha
Points could buy a small fighting ship or
space cruiser. Many giant robot anime
shows have mecha at this power level.

Super Mecha Level 1,200 to 1,600 Mecha Points. This will buy
a mecha that is far beyond any modern day
fighting machine. This is the standard
power level for mecha in giant robot shows
where the heroes’ mecha are far tougher
than the typical “grunt” mecha (usually
built on 800 Points) they face.

Guardians Level 2,000 to 2,400 Mecha Points. This will buy
a mecha that is potentially world-shaking
in its power. Campaigns similar to anime
series where the characters are a small
group of teenagers who are the only beings
preventing the destruction of Earth will
often start with mecha at that this level.

Personal Gear

Own a Big Mecha Level 1

Own a Big Mecha Level 2

Own a Big Mecha Level 3 or 4

Own a Big Mecha Level 5 or 6

•• MECHA POINT EQUIVALENTS ••

Metric and Imperial Systems
Since some d20 System games use Imperial measurements

and some use metric, d20 Mecha uses both. Most values are given
both in Imperial and Metric equivalents; both are rounded
apropriately for simplicity.

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••

Science vs. Magic, Reality vs. Fantasy
Although some of the text that follows for the mecha creation

rules uses modern, scientific terminology, players and GMs should
not feel constrained by this. The rules herein are intended to allow
total freedom in mecha creation, be it ultra-realistic military
vehicles, sea galleons from the age of piracy, super-science
starships of epic space opera, or magical mecha in a fantasy
setting. The most important thing one should keep in mind while
looking at the mecha creation rules are the rules themselves. If one
wants to have Explosive Reactive Armour (page 28) on his or her
sea galleon, the player should not feel restricted against doing so by
the fact that such high-tech armour did not exist in the age of
pirates. The Explosive Reactive Armour could represent additional
layers of armour on the ship’s hull which provides protection
against attacks in a similar game mechanical fashion as the ERA
rules despite the fact that the real-world effect is different. Never let
the text constrain your imagination.

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••
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mecha must follow a particular theme. For example, “each
character must have a personal medium-size mecha suit” or “all
mecha must be submarines” or “everyone should have a gargantuan
or colossal giant robot that can travel in space.” The GM may ask
players to revise their mecha designs to fit the game setting.

Design a mecha by selecting various characteristics, such as
Hit Points, Armour, occupancy, or special abilities or weapons.
Each has a Mecha Point cost; sometimes this is positive,
sometimes negative. 

Add all the costs together to find the Total Mecha Point Cost.
This is the number of Mecha Points that it costs to start with this
mecha, or the total used in any Mecha Point Equivalence formula.

There is no cost for a mecha’s Type or Size, since the
advantages and disadvantages tend to balance.

Designing a
Mecha and its
Mecha Point Cost

Mecha design is a multi-step process, much like character
creation. It is up to the GM whether players can design their own
mecha or whether they must select them from existing designs.

If the GM allows players to design their own mecha, he or she
should specify how many Mecha Points are available. The GM may
decide that only Mecha Pilots (page 6) and Mecha Commanders
(page 7) can own mecha. Additionally, the GM must indicate
whether any particular abilities are required or forbidden, or if the

13

Mecha Statblock
Like creatures, mecha have a number of statistics. After a

mecha is designed, record it using this format:

(Mecha’s Name)
Type: Whether the mecha is a suit, giant robot, or vehicle.
Class: The general category of mecha, like “sailing ship” or “main

battle tank.” This is up to the designer to specify; the classes are
not defined by the rules. This determines what Skills or Feats are
needed to operate the mecha.

Size: The mecha’s size, which may range from fine to colossal.
Most mecha designed to carry human-sized passengers will be
medium-sized or larger. List the longest dimension and mass in
parenthesis, for example: “Colossal (70’ tall, 100 tons).”

Hit Points: The mecha’s Hit Points, for example “200 HP.” 
Occupants: The number of medium-sized occupants the mecha

transports. If the mecha has both crew and passengers it will have
two entries separated by a slash. The second is passengers.

Cargo: The cargo the mecha can carry. This will specify either (lbs.
or kg).

Armour: The mecha’s damage reduction. 
Defence: The mecha’s defence, factoring in the values from

Armour (if any) and size. (The value listed in brackets is for use
with BESM d20’s rules for Armour Class)

Strength: The mecha’s strength ability. This is only listed for
giant robots and suits, not for vehicles.

Land Speed (or Air Speed, etc.): The mecha’s top
speed in the specified environment, in mph or kph, with the
combat speed (usually in feet, metres, or squares) noted in
parenthesis. Follow underwater speed with the depth it can dive
and an air speed entry with the ceiling (for example, Ceiling:
12,000’). If space flight, list thrust in G (for example, 3 G) and if
realistic space flight, also G-rounds and a parenthetical delta-V. If
the mecha is a suit, or has FTL, a multiplier is given instead of an
actual speed, such as land speed x2.

Handling: The mecha’s Initiative and Manoeuvre modifiers. List
Initiative first, then Manoeuvre, separated by a slash. Some d20
System games use a single Handling modifier instead of two statistics.
If so, list it with (handling) in parenthesis to prevent confusion.

Special Abilities: The other capabilities possessed by the mecha,
such as sensors or an ejection seat. Special abilities are listed one
at a time in alphabetical order. If a special ability requires an
additional notation, for example, the range of a sensor, list it in
parenthesis.

Exotic Abilities: Any exotic abilities possessed by the mecha,
along with their any parenthetical notes regarding their capabilities.
Exotic abilities include Force Field, Merging, Summonable, and
Transformation. If an exotic ability has an additional notation, list it
in parenthesis.

Defects: List any overall flaws the mecha possesses, such as being
Flammable or a Hangar Queen. Defects are listed one at a time in
alphabetical order (for example, Defects: Flammable; Hangar
Queen; Windows). If the Defect has an additional note, list it in
parenthesis — for example, Reduced Endurance (3 days).

Weaponry: The names of the weapons built into or carried by
the mecha. Each weapon that is designed will be given its own stat
block — see Weapons, page 37.

Required Feats or Skills: Any Feats or  Skills required to
operate the mecha, such as Pilot. Note (Feat) or (Skill) in
parenthesis afterward if it is unclear whether a Feat or Skill is
being referenced.

Cost: The total Mecha Point cost of the mecha. If desired, a
conversion to dollars, credits, gold pieces, or other Points may be
listed in parenthesis. For example, “Cost: 100 Mecha Points
(20,000 gp).”

Mecha that can transform or merge may have multiple stat
blocks.

Optionally list the individual Mecha Point costs (positive or
negative) after each entry, for ease of modification, or, if a player,
to help the GM check your totals. If so, use the abbreviation MP
for Mecha Points and list the cost in brackets after the entry — for
example, Hit Points: 10 HP [20 MP].

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••
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Step 1
Choose Mecha Type

There are three broad types of mecha. Decide which to
create: a Suit, a Giant Robot, or a Vehicle.

Suit
A form-fitting suit of armour, worn rather than driven. This

includes exoskeletons and powered armour suits that are  no more
than 1.5 times as large as the wearer. A suit has no room for extra
gear: the Operator must wear tight or no clothes, no armour (except
for ultra-tech skintight armour), and bring no extra equipment.

Giant Robot
A giant robot is a piloted humanoid or animal-shaped vehicle

that is larger than its Operator and has creature-like agility and/or
manipulatory ability, via means of limbs and/or a flexible body and
jaw. A giant robot could be anything from a humanoid fighting
machine to a mechanical sea monster. If it stays on the ground, and
moves at less than High Speed (750’/round), a giant robot has the
advantage that it moves like a character or creature — there is no
need to use the vehicle movement rules when it goes into combat.

Vehicle
A vehicle is a piloted mecha that is notably larger than its

pilot and not classed as a giant robot. Vehicles include everything
from ordinary wagons and cars to pirate galleons and space
battleships. A machine with a simple bulldozer blade or tow arm
is still considered a vehicle rather than a giant robot, since it lacks
any flexibility of movement. Since vehicles do not acquire
Strength, they are cheaper than giant robots.

Step 2
Choose Size

Decide how big the mecha is. The appropriate sizes for
mecha are: fine, diminutive, tiny, small, medium, large, huge,
gargantuan, or colossal.

There are two restrictions on size:
If creating a mecha suit, it must be the same size as the

intended wearer. A suit for a human is medium size; a suit worn
by a colossal dragon will also be colossal.

If creating a vehicle or giant robot, it must be at least one
category larger than the largest being it is intended to carry. Thus,
a giant robot or vehicle big enough for a human to ride inside
must be at least large. 

Many giant robots or vehicles will be more than one size
category larger than their intended occupants. Exception: If the
occupant will ride on it, like a bike or surf board, it can be up to
two sizes smaller. 

Specify its dimensions (tall) or (long). Most vehicles are
long; suits and giant robots tend to be tall if humanoid, or long
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Concept
Decide on the basic concept of the mecha and how many

Mecha Points you will spend on it. Here are some possible concepts:
Aircraft

These could be airplanes, helicopters, wind-powered sky-
boats, or swift anti-gravity flyers.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFV)
Conventional battle tanks, troop-carrying APCs, or tiny

mini-tanks for city fighting.
Piloted Giant Robot

The classic humanoid battle machine with Operator riding
inside the cockpit.

Monsters
GMs can also use the mecha rules to design giant-monsters-

that-ate-Tokyo.
Organic Mecha

These living machines can be anything from a powered suit
to a battleship.

Powered Armour 
A form-fitting suit of strength-amplifying armour.

Spaceship
Small scoutships, sleek starfighters, rusty tramp freighters,

or giant battleships and carriers.
Super-Car

It looks like a car but it may be bulletproof, drive underwater,
or even fly.

Transforming Mecha
A motorcycle that turns into powered armour, for example,

or a big humanoid robot that becomes a fighter plane.
Watercraft

How about a sleek and deadly submarine, a powerful
battleship, a stately galleon, or a fast hydrofoil?

Design Checklist
Once the concept has been established, follow this

procedure to design the mecha:
1. Choose Mecha Type (page 14).
2. Choose Size (page 14).
3. Choose Hit Points (page 15).
4. Choose Occupants and Cargo (page 15).
5. Choose Armour (page 16).
6. [Optional]: Choose Defence modifier (page 16). Calculate Defence.
7. Choose Strength, (if a giant robot or suit (page 18).
8. Choose Speed (pages 18).
9. Choose Handling (page 22).
10. Choose Special Abilities (pages 24).
11. Choose Exotic Abilities (pages 31).
12. Choose Defects (page 34).
13. Design Weapons (pages 37).
14. Add up all Mecha Point costs. This gives the actual cost. 
15. Determine what Skills or Feats are needed to control the mecha.
16. Record the mecha’s statistics, and give it a cool name,

description, and background.
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The overlap between size categories is intentional, since a
smaller mecha might be tougher than a larger one if made from
especially durable materials. Hit Points on the lower end of the
scale are appropriate to mecha that are smaller or more lightly
built within a category; larger or heavier mecha have more HP.

Mecha Point Cost: Base Hit Points are 0 if medium
size or smaller, 10 if large, 20 if huge, 40 if gargantuan, 100 if
colossal. Each extra HP beyond base HP costs 2 Mecha Points.

Step 4
Choose Occupants and Cargo

A mecha suit’s occupancy is a single person whose size is the
same as that of the suit. Thus, if the suit is medium size, it is usable
with a medium-sized occupant. A suit has no cargo capacity.

Occupants
For vehicles and giant robots, decide how many medium-

sized occupants are carried. An occupant may be a crew member or
passenger, usually seated but sometimes standing. The maximum is
1 if small, 2 occupants if medium, 4 if large, 10 if huge, 20 if
gargantuan; if a colossal mecha, the only limit is the optional
realism consideration detailed under Maximum Loads (page 16).

There are two types of occupants for a giant robot or vehicle:
Operators are crew members who can use the mecha’s systems

in action: pilots, gunners, battery commanders, as well as equipment
operators who main crucial  systems such as sensors or

otherwise. Specify the mecha’s longest dimension (height if tall,
length if long) and empty weight, choosing from within the
available ranges given on the Size and Weight chart. 

Some examples of common mecha sizes:
Medium size: Powered armour, motorbike, dinghy. 
Large: A small car, speedboat, van, limousine, or light

airplane. An 8-16’ (2.5-5 m) giant robot.
Huge: A large car, small armoured personnel carrier

(APC), a truck, WWII-era fighter. A 16-32’ (5-10 m) giant robot.
Gargantuan: A large AFV or truck, a medium aircraft,

railway car or locomotive, tramp freighter. A 32-64’ (10-
20 m)+ giant robot.

Colossal: Anything larger, from the size of a jumbo jet to
a giant starship. A 64’ (20 m)+ giant robot.

Step 3
Choose Hit Points (HP)

Hit Points measure the damage a mecha can sustain before being
knocked out of action. The “base” column lists the default values.

The examples are for Hit Points using the same scale as d20
Modern, and are well balanced against modern weapons. HP vary
widely in different d20 System games, however — assign
whatever HP value best fits your own game setting. For other
examples of Hit Points, see the sample mecha designs.
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Mecha Hit Points
d20 Mecha (like d20 Modern) assumes that vehicles and

other mecha will have far fewer Hit Points than equivalent-sized
creatures. This is because they possess Armour. Tanks and other
vehicles — including giant robots — can only sustain a few
penetrating shots from heavy cannon or missiles before they are
destroyed. d20 Mecha reflects this reality, as it closely fits the
cinematic paradigm of fast and furious anime dogfight action. 

This approach, however, need not suit every game. In some
settings, giant robots can sustain much more punishment, perhaps
due to advanced ablative armour coatings or the like. GMs may also
wish to assign mecha HP totals that more closely match those of
monsters or high-Level characters. If so, double or even triple the
recommended HP range.

Some d20 System games also use a binary system that splits Hit
Points into two values with different names. If using d20 Mecha with
such a system, a mecha’s Hit Points are equivalent to whichever value
that represents physical damage (wounds, life blood, etc.), rather
than the value for abstract vitality or energy. 

A few games also replace Hit Points with other values. For
example, Mongoose Publishing’s Armageddon: 2089 setting uses
Structure Points rather than Hit Points. Structure Points = Hit Points
x 10 (or Hit Points = Structure Points ÷ 10).

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••

Sizes Base Range Examples

Tiny 0 HP 1-10 HP RC Toy (3 HP)
Small 0 HP 1-15 HP Bomb Squad Robot (15 HP)
Medium 0 HP 1-25 HP Motor Scooter (15 HP)
Large 10 HP 10-40 HP Compact Car (30 HP)
Huge 20 HP 20-50 HP Armoured Carrier (48 HP)
Gargantuan 40 HP 40-120 HP Main Battle Tank (64 HP)
Colossal 100 HP 100+ HP Destroyer Warship (150 HP)

•• MECHA HIT POINT EXAMPLES ••

Size Example Modifier Dimensions Empty Weight

Fine Micro-machine +8 up to 1” (3 cm) up to 1/2 lb.
Diminutive Small toy +4 1-6” (3-15 cm) 1/4 to 10 lbs.
Tiny RC toy +2 6”-1’ (15-30 cm) 5 to 50 lbs.
Small Police RC robot +1 1-4’ (.3-1.2 m) 25 to 250 lbs.
Medium Motorcycle +0 4-8’ (1.2-2.5 m) 100 lbs. to 1 ton
Large Small car -1 8-16’ (2.5-5 m) 1/2 to 4 tons
Huge Luxury car -2 16-32’ (5-10 m) 2 to 40 tons
Gargantuan Heavy tank -4 32-64’ (10-20 m) 10 to 400 tons
Colossal Jumbo jet -8 64’+ (20 m+) 50+ tons

The modifier is the size modifier of the mecha. 
A good way to estimate weight for very large mecha: weight

in tons = (longest dimension x longest dimension x longest
dimension) divided by 1,000.

•• SIZE AND WEIGHT CHART ••
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If the GM permits players to build their own mecha, he or she
may choose to restrict them to a certain range of Armour values to
ensure they are balanced against likely opposition. There is nothing
wrong with the characters (or their foes) being tough, but they
should not be utterly invulnerable.

Mecha Point Cost: 5 per Point of Armour. Also,
heavy Armour will increase the cost of speed.

Step 6 (Optional)
Choose Defence

d20 Mecha assumes mecha Armour does not also grant a
defence bonus; this is consistent with most of the vehicle designs
of d20 Modern. 

Not all d20 System games make that assumption, however.
A mecha’s Armour can also provide an equipment bonus to

Defence. Choose a Defence value for the Armour from +1 to +10.
This defence bonus depends more on the shape and material of
Armour than its thickness. Some examples:

• +1 to +3 if ordinary materials such as wood, synthetics, or light metal.
• +4 to +6 if paramilitary armour, partial armour, or steel plate. A

car with bullet-proof panels, an aircraft with armour over the
engine and cockpit, or the tough steel hull of a modern ship.

• +6 to +10 if military armour such as composite laminates, sloped
steel, battleship armour, etc.

• Force Shields: A defence bonus can also represent a force shield
that deflects rather than absorbs damage, or a combination of
armour and a force shield.

Mecha Point Cost: 5 Points per +1 to defence up to
Def +5; for defence 6+, cost is (defence x defence). Thus, Def +8
would cost (8 x 8 = 64) 64 Mecha Points.

Defence (Def)
Determine the mecha’s actual Defence (Def ) number using

this formula: 10 + defence bonus (if any) + size modifier. For
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communications. Many mecha have only one Operator, the pilot or
driver; others have several. In a large naval vessel or starship, these are
usually the bridge crew and gunners. Mecha that require many people
simply to keep it operational have the Service Crew Defect (page 36)

Passengers are everyone else. This includes passengers, but
also maintenance and service crew, such as cooks, medics,
engineers, sailors, troops, battery weapon loaders, and even off-
duty ops crew for smaller mecha carried aboard. Not all mecha
have passengers.

Decide on how many Operators and how many passengers
are carried.

Mecha Point Cost: 10 per Operator; 4 per
passenger. Exception: If mecha is colossal and has 25+ passengers
aboard, their cost decreases: 26-50 passengers cost 100 Points, 51-
100 passengers are 150 pPoints, 101-200 cost 200 Points, 201-400
cost 250 Points, etc., at +50 Points per doubling of capacity.

Cargo
A mecha may devote space to cargo. This can be either an

internal cargo hold or trunk, or an external cargo bed, or even
underwing pylons. Some or all of a mecha’s cargo may be
designated as liquid tankage or hangar space if desired; there is no
extra cost for this, but it cannot easily be used for much else. Not
all mecha have cargo spaces.

Mecha Point Cost: 1 per 200 lbs. (100 kg), or 10 per
ton (or tonne). Exception: If mecha is colossal and has 10+ tons (or
tonnes) of cargo aboard, cost is reduced: 10-20 tons cost 100 Points,
21-40 tons cost 150 Points, 41-80 tons cost 200 Points, 81-160 tons
cost 250 Points, etc., at +50 Points per doubling of capacity.

Maximum Loads
For realism’s sake, total weight of occupants and cargo in a

giant robot or vehicle should rarely exceed half the mecha’s
weight. Treat occupants (including seats, etc.) as 400 lbs. (200 kg),
that is, 5 occupants to a ton (or tonne).

Step 5
Choose Armour

Mecha are tougher than people. Assign the mecha a Armour
value (also called damage reduction). This is a value from 1 to 30,
which is subtracted from any damage inflicted to the mecha’s Hit
Points.

The chart to the right gives sample Armour values for real-
world vehicles. These are suggestions and not meant to constrain
designs — different d20 System games can have different values
for similar vehicles.

Another way to select an Armour value is to decide what sort
of weapon the mecha can routinely ignore and assign it sufficient
Armour to stop the average damage of that attack. For example, if
a 0.50-caliber machine gun inflicts 2d12 damage (an average of
6.5 points per d12) and the mecha should stop most 0.50-cal.
bullets, a Armour of 13+ is required. 

Vehicular Example Typical Armour

Rubber raft, rowboat 0-2
Motorcycle, oared galley 2-5
Automobile, light aircraft 4-6
Large sailing ship, jet airplane 4-8
Pick-up truck, jeep 5-7
Semi-truck, cargo steamship 5-9
Attack helicopter 7-10
Armoured car or limousine 10-11
Typical “powered armour” suit 10-14
Armoured Personnel Carrier 9-15
Infantry Fighting Vehicle 13-16
Medium tank (WWII era) 12-18
Battleship (WWII era) 18-20
Main battle tank (modern era) 18-25
Powerful giant battle robot 15-30

•• MECHA ARMOUR EXAMPLES ••
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•• F-16 FIGHTING FALCON ••

F-16 Fighting Falcon
This agile, battle-tested aircraft is the world’s most popular high

performance fighter-bomber. More than 4,000 F-16s serve with 22
nation’s air forces. US, Israeli, and Pakistani F-16s have seen combat.
Mecha Type: Vehicle
Class: Fighter jet
Size: Gargantuan (49’, 27,000 lbs.)
Hit Points: 45 [10]
Occupants: 1 Operator [10]
Armour: 4 [20]
Defence: 6 (1d20-4)
Air Speed: 750 mph (6,600’) [375]
Ceiling: 60,000’ [70]
Handling: -4/+9 [65]
Special Abilities: Booster (+600 mph, 5,280’) [150],

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  ( L o n g  R a n g e  R a d i o :  S e c u r e )  [ 4 ] ,
Countermeasures, (EES) [10], ECM (Defensive Jammer +5) [15],
Ejection Seat [3], Life Support [16], Navigation (basic) [1], Sensor
(Radar: 25 miles) [75], Targeting (+1) [5]

Defects: Hangar Queen [-10], Reduced Endurance (a few hours)
[-25], Stall Speed (150 mph) [-75], Start-Up Time (1 min.) [-2],
Very Noisy [-10], Volatile [-9], Windows [-4]

Missile Rails with 4 Sidewinders
Damage: 10d8
Critical: 20
Type: Blast
Increment: 6,400’
Magazine: 4
Notes: Blast, Guided (infrared homing), Long Range x4; Fixed

Arc of Fire (front), Limited Ammo x3 [138]
20mm Vulcan Gatling Gun
Damage: 4d8
Critical: 20
Type: Ballistic
Increment: 160’
Magazine: 515
Notes: Automatic x2, Extra Ammo x3 (515 shots); Fixed Arc of

Fire (front); Alternative weapon [12]

Mecha Point Cost: 850 Points. US $14.5 million

•• SAMPLE MECHA ••
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Land Speed
Land speed is the maximum speed the mecha can move on

solid ground. A mecha will have a land speed statistic if it is
capable of sustained movement and manoeuvre on the ground.
This usually means it has legs, wheels, tracks, or a combination, or
perhaps even a snake-like body. 

Land speed is unnecessary if the mecha, such as a helicopter or
a boat, cannot move on land or only does so as a short takeoff or
landing (for example, an airplane).

players using BESM d20, the Defence value is equal to a 1d20 roll
+ defence bonus (if any) + size modifier. The size modifier is +8 if
fine, +4 if diminutive, +2 if tiny, +1 if small, 0 if medium, -1 if
large, -2 if huge, -4 if gargantuan or -8 if colossal. 

This Def can be increased by the pilot’s Dex bonus and any
class abilities or Feats that increase mecha Def.

Step 7
Choose Strength

A mecha suit’s Strength modifier is an equipment bonus to
its wearer’s Strength score.

A giant robot’s Strength ability score replaces its wearer’s
Strength score when operating the mecha.

A vehicle does not have a Strength score, since it cannot lift
or manipulate objects.

If the mecha is a suit or giant robot, select its strength from
within the range shown on the Strength Range Chart for its
chosen Size.

If a giant robot, record the Str ability modifier in parenthesis
after the Str value. It is equal to (ability x 1/2) -5 (round fractions
down). Thus, Str 50 gives a +20 bonus — Str 50 (+20).

Mecha Point Cost: For giant robots, this is (Str-10)
x 3 Points. Thus, a giant robot with Str 40 would pay (40-10) x 3 =
90 Points. For suits, this is 3 per +1 Str. Thus, a suit with a Str +10
pays 30 Points.

Step 8
Choose Speed

There are seven types of speed: Land, Air, Water,
Underwater, Burrowing, Faster-than-Light (FTL), and Space. A
mecha can have ratings for some or all of them.

A mecha’s speed (except for space or FTL) is measured in
miles per hour (or kph). See also Combat Speeds for Mecha
sidebar, right column.

Use these rules to determine vehicle or giant robot speed.
Special rules apply to mecha suits. If designing a mecha suit, refer
to the Mecha Suit Movement sidebar, page 20.

Shelby Cobra
A classic two-seat roadster from the 1960s, mating a light

sports car body with a powerful V-8 engine.
Mecha Type: Vehicle
Class: Automobile
Size: Large (13’, 2,500 lbs.)
Hit Points: 30 [40]
Occupants: 1 Operator [10]; 1 passenger [4]
Cargo: 200 lbs. [1]
Armour: 4 [20]
Defence: 9 (1d20-1)
Land Speed: 165 mph (1,452’) [82]
Handling: -1/+2 [15]
Special Abilities: Accessories (Stereo, Burglar Alarm) [2],

Headlights [1]
Defects: High Ground Pressure [-14], Noisy [-5], Reduced

Endurance (several hours) [-20], Road Vehicle [-5], Volatile [-6],
Windows [-4]

Cost: 110 Mecha Points. US $24,200

•• SAMPLE MECHA ••

Sizes Giant Robot Suit bonus

Fine Str 1 Str +0
Diminutive Str 1-3 Str +0
Tiny Str 1-10 Str +0
Small Str 5-15 Str +0 to +5
Medium Str 10-25 Str +0 to +15
Large Str 15-35 Str +5 to +25
Huge Str 20-50 Str +10 to +40
Gargantuan Str 30-75 Str +20 to +65
Colossal Str 40-100 Str +30 to +90

•• MECHA STRENGTH RANGE CHART ••

It is also important to calculate the combat speed of the
mecha. This is its speed when moving during six-second combat
rounds. Various d20 System games use different values for combat
speeds. Use whichever suit the GM’s game:
• Mph to Feet: Multiply mph by 8.8 to get speed in feet per round.
• Mph to Yards: Multiply mph by 2.93 to get speed in yards per

round.
• Mph to Squares (5’): Multiply mph by 1.76 to get squares per

round.
• Mph to Squares (50’): Multiply mph by 0.176 to get speed in 50’

“chase squares” per round.
• Kph to Metres: Multiply kph by 1.67 to get speed in metres per

round.
• Kph to Squares (1.5 m): Multiply kph by 1.1 to get speed in 

1.5 m (5’) squares per round.
• Kph to Squares (15 m): Multiply kph by 0.11 to get speed in 

15 m (50’) “chase squares” per round.
Round off to the nearest 5’, 1.5 m or yard, or square.
d20 Mecha’s examples use feet, since it is the standard used

in the Player’s Handbook.

•• COMBAT SPEED FOR MECHA ••
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Water (and Underwater) Speed
This is the maximum speed the mecha can move in or under

water. Select the mecha’s water speed in mph (or kph), and then
calculate its combat speed. If the mecha can move underwater,
select an underwater speed and a surface speed that is the same or
higher than the underwater speed.

Suits use special rules; see Mecha Suit Movement, page 20.
Some examples of water speeds:

• 5 mph (8 kph) is typical of slower sailing craft or row boats.
• 10 mph (16 kph) is typical of faster sailing craft, galleys, mini-

subs, or amphibians.
• 25-35 mph (40-56 kph) is typical of modern ocean-going ships.
• 50 mph (90 kph) is typical of speed boats and hydrofoils.
• 318 mph (511 kph) is roughly the world water speed record for a

jet-powered speed boat.
If the mecha can dive and travel underwater, select its

maximum dive depth, in feet or metres. Historically, the first 19th-
century submarines could dive no deeper than 50’ (15 m). By World
War II, subs reached 600’ (200 m); today’s nuclear subs dive to
1,000-1,500’ (300-500 m). Specialised research/salvage craft can
dive much more deeply — 36,000’ is a world record.

Mecha Point Cost: 1 per 5 mph (8 kph) per point of
mecha Armour; if Armour is 4 or less, treat as 5. Double cost for
underwater movement. If the mecha can travel underwater but has
a faster surface speed, buy the underwater speed, and pay normal
cost for each extra 5 mph (8 kph) over the underwater speed. 

Each 10’ (3 m) of diving depth x the Armour of the vehicle
costs 1 Mecha Point, or 2 Points if the mecha is of colossal size.
Example: a gargantuan mecha with Armour 10 gains 100’ (10’ of
diving depth x a Armour of 10) per Mecha Point. Thus, it can dive
30,000’ for 300 Mecha Points.

Select the land speed in mph (or kph). Then calculate its
combat speed. Exception: Suits use special rules; see Mecha Suit
Movement, page 20. Some examples of land speeds:

• 10 mph (16 kph) is typical of bulldozers or lumbering steam-
powered mecha.

• 30-50 mph (48-80 kph) is a good speed for a giant robot or a
modern tank.

• 100 mph (160 kph) is a typical top speed for an ordinary car,
while a sports car or racing bike could do 150-175 mph (240-280
kph).

• 750 mph (1,200 kph) is just above Mach 1, the speed of sound.
A rocket-powered car travelling at about that speed holds the
current world land speed record.

Mecha Point Cost: 1 per 10 mph (16 kph) of land
speed x Armour ; treat Armour 4 or less as 5. 

Example: The Mach Buster super car has land speed 700
mph and Armour 6. It costs 700 ÷ 10 x 6 = 420 Mecha Points.

Burrowing Speed
A mecha given a burrowing speed can move earth and/or

tunnel underground. Top speed assumes the mecha is going
through sand or packed earth. Tunnelling through solid rock is
1/10 speed. The tunnel it leaves behind can be either permanent
or collapse after it — specify which when the mecha is created.
Select burrowing speed in mph (or kph), then calculate combat
speed.

Mecha Point Cost: 1 if fine, 2 if diminutive, 3 if tiny,
5 if small, 10 if medium, 20 if large, 30 if huge, 40 if gargantuan or
50 if colossal size per 2 mph (3 kph) of burrowing speed.

19

•• SHELBY COBRA ••
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Examples of air speeds:
• 20 mph (30 kph) is a good balloon speed.
• 55 mph (90 kph) is the maximum horizontal speed of a

peregrine falcon, the fastest bird.
• 150 mph (240 kph) is typical of fast helicopters or light propeller

aircraft.
• 400 mph (640 kph) is a fast late WWII propeller-engine fighter

airplane.
• 550 mph (880 kph) is a typical civilian jet (or a ground attack

fighter).
• 750 mph (1,200 kph) is roughly the speed of sound; it’s typical of

a jet fighter without afterburners.
• 1,500 mph (2,400 kph) is typical of a fast interceptor like the F-

15 Eagle, using afterburners.
• 2,200 mph (3,520 kph) is the fastest jet aircraft, the SR-71

Blackbird.
• 17,000 mph (27,400 kph) is the speed required to reach orbit,

and 25,000 mph (40,000 kph) is Earth’s escape velocity, enough
to escape its gravity into deep space.

Mecha Point Cost: 10 for a ceiling of up to 500’ 
(150 m); for a higher ceiling, +1 per 1,000’ (300 m). Each 10 mph
(16 kph) of air speed costs 1 per point of mecha Armour; if
Armour is 4 or less, treat as Armour 5.

Example: The giant robot Diomedes Prime (Armour 15) can
fly at 200 mph at a ceiling of 3,000’. Its ceiling costs (10 + 3) 13
Points; its air speed costs (200÷10 x 15) 300 Points.

Space Flight
The mecha can propel itself in space. There are four ways to

travel around in space: Realistic Space Flight, Dramatic Space
Flight, Space Sails, and Faster-Than-Light (FTL).

The GM may rule that some of these methods are not
available in a game. For example, a “hard science fiction” setting
only Realistic Space Flight or Space Sails may be available. On the
other hand, a space opera setting might use Dramatic Space Flight
and FTL Drive.

Realistic Space Flight
The space drive blasts out mass (often heated or energised)

to produce thrust. It is limited by the amount of reaction mass
carried aboard. Depending on the technology, the reaction mass
could be anything from rocket fuel to alchemical powder. Many
science fiction spacecraft are fusion drives, using water or
hydrogen.

• Thrust
This is how fast the spacecraft can increase its velocity or

change its course — both are the same thing. It is measured in
gravities, or G: a thrust of 1 G is an acceleration equal to Earth’s
gravity, roughly 32’ or 9.8 m per second per second. In game
terms, it can be assumed — with a great deal of abstraction —
that each G of thrust lets the mecha increase or decrease its
current velocity by about 1,000’/round.

Ceiling and Air Speed
Some mecha can fly through the air. If the mecha can fly,

decide how: wings and jets or propellers, rotors, rockets, anti-
gravity, flapping wings, hot air, magic, etc. Then select air speed
and ceiling.

Select the mecha’s flight ceiling in feet (or metres). This is the
highest altitude it can reach. The base ceiling is 500’ (150 m),
suitable for a jet pack-equipped robot or suit. A higher ceiling can be
selected; typical ceilings are 7,500-15,000’ (1,500-5,000 m) for
helicopters, 10,000-40,000’ (3,000-12,000 m) for propeller aircraft,
and 30,000’-80,000’ (10,000-24,000 m) for jets.

Choose the air speed that the mecha can attain. For very fast
mecha such as fighter jets, it is more cost-effective to give the
mecha an air speed only 1/2 whatever their absolute maximum
speed will be, then take the Booster special ability (page 24). This
represents use of afterburners. Most balloons should take a low
speed and the Wind Powered Defect (page 37).

Select the mecha’s air speed in mph (or kph), and then
calculate its combat speed. If the mecha lacks any propulsion system
(such as a flying building or tethered balloon) pay only for its ceiling.
Suits use special rules; see Mecha Suit Movement, below. 

Unlike a giant robot or vehicle, a suit’s movement is based on
the capabilities of its wearer. For example, a human’s suit will let
the wearer walk, a dragon’s suit will let him walk and fly, and a
mermaid’s will let her swim.

Sometimes the suit’s weight will slow the wearer down, but
mecha suits often (but not always) include a powered assist that
allows the wearer to run faster and jump greater distances.

Select the suit’s speed multiplier. This can be x2/3, x1, x1.5, x2,
or x3. 

If the wearer is capable of multiple movement types, select the
multiple for each movement type (paying Mecha Points
separately). For example, a dragon will select ground and air
movement for its suit.

The speed multiplier will be applied to the suit wearer’s
normal speed to determine his or her speed when using the suit.
Thus, a human’s normal speed is 30’ (10 m), so in a suit with a
x1.5 multiplier he would move at 45’ (15 m)’ per turn. A speed
multiplier of x2/3 means the suit has no power assist, slowing the
wearer to 2/3 his or her speed, much like a normal suit of medium
or heavy armour does.

Mecha Point Cost: This is 2 x speed multiplier x
mecha’s Armour (but treat Armour 4 or less as 5). For example, if
the speed multiplier was x1.5 and Armour was 10, it would cost (2
x 1.5 x 10) 30 Mecha Points.

A suit may also buy air, water, or space (but not land)
movement if its wearer does not normally posses that capability.
For example, a human’s suit could buy air speed and
manoeuvrability, representing a jet pack or mechanical wings. Use
the rules for giant robots to determine the Point cost of this
movement.

•• MECHA SUIT MOVEMENT ••
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Space Sails
Space is not empty — it is awash with a sea of energy. Stars,

such as our own Sun, emit both light and a powerful “solar wind”
of high-energy particles such as protons. Enormous sails — often
many tens or even hundreds of kilometres across — can be
constructed to allow spacecraft to catch the stellar winds (though
the sails can certainly be much smaller depending on the
campaign setting).

Use the rules for Dramatic Space Flight, above, but usually with
thrust ratings well below 1 G, clumsy space manoeuvrability, and the
Wind Powered Defect (page 37). A realistic light sail or magnetic sail
that catches solar photons or protons has a thrust of well below 1/10
G, but a magical ether sail may be much more effective.

Space sails may have their acceleration increase dramatically
if their thrust can be boosted by an appropriate outside source, for
example, a giant laser cannon beaming energy into a light sail, a
solar storm, etc.

FTL Drive
This allows a mecha that is already in space to travel between

the stars at faster-than-light (FTL) speeds. Some stardrives let a
mecha fly at impossible speeds, while others side-step normal
space by travelling through some kind of hyperspace or instantly
jumping from point to point.

Some FTL drives are only good for interstellar trips, and
require ordinary reaction drives, space sails, or dramatic drives as
well. For example, the FTL drive may not function close to a
planet’s gravity, thus requiring the first few tens of thousands of
miles to be made using a conventional drive. Alternatively, it
might only connect certain natural or artificial “jump points” or
“wormholes” that must first be reached.

Many FTL drives have no manoeuvrability at all: the
navigator programs in a course, and the spacecraft flies in a
straight line (either through normal space or some form of
hyperspace), or ducks out of space together and reappears at the
destination, either instantly, or after a set time has elapsed. Others
let the mecha manoeuvre freely, but at many times the speed of
light. Note that if this capability exists and is not limited as
described above, it will render conventional space flight obsolete
and let FTL-equipped vessels fly rings around ordinary craft.

The GM should decide exactly how each FTL drive works,
whether a trip is instant, or takes hours, weeks, or months, and if
it has a maximum range or other limits. There may be problems
that prevent a ship instantly escaping, such as engines that take a
long time to recharge or those that exhaust their fuel between trips.
Navigation could be tricky, requiring a Navigate check to avoid
being lost in space or ending up some place unintended (perhaps
with a DC based on distance in light years). In some campaigns,
only large spaceships have the room to mount a Stardrive. If so, the
GM may require a minimum ship size as a prerequisite.

The GM should assign a base interstellar speed (or distance,
for instant jumps) in light years, or parsecs, such as 1 light
year/day or 1 parsec/week. This is the speed of the slowest
starship. FTL speed is expressed as a multiplier to that speed, for
example, FTL x3 means it can travel 3x as fast as the slowest

• G-Rounds
This is a measure of how long the mecha can accelerate before

using up its onboard reaction mass (once this happens it can just
coast). A mecha uses up 1 G-Round each time it uses 1 G of thrust
for one round. If it accelerated at 2 G (assuming it can) for five
rounds, it would use up 10 G-Rounds; if it accelerated at 0.1 G for
1,000 rounds, it would use up 100 G-Rounds, and so on.

• Delta-V
For the realism-inclined, delta-V is a measure of the top speed

a mecha can build up to before it runs out of reaction mass and
must coast. Most mecha, when travelling, will only accelerate to a
velocity no more than half their delta-V to ensure they have
sufficient reaction mass to decelerate again (since deceleration is
an application of reverse-thrust). Delta-V = G-Rounds x 125 mph
(200 kph); thrust does not figure into this. If a mecha has a thrust
of at least 2 G and a delta-V of about 20,000 mph (32,000 kph) or
more, however, it has enough thrust to lift off from Earth and boost
itself into orbit (25,000 mph (40,000 kph) is escape velocity). 

Note that exhausting all a mecha’s onboard reaction mass
isn’t the same as running out of power or life support — a mecha
with a reaction engine can still function perfectly normally if it’s
out of reaction mass; it just can’t accelerate or decelerate in space.

Select the mecha’s thrust in G (this may be a fraction) and its G-
rounds (usually a multiple of acceleration). Most short-range “space
fighter” type mecha should have a number of G-rounds equal to at
least 10 x their acceleration. Long-range spaceships should have
enough G-rounds to give them a delta-V of 1,000 or more, which
usually means accepting a lower acceleration.

Mecha Point Cost: Cost (per drive) is Thrust (in G)
x G-Rounds x Armour x 0.1. If Armour is 4 or less, treat as 5. For
example, if a gargantuan space fighter with Armour 10 has 3 G
thrust and 100 G-rounds (Delta V 12,500 mph), the Mecha Point
cost is (3 x 100 x 10 x 0.1) 300.

Dramatic Space Flight
The mecha can accelerate constantly for as long as it has

power — it ignores mundane considerations like reaction mass, so
the top speed is limited only by its endurance (see Defects, page 34)
or any physics-based considerations the GM wishes to impose, like
the speed of light. Sure, that defies the laws of physics, but if 60’ tall
giant robots exist, who is going to care?

Select an acceleration in G: each G lets the mecha increase its
speed by 1,000’ per round (thus, 0.1 G would allow 100’, while 
6 G would allow 6,000’). If it stops accelerating, it will continue
moving at its listed speed. It can decelerate instead of accelerating,
reducing its speed by its thrust rating (thus, -100’ for 0.1 G or 
-6,000’ for 6G).

Mecha Point Cost: The cost is (1 + thrust in G)
times Armour times 10. Treat thrust under 1/20 G as 1/20 G, and
Armour under 4 as 5. 

Note: in some universes, all spacecraft may accelerate much
faster. If appropriate, the GM can modify this; replace “thrust in
G” with “in 10s of G,” “in hundreds of G,” or another appropriate
value for the campaign setting.
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T-72M Main Battle Tank
The T-72M is an upgraded Cold-War era Russian tank that

has been widely exported to nations such as Iraq and Syria. It is
smaller than most western main battle tanks, with a large
smoothbore cannon mounted in the turret with a coaxial 7.62mm
machine gun, and a 12.7mm machine gun on the roof by the
commander’s hatch. The Operators are a commander and gunner
(in the turret) and a driver (in the hull).
Mecha Type: Vehicle
Class: Tank
Size: Huge (22’ long, 45 tons)
Hit Points: 55 [70]
Occupants: 3 Operators [30]
Cargo: 800 lbs. [4]
Armour: 20 [100]
Defence: 8 (1d20-2)
Land Speed: 37 mph (310’) [74]
Handling: -2/-4 [-10]
Special Abilities: Communications (Tactical Radio) [2],

Environmental Systems (NBC Filter) [6]], Explosive Reactive
Armour [8], Headlights [1], Sensors (Infrared: 2 miles, Optic: 2
miles) [13], Stabilisation Gear [10], Targeting Bonus +2 [10]

Defects: Front-Optimised Armour (Armour 13) [-20], Noisy 
[-5], Poor visibility [-5], Reduced Endurance (several hours) [-20],
Volatile [-10], Weak Point [-20]

125mm smoothbore gun, HEAT ammo
Damage: 10d8
Critical: 20
Type: Blast
Increment: 400’
Rate of Fire: 1
Magazine: 20
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Armour-Penetrating, Blast; Slow-Firing [120]

125mm smoothbore gun, APFSDS ammo
Damage: 10d10
Critical: 20
Type: Ballistic
Increment: 500’
Rate of Fire: 1
Magazine: 20
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Armour-Penetrating; Slow-Firing; Alternate ammo for 125mm

gun [11]
7.62mm machine gun
Damage: 2d10
Critical: 20
Type: Ballistic
Increment: 100’
Rate of Fire: A
Magazine: 2,000
Size: Large
Notes: Automatic, Extra Ammo 4; Alternate weapon to 125mm

gun [1]
12.7mm machine gun
Damage: 2d12
Critical: 20
Type: Ballistic
Increment: 120’
Rate of Fire: A
Magazine: 500
Size: Large
Notes: Automatic, Extra ammo 3; Exposed; Different gunner [69]

Smoke Grenade Launchers
Damage: Smoke +1 (10’ radius)
Critical: 20
Type: Special
Increment: 50’
Rate of Fire: SS
Magazine: 6
Size: Large
Notes: Emanation x2; Less Ammo x2; Different gunner’s alternate

weapon [1]
Cost: 450 Mecha Points. US $810,000

•• SAMPLE MECHA ••

spacecraft. The GM may wish to set a maximum multiplier, for
example, x6 or x10. The GM may only allow one FTL speed. If
jump involves going through a jump gate or wormhole to
whatever point connects it, for instance, then it is reasonable to
assume that all ships travel to that point at the same pace.

Mecha Point Cost: 20 x Armour per multiple of
standard interstellar speed; if Armour is 4 or less, treat as 5. If it can
manoeuvre in FTL space, multiply the cost by 5. If it “breaks the
rules” (jumps without a wormhole when other ships require one,
etc.) apply a x1 to x10 cost multiplier depending on how much of an
advantage this gives with the campaign.

Step 9
Choose Handling

Handling qualities are represented by two values: Initiative
and Manoeuvre. Each is chosen separately.

Manoeuvre and initiative values only apply to giant robots
and vehicles. Mecha suits do not have them.

Manoeuvre:
This adds to checks made to manoeuvre the mecha. It is

based on how agile and quick to accelerate or turn the mecha is.
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Initiative
This adds to initiative checks. It is usually based on a

vehicle’s mass and momentum, and thus is normally a negative
number equal to the size modifier: +8 if fine, +4 if diminutive, +2
if tiny, +1 if small, 0 if medium, -1 if large, -2 if huge, -4 if
gargantuan, or -8 if colossal.

Initiative is rarely increased above the starting value, but an
increase could be justified for one that (for example) flew using
anti-grav technology or was fast to accelerate. It should not go
above or below +/-10.

Mecha Point Cost: If increased or decreased, use the
same cost calculation method as Manoeuvre.

The Manoeuvre statistic starts at +8 if fine, +4 if diminutive,
+2 if tiny, +1 if small, 0 if medium, -1 if large, -2 if huge, -4 if
gargantuan, or -8 if colossal. Most vehicles possess this base value.
Agile mecha like giant robots or motor bikes usually add +1 to +4
points — for example, a typical motorcycle might have a +3
manoeuvre, a car might have a +0, while a large tank has -4.
Manoeuvre should not go above +10 or below -10.

Mecha Point Cost: 0 Points for the base value given
above. Each +1 over this size-derived base value costs 5. Each -1
below this starting value gives back the same Points.

23
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is particularly effective for defeating shaped-charge Armour-
Penetrating attacks such as the high-explosive anti-tank (HEAT)
warheads of most anti-tank missiles and light anti-tank rockets. 

Chobham Armour doubles the mecha’s Armour against
Armour-Penetrating explosives (weapons that have both the blast
and Armour-Penetrating qualities). This will also affect weapons
from other d20 System books (for example, the M72 LAW rocket)
that use shaped-charge or HEAT-type warheads.

Mecha Point Cost: +1 per point of Armour the
mecha has.

Communications 
Normally the pilot can still be heard from inside the mecha

through some means (even if buried inside a 50’ tall suit of
armour). This basic speaker system does not cost any Points.
Other possibilities include: 

Long Range Radio
This is usually a high-frequency system that has a long range

but is vulnerable to jamming and interception. Taking advantage
of the ionosphere ability to mirror high-frequency signals, the
high frequency (HF) band provides long-range communications
(hundreds or thousands of miles) for low power. The down side is
that these radio signals are easily intercepted by other long-range
radios in range. In space or worlds (like the moon) that lack an
ionosphere, range is the same as a tactical radio (see below).

Tactical Radio
This is a very high or ultra-high frequency communicator. It

can be intercepted, but range is limited to line of sight
transmissions (unless using relay towers), about 1-10 miles/1-16
km in atmosphere (100 times that in space), which makes it much
more secure beyond the immediate area.

Laser Com
This tight-beam communicator is nearly impossible to jam or

intercept without physically imposing something in the way. It is
limited to line if sight transmission and is vulnerable to atmospheric
effects. Maximum range is usually limited to about 5 miles/8 km on
the ground due to the horizon, but if there is a clear line of sight it is
about 50 km/80 miles in atmosphere (1,000 times that in space).

Microwave Com
A microwave uplink is often used for communication with

orbiting relay satellites or spaceships, or space-to-space
communications. Treat as laser com, but double range in
atmosphere. The beam is also wider: anyone in its path (or within
a few degrees to either side) with a microwave com can eavesdrop.

Com Options
The following communication options can be added to the

base communications types: 
• Interplanetary

This system has much greater range, good for communications
anywhere in a solar system.  It is often used by spacecraft, etc. Apply
this to long-range radio, microwave, or laser com systems.

• Interstellar
A faster-than-light communications system allows

instantaneous communication over vast distances; it may not

Conversion Notes: Handling
Many d20 System games use a single Handling statistic for

vehicles instead of a split Manoeuvre and Initiative statistic.
Handling differs in that it is often a broader range (for example,
+15 to -15) and generally takes into account speed — a fast jet
aircraft will have a much higher Handling value. Some typical
values might: supersonic jet: +10, ordinary car: +0, slow sailing
ship: -10. If the GM chooses to use a Handling statistic instead of
Initiative and Manoeuvre, use the cost of Manoeuvre, above.

Step 10
Choose Special Abilities

These are innate gadgets and other capabilities that a mecha
may possess. They are all optional — no mecha is required to have
any of the special abilities described in this section.

Accessories
These are additional features for the mecha, which provide

useful but mundane non-combat-related advantages.
Examples of Accessories include: airlock, burglar alarm,

camera, cell phone, emergency lights and siren, loudspeaker,
luxurious decor, personal computer, revolving license plate, stereo
system, tow cable, or wet bar. 

A mecha need not acquire accessories that are implied by its
other capabilities (a mecha with Space Travel can be assumed to
have appropriate navigational systems) or which are ubiquitous
(like safety belts in a modern vehicle).

Mecha Point Cost: 1 per Accessory.

Booster 
A Booster is any system that gives a mecha a temporary

“kick” of speed. Types of Boosters include afterburners for
aircraft, nitro-injection for cars, antimatter injection for starships,
etc. Some giant robots have Boosters that represent various types
of super-technology — “quantum flux engine,” for example.

A Booster will only affect one type of movement (air, land,
water, underwater, or space flight). A mecha can take different
Boosters for different movement types, however.

Boosters provide an increase in speed for a short period of
time (no more than one hour or 10% of the mecha’s endurance,
whichever is less). Exception: a space flight Booster adds
additional G of thrust for a number of G-rounds, just like realistic
space flight (page 20); G-rounds may not exceed 600.

Mecha Point Cost: Each 20 mph (32 kph) of air, land,
or water Booster speed costs 1 per point of Armour (treat Armour
of 4 or less as 5). For space flight (either realistic or dramatic), cost
is the same as realistic space flight; just give the Booster a shorter
number of G-rounds and a higher thrust.

Chobham Armour
The mecha has composite-laminate armour (often called

Chobham Armour after its place of invention). This Armour type
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Electromagnetic Armour
T h e  m e c h a ’s  A r m o u r  c a n  g e n e r a t e  a  p o w e r f u l

electromagnetic field, disrupting the particle jet produced by
Armour-Penetrating blast attacks such as shaped-charge warheads
(see Chobham Armour, page 24, for a definition of these weapons).
This triples the mecha’s Armour against such attacks.

Electromagnetic Armour also has some effect against
ballistic weapons that have the Armour-Penetrating quality: add
+1 additional Armour against such attacks.

The activation of the armour produces a transient
electromagnetic pulse — this may be easily detected by some
sensors.

This may not be combined with Explosive Reactive Armour
(page 28) or Chobham Armour.

Mecha Point Cost: +2 per point of Armour the
mecha has.

Electronic Counter-Measures (ECM)
The mecha is equipped with an electronic countermeasures

jamming suite. ECM can be any of the following sub-types: Radar
J a m m e r  ( j a m s  ra d a r  s e n s o r s ) ,  R a d i o  J a m m e r  ( a f f e c t s
communications), Defensive Jammer (jams missile homing systems).

Assign each category of ECM system an equipment bonus
from +1 to +9; this may vary by category. This is used when
determining the DC and/or Defence of electronic warfare
attempts.

Radar Jammer
This adds to the DC of any attempt to spot a target with

radar, and adds to the mecha’s Defence against attempts to lock
on with a radar homing or semi-active radar homing missile. This
DC increase is reduced by 1 for every 500’ (150 m) from the
jammer; in space, it is reduced by 1 for every 5,000’ (1.5 km)
distant. The jamming area will be detected, but not the mecha
itself. It has no effect on Laser Radar.

Radio Jammer
All radio signals are jammed within 1,000 (300 m) x bonus,

or 10 times that area in space. At an extra cost, it may also jam FTL
radio.

Defensive Jammer
This adds a circumstance bonus to the mecha’s Defence against

an attack or lock-on attempt made by any infrared-homing missile.
Mecha Point Cost: 3 per +1 for Radar or Defensive

Jammer, 2 per +1 for Radio Jammer (+20 if jams FTL radio).

Environmental Systems
Climate Control

The mecha has Climate Controls that allow the crew to be
comfortable in a wide variety of temperatures (such as arctic to
sweltering jungle). Beyond that, the mecha needs Life Support.

Nuclear-Biological-Chemical (NBC) Filter
The mecha can filter gasses, radioactive fallout, dust, and

germs from external air, protecting its mechanisms and pilot
much as if they had an environmental suit and gas mask. Includes
Climate Control.

exist in some settings. Apply this option to a long range radio
communicator for broadcast systems or “laser” or “microwave”
for a directional signal. Range may be interstellar (usually no
more than a few 100 light years, sometimes less), or galactic
(anywhere in the galaxy).

• Scanner
If taken with a tactical or long-range radio, this option can scan

multiple frequencies to eavesdrop on other transmissions in range.
This requires a DC 10 Electronic Warfare check when used against a
long range radio or DC 20 when used against a tactical radio.

• Secure
The communicator is frequency-agile, uses unusual parts of

the spectrum, and/or is encrypted, making it very hard to jam or
intercept. Electronic Warfare checks made against the system have
their DCs increased by 3 per level (+3 at level 1, +6 at level 2, etc.).

Mecha Point Cost: 2 per system (10 if telepathic).
Scanner adds 1 Point and Secure adds 2 Points (per system per
level). Interplanetary is +10, interstellar is +50, galactic is +70 (per
system).

Countermeasures
Ladar Warning Receiver (LWR)

LWR warns the crew if the mecha is being tracked by a Laser
Designator (page 28) or High-Res Laser Radar (Ladar). 

Radar Warning Receiver (RWR)
RWR warns the crew if mecha is being locked onto by a

radar, or being tracked by an active radar-homing missile.
Electronic Emission Sensor (EES)

This sensor will detect and precisely locate any operating
radar within twice the radar’s range (non-global radars only if they
are pointing at the mecha), or half range if High-Res Radar. It also
functions like a Radar Warning Receiver.

Mecha Point Cost: 2 per RWR or LWR; 10 for EES.

Ejection Seat
This rocket-powered escape system allows the crew to eject

from a damaged mecha. It is possible that not all crew will be
equipped with them. They are not usable in mecha suits.

As a free action, the character sitting in an ejector seat may
eject at any time. Any canopy or rooftop is blasted clear by
explosive bolts, and the seat launched at least 100’ (30 m) into the
air by a rocket motor. If the user ejected in an atmosphere, on the
next round, the rocket motor stops and a parachute unfolds,
carrying the occupant down to Earth. The ejectee may make a Pilot
Skill check (DC 20) to guide the parachute to a specific place within
300’ (100 m) of the mech. If the occupant has no Pilot Skill, or fails,
the GM randomly determines where he or she lands. Make a Reflex
save (DC 10, or DC 15 if landing in woods, mountain, or urban
areas; +5 DC if dropping from orbit) to avoid falling damage.

Usually, ejection seats are controlled by the person seated in
them, but some vehicles (for example, spy cars) may have seats
that are controlled by the driver or another crewman. These may
omit a parachute.

Mecha Point Cost: 3 per ejection seat.
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Steam Dragoon Folkor
A dozen magical constructs were created by the Gnomish

wizard and gadgeteer Jez Folkor, to equip the Order of Sky
Paladins that protected the flying city of Peladonne against its
many evil foes. After generations of conflict, Peladonne was
destroyed, but some of these legendary war machines survived,
buried in the vast monster-haunted rubble field created when the
great city fell from the sky. 

Each Steam Dragoon is a 30’ tall humanoid giant that
resembles a suit of plate armour forged from meteoritic iron. It is
driven by a magical boiler that uses the interaction between
bound, battling water, fire, and air elementals to generate steam
that powers their hydraulic muscles. The pilot enters through a
hatch in the back, is seated in the upper torso, and observes the
world through a vision slit in the head. 

Wielding a massive 20’ sword and an equally large shield,
the Steam Dragon is among the most fearsome war machines ever
constructed. Moreover, a cunning series of steam-driven gears,
folding metal struts, and clockwork mechanisms allows the Steam
Dragon to reconfigure itself, transforming into a winged dragon-
like form. This allowed the Sky Paladins to swoop down from
their flying citadel, riding their mechanical beasts like steeds, and
belching forth gouts of steam or liquid fire.

Steam Dragoon Form
Mecha Type: Giant robot
Class: Steam dragoon
Size: Huge (30’ tall, 6 tons)
Hit Points: 42 [44]
Occupants: 1 Operator [10]
Cargo: 0
Armour: 10 [50]
Defence: 8 (1d20-2)
Strength: 30 (+10) [60]
Land Speed: 20 mph (175’) [20]
Handling: -2/+0 [10]
Special Abilities: Shield (+4 Def ) [16]
Exotic Abilities: Transformation
Defects: Noisy [-5], Poor visibility [-5], Reduced Endurance (a

few hours) [-25], Volatile [-8], Weak Point [-10]
Dragoon Sword
Damage: 4d6 + Str bonus
Critical: 20
Type: Slashing
Increment: —
Rate of Fire: —
Magazine: —
Size: Huge
Notes: Muscle-Powered; Melee; Hand-held [28]

Cost: 185 (dragoon) + 30 (dragon) = 215 Mecha Points. 184,900 gp

Steam Dragon Form
The pilot (and an extra passenger) rides atop the dragon,

using a saddle. The shield and sword of the dragoon are
integrated into the dragon’s body. The steam dragon is a 
150-Point mecha; this adds 30 Points to the final cost of the steam
dragoon.
Mecha Type: Giant robot
Class: Steam dragon
Size: Huge (30’ long, 6 tons)
Hit Points: 42 [44]
Occupants: 1 Operator [10], 1 passenger [4]
Cargo: 0
Armour: 8 [40]
Defence: 8 (1d20-2)
Strength: 24 (+7) [42]
Land Speed: 10 mph (90’) [8]
Air Speed: 30 mph (260’) [24]
Ceiling: 4,000’ [14]
Handling: -2/-1 [5]
Special Abilities: None
Exotic Abilities: Transformation
Defects: Open [-16]; Reduced Endurance (a few hours) [-25],

Volatile [-8], Weak Point [-8]
Steam Breath
Damage: 2d6
Critical: 20
Type: Heat
Increment: 40’
Rate of Fire: SS
Magazine: 30
Size: N/A
Notes: Stream; Less Ammo (16 shots), Short Range [14]

Dragon Claws
Damage: 2d6 + Str bonus
Critical: 20
Type: Slashing
Increment: —
Rate of Fire: —
Magazine: —
Size: N/A
Notes:Muscle-Powered; Melee; Hand-Held; Alternate weapon [1]

Dragon Tail
Damage: 1d6 + Str bonus
Critical: 20
Type: Bludgeoning
Increment: —
Rate of Fire: —
Magazine: —
Size: N/A
Notes: Flexible, Muscle-Powered; Melee; Alternate weapon [1]

•• SAMPLE MECHA ••
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Mecha Point Cost: The hangar cost is equal to the
largest size of mecha that can fit through the bay’s opening: 1 if
fine, 3 if diminutive, 5 if tiny, 10 if small, 15 if medium, 20 if large,
25 if huge, 30 if gargantuan, or 100 if colossal.

Headlights or Searchlight
The mecha has either headlights equivalent to those of a

modern automobile, allowing it to drive at night (range 500’/
150 m), or a longer-ranged search light (5,000’/1,500 m).

Mecha Point Cost: 1 Point for headlights, 2 for
searchlight.

Jumping
The mecha can make very high unaided vertical jumps, but

not actually fly. It may use jets, powerful leg muscles, etc. Assign
the mecha a jump multiplier from x2 to x10.

Mecha Point Cost: Jump multiplier x.25 (round up)
if tiny or smaller, x.5 (round up) if small, x1 if medium size, x2 if
large, x3 if huge, x4 if gargantuan, or x5 if colossal.

Laser Designator
A laser designator projects a modulated laser beam that is

used to mark targets for laser-guided munitions. Range increment
is 500’ (150 m); it can reach out to 10 range increments. It cannot
designate through smoke.

Mecha Point Cost: 2 per 500’ (150 m) of range
increment.

Launch Catapult
This system uses steam or an electromagnetic massdriver to

accelerate aircraft or other mecha, boosting them to top speed.
This allows flyers to take off in a much shorter distance. If
launching into battle, the catapult also provides a +1 initiative
bonus on the first round of combat. In space combat, it adds
5,000’/1,500 m of speed on the first round.

Mecha Point Cost: This is determined by the size of
the catapult, which sets the maximum size of mecha that can be
launched: 1 (small or smaller), 2 (medium), 4 (large), 8 (huge), 16
(gargantuan), 32 (colossal).

Navigation Aids
Appropriate basic navigation is free in most cases. Superior

navigation capabilities are also available. Modifiers are not
cumulative. Having accurate positional data is very useful for
accurate indirect fire.

Basic Navigation
Maps, compass, lodestones, etc. +2 equipment bonus to

Navigate checks. 
Inertial Navigation System (INS)

A gyroscopic system that provides a +3 equipment bonus on
Navigate checks. 

Global Positioning System (GPS)
An advanced radio beacon system that uses a network of

orbiting satellites with very accurate clocks to locate the mecha’s

Life Support
The mecha can operate in space, at high altitudes,

underwater, or on a world without a breathable oxygen
atmosphere. Any occupants have their own oxygen supply (lasts
as long as the mecha operates). An NBC Filter (page 25) is not
needed, since the environment is completely air tight. Includes
Climate Control.

Mecha Point Cost: For Climate Control: 1 if medium
or smaller, 2 if large, 3 if huge, 4 if gargantuan, 5 if colossal. Twice
the cost for NBC filters and four times the cost for life support.

Explosive Reactive Armour (ERA)
The mecha’s Armour is protected by a layer of explosive tiles in

metal trays. If hit by an Armour-Penetrating blast attack (see
Chobham Armour, page 24) such as a shaped-charge warhead, one of
the ERA tiles will detonate. This slams the metal plate covering it into
the path of the particle jet produced by the warhead, disrupting it and
effectively negating the Armour-Penetrating quality of the attack.

Reactive Armour works on a roll of 1+ on 1d20. Each time it
successfully detonates, however, add 1 to the DC, as the mecha
gradually becomes vulnerable through the depletion of its
Armour. Thus, the second time, it works on a 2+, and so on. When
the Reactive Armour detonates, anyone within 10’ (3 m) radius
will take 1d10 damage as per an attack with the blast quality. This
includes the mecha; as a result, Reactive Armour is rarely used on
mecha with a Armour rating under 10. It takes about six hours to
replace a set of Reactive Armour.

Mecha Point Cost: 8 MP

Extra Arms (Giant Robot only)

A giant robot is assumed to have two arms, but it could have
more (for example, a robot octopus).

Mecha Point Cost: Each extra arm costs 1 per 2
points of Strength the mecha possesses (round down). For
example, a mecha with Str 20 and three extra arms (a total of five
arms) would pay 30 Mecha Points.

Firing Ports
The mecha has one or more firing ports sufficient to let

passengers fire out of the mecha with their own ranged weapons.
The firing ports provide 9/10 cover (equivalent to arrow slits). 

Mecha Point Cost: +1 per firing port

Hangar (Giant Robot or Vehicle only)

Any portion of a mecha’s cargo capacity (page 16) can be
designated as a hangar bay for storage of other (smaller) mecha. For
example, if the mecha has a 200-ton cargo capacity, it might designate
that 150-tons are devoted to its hangar bay. Use common sense in
determining the maximum number of mecha that can fit in a bay of
the specified capacity, based on their described size and mass. 

Mecha can also be carried as ordinary cargo, but cannot be
effectively launched into battle, refuelled, etc. while in the cargo
bay. It takes several rounds (or possibly much longer) to unload
carried mecha.
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Remote Control
The mecha has some form of control mechanism that enables

it to be operated by remote control. A remote control mecha is
sometimes called a drone or remotely piloted vehicle (RPV).

Basic Remote Control
The mecha is controlled from outside the mecha by the owner,

who will use a radio (or other) control system. Doing so requires the
Operator’s full attention: he or she cannot do anything else, just as if
actually inside the mecha piloting it. This also means the Operator
can only run one mecha at once. It uses the Operator’s stats as if he
or she was aboard it. The control system must be specified as located
in another mecha, a base, or a Hand-Held unit. The GM should
decide what limitations (range, susceptibility to ECM, etc.) it has. 

Advanced Remote Control
As Basic Remote Control, but the mecha requires less

supervision: the Operator can also do other things at the same time
(including operating his or her own mecha, or controlling more than
one advanced remote control mecha). If he or she divides his
concentration in this way, the character suffers a cumulative -2
penalty on all actions for each mecha being remotely controlling.

If the mecha has a crew requirement, a team equal in size to
that requirement must be used to control it.

Mecha Point Cost: 5 for Basic Remote Control, 10
for Advanced Remote Control.

Sensors
Mecha may be equipped with various instruments and

electronics to enhance their ability to detect objects at a distance. 
Sensors are usually used to make Computer Use Skill checks

to spot targets. Instead of the normal penalty of -1 per 10’ (3 m),
the penalty is -2 per 1,000’ times the range in miles (or -1 per 100
m times the range in km). Thus, a radar with a range of 10 miles
allows Computer Use checks to be made at a penalty of only -2 per
(1,000’ times 10) 10,000’. The maximum range is 10 increments.

Sensors noted as useful for targeting can be used when
aiming attacks or navigating in the dark, bad weather, etc.; this
negates the effects of darkness or concealment through which the
sensor can see. Not all sensors are useful for targeting. 

Infrared, Meta-Scanner, and Radar Sensors detect targets in
a single direction — usually in a cone-shaped direction. A sensor
can be specified as “global” (seeing in all directions) for double
cost. Seismic and magnetic sensors are unaffected by solid objects
and can “see” over the horizon; other sensors cannot scan through
solid objects nor over the horizon. Sensors include:

Infrared (IR)
The mecha has infrared sensors like modern main battle

tanks or attack helicopters. These give its crew the ability to see in
the dark (in monochrome) as if it were day; this is effectively
Darkvision, except that the range is much greater. Infrared cannot
see through solid objects. It can pick out heat shapes, see through
ordinary darkness, smoke or fog, and detect people hiding in trees
or bushes. It is useless underwater, but very effective in space. In
space, range is 100 times greater. The sensor cannot see over the
horizon. It can target opponents.

position anywhere in the world. +4 equipment bonus on Navigate
checks, but requires the existence of a friendly satellite network
(or some other system, depending on the campaign setting) — no
bonus if such a network is unavailable. 

Mecha Point Cost: 1 for basic navigation, 2 for INS,
2 for GPS. 

Reflective Coating
The mecha’s Armour is optimised to reflect laser beams. The

mecha gets an extra defence bonus against any attack defined as
inflicting laser-type damage. The reflective coating does make the
mecha easy to spot visually or detect by radar, however — the
same defence bonus is also applied to rolls to spot or locate it.

Mecha Point Cost: 2 per +1 defence bonus vs.
lasers, to a maximum of +10.

Parachute or Re-entry Shield
The mecha has a parachute that that can be deployed (move

action) to allow the mecha to “soft land” if air-dropped.
Re-entry Shield: The mecha also has a re-entry capsule or

shield that allows the mecha to drop from orbit into a planetary
atmosphere and land safely via parachute or flying

Make a Reflex save (DC 10, or DC 15 if landing in woods,
mountain, or urban areas; +5 DC if dropping from orbit) to avoid
falling damage.

Mecha Point Cost: 1 if tiny or smaller, 2 if small, 3
if medium, 4 if large, 5 if huge, 6 if gargantuan, 10 if colossal. x2
cost for re-entry shield.

Rooms (Vehicle Only)

Colossal vehicles may have specialised internal rooms. These
reduce occupancy as indicated.

Kitchen
Meals may be prepared aboard the mecha, providing room

for two cooks to work (buy multiple kitchens for larger facilities).
Counts as 3 occupants. 1 MP

Conference Room
Meetings are held in this room. Counts as a number of

occupants equal to its capacity. 1 MP
Science Lab

This fully-equipped science lab gives a +2 Equipment bonus
to any relevant scientific Skill check. Two scientists can work at a
time; for larger facilities, buy multiple labs. Counts as 5
occupants. 5 MP

Sick Bay
A fully-equipped sick bay has surgical and diagnostic features

and allows 2 people to be treated at a time. For hospital facilities, buy
multiple sick bays. Counts as 5 occupants. 5 MP

Workshop
This fully-equipped machine shop includes a variety of

specialised tools and spare parts. It grants a +3 equipment bonus on
Repair checks for mechanical or, if technology allows, electronic,
devices and lets character to make Craft (mechanical), (electronic),
or (structural) checks without penalty. Counts as 5 occupants. 5 MP
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provide an approximate size of the target (medium, large, etc.) but
no actual information as to its shape or nature. They can detect
large explosions and earthquakes at many times their base range.
A seismic sensor is “global” automatically. It gains +5 to spot
burrowing targets. 

Magnetic
These sensors detect ferrous metal objects or objects with

powerful magnetic fields, such as electromagnetic railguns or
fusion power plants. They are less precise than other sensors (-8 to
scan) and cannot be used for targeting. Like seismic sensors, they
only give approximate mass, direction, and distance only, but can
are unaffected by concealment or intervening objects. One of their
main advantages is that they are unaffected by water.

Mecha Point Cost: 1.5 per mile (1 per km) of range
if optics; 3 per mile (2 per km) of range if Low-Light Optics, Radar
or Sonar; 5 per mile (3 per km) if Infrared or High-Res
Radar/Laser; 8 per mile (5 per km) if Meta-Scanner; 10 per mile (6
per km) if Seismic or Magnetic Sensor. Global Sensors are x2 cost;
Seismic or Magnetic are Global at no extra cost.

Shield
A shield is a Hand-Held barrier that mecha can interpose to

absorb damage from attacks. A mecha requires at least one arm in
order to use a shield; if the mecha only has one arm, it can’t use a
Hand-Held weapon and a shield at the same time. 

A mecha Operator must have Shield Proficiency and the
Giant Robot Fighting Feat to use a shield without suffering a -2
armour check penalty on all attack rolls, and all Dex- or Str-based
Skill checks.

A shield may gives a defence bonus of up to +5. Decide on
the defence bonus and record it, for example, +5 shield.

If you prefer to use the BESM d20 rules for shields, see the
appendix (page 74).

Mecha Point Cost: Cost is 3 per +1 defence up to
def +3; after that, it is defence bonus x defence bonus.

Stabilisation Gear
The mecha’s ranged weapons are gyrostabilised. They can be

fired when moving without penalty, even if the gunner lacks
special Feats. Exception: Weapons with the Static quality can still
only be fired when the mecha is stationary.

Mecha Point Cost: 10 Mecha Points.

Stealth 
The mecha is designed to be harder to detect via sensors,

utilising shapes, materials, or electronics to foil radar and other
sensors. Stealth imposes a penalty to any checks to spot the mecha
using non-visual sensors.

Stealth must be bought individually for Radar, Infrared,
Sonar, Seismic, or Meta-Scan Sensors.

Mecha Point Cost: Stealth costs 1 if tiny or smaller,
2 if small, 3 if medium, 4 if large, 5 if huge, 6 if gargantuan or 10 if
a colossal size mecha, per +1 DC on attempts to detect the mecha,
per sensor class.

Optics
These are telescopes or electro-optical TV cameras. Unlike

other sensors, they do not provide any ability to see through
concealment, but simply increase the range at which objects can
be visually spotted. Low-light optics are also available; these
provide limited night vision capabilities (halving penalties for
darkness only) but cannot see through smoke, vegetation, etc.
They can be used for targeting.

Radar
The mecha bounces radio waves off objects and analyses the

reflections to determine the range and direction of targets. Radar lets
the crew detect objects at long distances, but does not resolve colour
or fine detail: it only gives the approximate size, range, and course of
the object detected. Radar is an active sensor, so it can be jammed or
detected. This is effectively Blindsight except that it does not work
underwater, but does work in vacuum. It can see through darkness,
fog, smoke, and vegetation; ignore concealment modifiers. In space,
multiply range by 10. Radar can target opponents.

Radar, High-Resolution or Ladar
The mecha has either an advanced high-resolution radar or

laser-based radar sensor that provides a detailed visual image of
the target’s surface. It won’t reveal colour, but will show texture
and detail. Otherwise, treat as Radar, above.

Meta-Scanner (MS)
The mecha has sensors like a science fiction starship, or

perhaps uses magic. It can work like a High-Res Radar or Infrared
Sensor or it can be set to detect life forms, metals, chemicals, or
radiation sources. Meta-Scanners are often vulnerable to
particular weather conditions, stellar storms, radiation from local
ore, and anything else the GM believes could interfere with them.
They cannot scan through Force Fields, and their scanning
radiation can be picked up by other Meta-Scanners at the same
range, so another vessel will also always know when they’re being
scanned. In space, multiply range by 100 due to the absence of
atmospheric interference. It can target opponents.

Sonar
The mecha has sonar sensors, similar to that used by a

submarine or dolphin for detecting objects underwater. It may use
passive sonar to “listen” for moving or noisy objects (“propeller
noise at 6 o’clock — sounds like a Typhoon-class boat”) or use active
sonar to resolve the object’s exact range and shape, or detect objects
that aren’t making noise, search the sea floor for wrecks, etc. If active
sonar is used, passive sonar on other mecha can detect it at longer
distances: add the range of the active sonar to their passive sonar
detection range. Sonar does not work in space, and gets only 1% of
its normal range if used in air. Active sonar can target opponents.

Seismic
This sensor can detect large moving objects by the vibration

they produce in the ground. They are less precise than other
sensors (-8 on rolls to spot targets) and cannot be used for
targeting. Seismic sensors ignore concealment or intervening
objects, but cannot detect stationary things (unless they produce
vibrations, such as jumping up and down, drilling, etc.). Both the
mecha and the object must be on the ground. Seismic sensors can
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BESM d20 Attribute
The mecha possesses one of the Attributes in the table below

from BESM d20:
Mecha Point Cost: 40 Mecha Points per BESM d20

Character Point.

Invisibility
The mecha can blend into the background using advanced

technology to make itself virtually invisible. It is possible to attack
while invisible, but moving through snow, rain, water, footprints,
vegetation, etc. may reveal the mecha’s approximate position. 

Use the normal rules for Invisibility from the Special
Abilities section of the DMG.

“Cloaking” devices are often vulnerable to damage, since
they’re on the surface of the mecha. If the mecha loses more than
half its Hit Points, its cloaking device will stop working.

Mecha Point Cost: 10 if fine, 25 if diminutive, 50 if
tiny, 100 if small, 150 if medium, 200 if large, 250 if huge, 300 if
gargantuan, or 500 if colossal size. Add 10% to cost per sensor type
(Radar, IR, etc.) it works against in addition to vision and optics.

Force Field 
Some mecha possess Force Fields. A Force Field is different

from Armour in that it can be battered down by a sufficiently
powerful attack.

A Force Field can be up or down. When down it does not
stop any damage. When up, it is often invisible (GM’s option), but
Meta-Scanners and possibly other sensors can usually detect it
and “shields up” may be construed as hostile in some quarters.
Force Field status must be set at the start of the mecha Operator’s
actions for the round and cannot be changed until their turn to act
in the next round.

Targeting Bonus
A mecha may have a targeting bonus as a result of a built-in

ballistic computer or sighting system.
A targeting bonus must be bought individually for each

weapon. Targeting bonus usually ranges from +1 (superior sights)
to +5 (the most advanced targeting laser and radar coupled to a
ballistic computer).

Mecha Point Cost: 5 Points per +1.

Wall-Crawling
The mecha can use spikes, adhesive pads, or some other means

to climb walls and ceilings as if it were an insect. The mecha must
have a land speed to use this ability. It gets +8 on all Climb checks,
and may take 10 while climbing, even if threatened or distractred.

Mecha Point Cost: 2 per point of Armour (treat
Armour 4 or less as 5).

Step 11
Choose Exotic Abilities

Some mecha have exotic abilities that are the product of
advanced superscience or even magic. The GM may forbid some
or all Exotic abilities, especially if the game is intended to have a
more “realistic” tone.

Artificial Intelligence (A.I.)
The mecha is possessed of artificial intelligence of some sort.

Limited A.I.
The mecha can operate on its own, but has no self-initiative.

It can be given orders or programmed with directives, but obeys
in a slavish, unimaginative fashion. The mecha has no emotions
or desires. In short, it behaves much like a golem or other
Construct, and can even be considered one. 

A mecha with limited A.I. will have Dexterity, Wisdom, and
Charisma abilities, but its Charisma cannot exceed 1. 

Full A.I.
The mecha is capable of exercising (or at least simulating)

self-initiative and creativity, but remains loyal to the character
that owns it (unless it has the Hidden Program or Purpose Defect).
A mecha with full A.I. has Dexterity, Intelligence, Wisdom, and
Charisma abilities.

Mecha Point Cost: The Mecha Point cost is equal to
the sum of the mecha’s ability scores multiplied by 5. These scores
may not exceed 18 without GM permission; the GM may wish to
roll them randomly.

Size Adjustment: Smaller mecha tend to be more agile than
larger mecha. After determining the Mecha Point cost of the
mecha’s ability scores, adjust the mecha’s Dexterity value based
on its size category. The mecha does not pay (or earn) Mecha
Points for this adjusted value.
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Size A.I. Dexterity Modifier

Fine +8
Diminutive +4
Tiny +2
Small +1
Medium +0
Large -1
Huge -2
Gargantuan -4
Colossal -8

•• A.I. DEXTERITY ADJUSTMENT DUE TO SIZE ••

Combination Attack
Computer Scanning
Contamination
Elasticity
Environmental Control 
Immunity
Insubstantial
Massive Damage

Mind Control
Mind Shield
Personal Gear
Projection
Sensory Block
Size Change
Special Defence
Special Movement

Swarm
Telekinesis
Telepathy
Teleport
Unique Attribute

•• APPROPRIATE BESM d20 ATTRIBUTES ••
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XBD-2 Azrael
The “experimental bipedal dreadnought” codenamed Azrael is

a 70’-tall piloted giant robot constructed by the secret organisation
Theomachia to defend the Earth and its colonies against invaders.
Using the “prescient over-technology” devised by its creator, the
precognitive genius Cassandra Katsukawa, the XBD-2 is controlled
by a single pilot who synchronises with its onboard bio-computer
through a neural interface in the cockpit. It is powered by a “cosmic
monobloc reactor” that opens a portal to tap the energy of a
newborn pocket universe. This energises its primary defence, the
Aegis Force Field, and also recharges its main weapon, an
experimental antimatter particle cannon. The XBD-1 cannot fly in
atmosphere, but its prototype reactionless drive will accelerate it in
space, and for added speed it has chemical rocket boosters.
Mecha Type: Giant robot
Class: “Exo-dreadnought”
Size: Colossal (70’ tall, 100 tons)
Hit Points: 150 [100]
Occupants: 1 Operator [10]
Cargo: 200 lbs. [1]
Armour: 30 [150]
Defence: 2+8 Bonus = 10 (1d20) [64]
Strength: 72 (+31) [186]
Land Speed: 50 mph (440’) [150]
Dramatic Space Flight: 0.5 G [150]
Handling: -8/0 [40]
Special Abilities: Booster (+2 G, 10 G-rounds) [60],

Communications (Laser, Tactical Radio: Scanner; Secure) [8],
Countermeasures (LWR, RWR) [4], Ejection Seat [3], Environmental
Systems (Life Support) [20], Navigation Aids (INS) [2], Sensors (Meta-
Scanner: 10 miles) [80], Stabilisation Gear [10], Targeting Bonus +5 [25]

Exotic Abilities: Force Field +196 HP [588], Mind Interface [10]
Defects: Reduced Endurance (several hours) [-20], Weak Point [-30]

Antimatter Particle Cannon
Damage: 20d8
Critical: 20
Type: antimatter
Increment: 800
Rate of Fire: SS
Magazine: 30
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Blast x2; Space-Optimised, Unreliable [180]

Plasma Sword
Damage: 10d12
Critical: 20
Type: plasma
Increment: —
Rate of Fire: —
Magazine: —
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Armour-Penetrating; Melee; Alternative Weapon; Hand-

Held [9]
Cost: 1,800 Mecha Points. US $324 million

•• SAMPLE MECHA •• •• XBD-2 AZRAEL ••
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Example: Four mecha can combine to form a 1,000 Point
mecha. It will cost each one of them 1,000 Points divided by 20 (5
x 4 mecha) — or 50 extra Points to have the capability to
transform into that mecha.

Note: GMs may wish to limit the Point values of the larger
mecha to avoid abuse of the system.

Mind-Interface System
The mecha has a system that links the pilot’s nervous system

with its controls, enhancing its handling. When activated, a mind
interface system provides an equipment bonus to manoeuvre,
initiative, melee attack rolls, and to Reflex saves.

This provides a +3 bonus if the mecha is a suit, +2 if a giant
robot, or +1 if a vehicle.

There is a dark side, however. If the mecha takes damage, the
feedback through the interface may shock the user. If the mecha is
badly damaged (loses half or more of its HPs from a single attack)
or is disabled by cumulative damage the Operator must make a
Fortitude save (DC 15) or be stunned for 1d6 rounds. 

Mecha Point Cost: 10 Mecha Points.

Self-Repair or Regeneration
The mecha is capable of healing itself. This can represent a

self-healing bio-mechanical creature, an auto-repair system, or a
good repair crew. A mecha cannot heal or regenerate if it is
destroyed. Each period (see below) the mecha will heal 1 HP. A
mecha cannot have both Self-Repair and Regeneration.

Self-Repair
The mecha can heal Hit Points every day of rest.

Regeneration
The mecha can regenerate Hit Points every round, whether

resting or not. Hit Points that are part of a Force Field do not
benefit from Regeneration or Self-Repair.

Mecha Point Cost: 1 per 5 HP if self-repair; 1 per
HP if Regeneration.

Spell-like Ability
The mecha, either through super-science or via truly magical

means, has the ability to generate an effect similar to a spell. The
GM must approve all spell-like abilities that are assigned to a mecha
as they must fit within the parameters of his or her campaign
setting. If a spell’s effects depend on the caster’s Level, treat it as if
cast by a character of the mecha’s ECL (see page 47).

Mecha Point Cost: The cost of a spell-like ability is
equal to the spell Level (treat zero Level spells as Level 1) cubed
times the number of times per day the ability can be used: Spell
Level x Spell Level x Spell Level x Number of times usable per day

Example: A mecha is assigned a spell-like ability: Prismatic
Wall (1 per day). Prismatic Wall is an 8th Level spell and thus costs
(8 cubed times 1 per day) 512 Mecha Points. If the mecha’s final
ECL (see page 47) was 12, the ability would generate a wall 48 feet
wide by 24 feet high, as per the spell’s description. Another mecha
with spell-like ability: Hypnotism, a 1st Level spell, usable three
times a day, would cost (1 cubed times 3) 3 Mecha Points.

A Force Field provides extra Hit Points that absorb damage
if the mecha is hit. Decide how many HP the field has. This must
be at least 3 if tiny, 5 if small, 10 HP if medium size, 20 if large, 30
if huge, 40 if gargantuan or 50 if colossal. 

Damage is first applied to the Force Field, before Armour is
subtracted.

A Force Field can quickly recover if undisturbed. The field
recovers 1 HP per round if a medium size mecha or smaller, 2 HP
if large, 3 HP if huge, 4 HP if gargantuan or 5 HP if colossal. The
field may not recover HP in any round it took damage, whether it
is “up” or not.

Limited Duration Force Field
Some Force Fields can operate only for a brief time before

running out of power or burning out. If the field is “up” for more
than a minute (10 rounds) it has a 1 in 6 chance each round after
that of burning out or running out of power. This disables it until
repaired or recharged (GM’s option).

Limited Protection Force Field
Some Force Fields only protect against certain damage types.

If the field can only protect against a single type of energy (for
example, lasers, fire, etc.) or vs. fast-moving projectiles (ballistic
damage type) it will be cheaper.

Mecha Point Cost: 3 per HP the Force Field
possesses, or 2 per HP if the Force Field is either limited duration
or gives limited protection, or 1 per HP if both.

Merging
Merging allows several mecha to combine into a single

bigger mecha. 
Design the merged mecha. Three additional criteria apply to it:

1. The combined mecha must be able to carry all crew and
passengers of the mecha that merged.

2. Its Hit Points must always equal the combined Hit Points of all
the mecha that made it up.

3. Its size must be equal to or greater than the size of the mecha that
made it up. Design the mecha so its size is appropriate to the
number of mecha that merge into it and the HP requirement.

Decide which one of the crew pilots the mecha. Other crew
members may fire individual weapons (if the mecha has more
than one) or run other equipment — who operates what should
be specified when the mecha is designed. 

The mecha cannot merge if any component mecha are
reduced to 0 or fewer HP. If damaged mecha merge together, some
damage carries over: the Hit Points of the combined mecha is
based on their total  remaining Hit Points.

If a merged mecha separates, divide the current (damaged)
HP of the combined mecha by its original undamaged HP and
multiply this by each mecha’s undamaged HPs to find their
uncombined Hit Points remaining. Mecha damaged before
merging retain the damage after merging, naturally.

Mecha Point Cost: Merging costs each mecha a
number of Points equal to the Point value of the mecha they
combine to form divided by (5 times the number of mecha
forming it). The mecha they form must be assigned a Point total.
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Some mecha can mechanically alter their shape or function.
It is also possible for mecha to change between giant robot,
vehicle, and suit types. For example, one might shift from a giant
humanoid to jet fighter. 

Decide on the number of different forms the mecha has. Buy
the most expensive single form. 

Each extra form costs 1/5 what it would normally cost.
Each form must be big enough for any occupants or cargo that

the previous form contained. Otherwise, conservation of size and
mass is realistic, but is certainly not a requirement (mecha may use
super-science technologies to shunt extra mass into a pocket
dimension, or use magic, to get around such physical limits).

It takes a mecha one round (and a full action) to transform
from one form to another during which time its crew cannot take
other actions. To do so faster, see Mechamorphosis Feat, page 10.

If a mecha has three or more forms, the designer must name
each form and specify a transform sequence. For example, if a
mecha has a “walker,” a “hybrid,” and a “flyer” form, the sequence
may be walker-hybrid-flyer.” The mecha can turn from hybrid into
walker or flyer, but not from flyer to walker (or vice versa). A
mecha with three or more forms can ignore this limitation and
perform non-sequential transformation for an extra Mecha Point.

Example of Transformation
The Brunhilda is a mecha that has two forms: Wing Striker

and Land Striker. Each form is designed independently. The Wing
Striker turns out to cost 500 Mecha Points, while the Land Striker
costs only 400.

The Brunhilda’s cost is thus equal to the cost of the most
expensive form — the Wing Striker — at 500 Points plus 1/5 the
cost of the other forms — in this case, the Land Striker at 400 x
1/5 = 80 Points. Total cost is thus 500 + 80 = 580 Points.

One-Way Transformation
The mecha cannot transform back to a prior form without

considerable work at the hands of mechanics or lab technicians
(taking a few hours time). For example, the original mecha might
include a rocket booster to help it get to space, then it would
“transform” into its more agile form by ejecting the boosters.
Another example is a robot that sheds its human-like skin and
pops out various weapon pods.

If a transformation is one-way, it costs half as many Mecha
Points (1/10 cost of each extra form).

Step 12
Choose Defects

These are Defects that affect the workings of the mecha.
Defects reduce the Mecha Point Cost.

Mecha Defects cannot reduce the Mecha Point Cost of a
mecha below 1 Point. If this happens, treat the mecha as costing 1
Mecha Point.

Summonable
The mecha is linked to one special owner and can appear or

disappear on command. Decide whether it normally appears
beside the character or forms around him or her with the
character inside. This special ability is quite powerful, since it lets
one bring a mecha into situations where dragging one along is
normally unacceptable, like school, an embassy ball, or jail. There
are two versions of Summonable:

Summonable (Slow)
The mecha takes several rounds to summon (GM’s option,

or roll 2d6). The character can do nothing else — he or she may be
concentrating, calling it, assembling it from smaller parts, etc.

Summonable (Fast)
The mecha takes only one round to summon.

Summoning Objects
Some summonable mecha have a special item that the

character must have in order for the mecha to appear. The item
may be the mecha in a more compact, but powerless shape, or a
device that enables the mecha to be summoned from another
dimension. Thus, a mecha can be prevented from appearing if the
item is taken away. Typical summoning objects can include
medallions or amulets, swords, items of clothing, bracers, rings,
cubes, eggs, or even suitcases (with the mecha folded up inside).

Mecha Point Cost: 1 fine, 5 diminutive, 10 tiny, 15
small, 30 for a medium mecha, 45 for a large mecha, 60 for a huge
mecha, 75 for a gargantuan mecha, 90 for a colossal mecha. +15
cost for Summonable (Fast). If the mecha requires a summonable
object, note this in parenthesis; the cost is -15 Points.

Super-Equipment
The mecha has some item of equipment not otherwise

defined that possesses special abilities that could have a
significant effect on game balance. Examples of special equipment
would be a “transporter” device that allows the crew members to
be teleported great distances, a built-in magical laboratory, or
doomsday bomb that, if activated, could destroy a city or even an
entire planet. It is up to the GM to specify the abilities of special
equipment, and to establish appropriate limitations given the
game’s scope and setting.

Mecha Point Cost: This is up to the GM. Base it on
how common the equipment is, how powerful it is relative to
other systems, and how easily it is countered. For example, a space
opera teleport chamber that followed conventions common to TV
(range of about 10,000 miles, requires a radio beacon or similar
device to “lock on to” when transporting someone back to the
mecha, transports a half-dozen people at once, can’t work through
Force Fields, odd mineral concentrations, ion storms, etc.) might
cost 1,000 MP if a rare advantage, or 200 MP if common enough
that every ship has one.

Transformation
Certain mecha — often rare, expensive, or magical — have

the ability to change shape.
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snow, or soggy ground. This is cumulative with the penalties for
Road Vehicle.

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per 10 mph (16 kph) of land
speed.

Hovercraft
This Defect can only be taken if the mecha can fly. It means

the mecha’s ceiling is divided by 100, usually no more than 10’ 
(3 m) above ground. Take this for hovercraft or wing-in-ground-
effect vehicles.

Mecha Point Cost: -5 MP

Naked Operator
One or more of the important crew members must be naked

to pilot or crew the mecha. This Defect occurs surprisingly often
in anime. The naked crew member is usually floating in some sort
of neural-interface tank, often with strategically placed electrodes
or tubes connecting them to the mecha’s life system. The
disadvantage of this, aside from embarrassment, is the time it
takes to get dressed before exiting the mecha.

Mecha Point Cost: -5 if one Operator must be
naked; if 2+ crew members, -10 if all must be naked.

Noisy or Very Noisy
The mecha is noisier than an ordinary person. Mecha whose

only type of movement is Space Travel or Star Drive may not be
noisy. A noisy mecha is also detected more easily by sonar or
Listen checks. A noisy mecha can never attempt to Move Silently.

“Noisy” means the mecha is as noisy as an ordinary automotive
engine. +10 on Listen or sonar checks to notice it; weapons with the
Sonar Homing quality get a +4 to lock on and attack.

“Very Noisy” means the mecha is as noisy as an aircraft
engine. +20 on Listen or sonar checks to notice it; weapons with
the Sonar Homing quality get a +8 to lock on and to attack.

Mecha Point Cost: -5 if noisy, or -10 if very noisy.

One Hand/No Hand (Giant Robot only) 

A giant robot is assumed to have two arms with hands, but
it could have only one, or even none, instead having legs or no
limbs at all. If it has one hand it cannot hold onto something at the
same time it punches someone or uses a Hand-Held weapon.

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per 2 point of Strength the
mecha possesses if one hand, or -1 per point of Strength if it has
no hands.

Open
The mecha’s Armour does not protect the crew or

passengers, only the mecha itself. This is common for mecha like
galleys, jeeps, motorbikes, open-cockpit biplanes, speedboats, or
robot horses. The mecha provides 1/2 cover, or no cover if the
mecha is the same size or smaller than the rider.

Mecha Point Cost: -2 per point of Armour the
mecha has.

[Direction]-Optimised Armour
The Armour’s full value protects against attacks from one

direction (usually front-optimised). Attacks from other directions
(for example, the side, rear, top, and bottom) are protected at 2/3
Armour (round down).

Explosive Reactive Armour can also be [direction]-
optimised. If so, it only protects in the optimised direction.

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per point of Armour the
mecha has. If taken for Explosive Reactive Armour, this is worth 
-2 Points.

Flammable
The mecha’s structure and armour are made of wood or

similar flammable material. Its Armour does not protect at all
against fire, plasma, or other fire-based damage. Saves against fire
are made at a -4 penalty. See Fires, page 64.

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per point of Armour.

Glider
Glider can be taken by a mecha that can fly and does not

have the Hovercraft or Wind-Powered Defects. It means the
mecha can only take off if launched from a fast-moving vehicle or
high place, and can only gain speed by diving or gain altitude by
riding thermals. Assume a glider has a glide ratio of about 60:1 if
average manoeuvrability, 30:1 if poor manoeuvrability, or 20:1 if
clumsy. A 60:1 glide ratio means (for example) that if dropped
from a height of 1 mile, it could glide for 60 miles before landing.
A pilot check (DC 10) can extend glide ratio by 10% for every
point by which the check succeeded.

Mecha Point Cost: -2 per 10 mph (16 kph) of air
speed.

Hangar Queen
The mecha requires extra careful maintenance to work

properly. If this is not available, the GM should feel free to impose
breakdowns of various systems whenever seems dramatically
appropriate. If a mecha is transformable, this Mecha Defect is
only allowed if each form possesses it.

The mecha spends much of its time in a garage, shop, port,
etc. undergoing repairs. For every hour it was used, it should be
given at least an hour of maintenance.

Mecha Point Cost: -10 MP

High Ground Pressure (HGP)
This Defect can only be taken if the mecha has a land speed.

It means that the contact area of its wheels, legs, or tracks is slight
compared to the mecha’s weight. Consequently, it tends to sink
into the ground. Most civilian cars and trucks possess this Defect
while specialised all-terrain vehicles or dirt bikes do not have it.
Most tanks do not have a high ground pressure due to the width
of their tracks, but a “realistic” two-legged giant robot may have
this problem unless it has very large feet.

The mecha will bog down in any swamp, deep snow, or mud
(no movement). It moves at 1/2 speed when crossing sand, light
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Service crew are in addition to any Operators (pilot,
commander, equipment operators, or gunners). For weapon
loaders, use the Crew-Served restriction (page 44) instead.  The
mecha must have sufficient passenger occupancy to carry that
many crew. If a mecha loses service crew it will not stop
functioning (provided there is someone to pilot it), but it will not
run smoothly.

For each 25% a mecha is undercrewed (round up), the GM
can impose a -2 penalty on all mecha-related Skill checks rolls or
pick a system (sensors, Force Fields, maintenence, a weapon) that
has gone unmanned and thus cannot be used. A short,
overworked crew is also more likely to make mistakes, leading to
equipment breakdowns.

Mecha Point Cost: Depends on the Service Crew
requirement: -2 if one crew member, -4 if two crew, -6 if 3-4 crew,
-8 if 5-8 crew, -10 if 9-16 crew, -12 if 17-32 crew, -14 if 33-64 crew, 
-16 if 65-128 crew, etc.

Example: The starship Viva Zapata is a Colossal mecha with
an occupancy of 350. The mecha has a Service Crew of 100. This
Defect is worth -16 Mecha Points.

Stall Speed
This can only be taken by a mecha that has a ceiling and air

speed. If the mecha has a stall speed, it must always fly faster than
the stall speed to remain in controlled flight. If it does not, it will
go out of control. 

Ordinary airplanes will have a stall speed. Mecha that use
flapping wings may have a low stall speed or none at all if they can
hover like a hummingbird. Other types of flying mecha (vertical-
takeoff aircraft that use thrust vectoring, helicopters, antigravity
flyers, hovercraft) will not have a stall speed.

A typical stall speed is about 10-25% of air speed. Decide on
the speed in mph or kph, and also determine the combat stall
speed (see Combat Speed, page 53)

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per 10 mph (16 kph) of stall
speed x Armour. Treat Armour 0-4 as 5.

Start-Up Time
If the mecha is shut down, a character cannot just climb into

it and blast off cold. For example, it might be a complicated
powered armour suit that takes a few minutes to put on, a power
plant that takes time to warm up, or a rocket that takes hours of
preparation in order to be ready for launch. Start-Up Time should
only be taken for mecha that have Reduced Endurance of a day or
less, as the time is trivial if the mecha runs constantly. 

Mecha Point Cost: -2 if 1 minute (10 rounds), -4 if
10 minutes, -8 if an hour, -16 if 4+ hours.

Volatile
Fuel, a boiler, or ammunition may explode if the mecha is

disabled or destroyed. If the attack that disables or destroys the
mecha dealt damage past its Armour equal to or greater than half
its normal full Hit Points, the mecha will explode after 1d6
rounds. This explosion deals 1d6 damage per full 5 HP the mecha

Poor Visibility
The mecha has very poor visibility, due to small or no

windows and a lack of compensating sensors, or other problems.
The only way to get unrestricted vision is to actually stick one’s
head out a hatch or window (leaving one with only half cover, as
per the Open Defect). Otherwise, attempts to spot something
visually from inside are at -2 if looking directly forward and -4 if
looking in any other direction.

This is common for tanks. Mecha with the Open Defect
should never have this Defect.

Mecha Point Cost: -5 MP

Reduced Endurance
The default assumption is a mecha has an indefinite range —

it can operate for months at a time, like a sailing ship or nuclear
submarine, provided supplies of food and water are available. If the
mecha must refuel or recharge before then (something that should
take at least half an hour of effort) it has Reduced Endurance.

Select one of these operational periods: a few weeks, several
days, a few days, several hours, a few hours, several minutes. In
this context, “several” means 5-30; “a few” means 1-4.

Mecha Point Cost: -5 if a few weeks, -10 if several
days, -15 if a few days, -20 if several hours, -25 if a few hours, -30 if
several minutes.

Restricted Path
For one reason or another, the mecha cannot leave a

narrowly restricted area. This may represent a robot that is
programmed to follow a specific guard route, a railway train, cable
car that cannot leave its track, or a towed trailer/carriage.

Another way to interpret this is a mecha that is attached to a
generator by a power cable. The mecha can operate normally
unless the cable is unplugged, then has only a few rounds reserve
power (and an enemy mecha that grabs it might unplug it).

Decide if it is a long path (like a railway line) or a short path
(like a tether or a building interior)

Mecha Point Cost: -1 fine, -3 diminutive, -5 tiny, -
10 small, -15 if medium, -20 if large, -25 if huge, -30 if gargantuan,
or -50 if colossal; x2 if a short path.

Road Vehicle (Vehicle Only) 

Take this Defect for most wheeled vehicles. The mecha
attains full land speed only on a smooth flat surface such as a
paved road. Its land speed is cut in half in other circumstances,
such as on a dirt road, off-road, etc.

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per 10 mph (16 kph) of land
speed.

Service Crew
The mecha is large enough that it requires a crew of

engineers, sailors, or other individuals to perform maintenance,
man rigging, cook, etc. Their training and skills will depend on the
technology of the mecha, and may range from carpenters to
nuclear reactor engineers. 
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Step 13
Design Weapons

Mecha do not need to be armed, but may possess an array of
impressive weapons.

A suit or giant robot’s fists can inflict damage even if it has
no weapons. Base damage is 1 if tiny, 1d2 if small, 1d4 if medium,
1d8 if large, 2d6 if huge, 2d8 if gargantuan, and 4d6 if colossal,
plus strength modifiers. More potent attacks — including bite or
claw attacks — should be built using the mecha weapon creation
rules.

If the mecha has multiple weapons, design each one
individually. If the pilot can make multiple attacks, several
weapons may be used each round. The same holds true for
multiple crew aboard a mecha assigned as gunners. If you want
one weapon to have multiple ammo choices, take the Alternate
Ammo option (page 39).

In d20 Mecha, a “weapon” does not necessarily mean a single
gun or missile. A set of multiple missiles on rails or pods is best
treated as a single weapon (with several shots). A ship-of-the-line’s
broadside of dozens of cannons facing in the same direction is
best handled as 1-3 weapons with extra damage and qualities such
as Volley.

Most mecha attacks inflict damage: refer to Damage, below,
and assign the dice of damage. Some attacks do not deliver
ordinary damage, but instead, have other effects: Flare, Nerve
Gas, Riot Gas, Smoke, or Tangle.

Damage
Select the type and number of dice of damage inflicted, for

example, 4d4 or 6d10. This determines the weapon’s effectiveness
and MP cost.

Critical: A weapon’s normal critical threat rating is 20. This
can be modified by assigning the Increased Threat quality.

had when undamaged (minimum 2d6) to everyone within the
mecha (Reflex save, DC 20, for half damage). Half that damage is
inflicted to everyone and everything within a number of feet equal
to the mecha’s full Hit Points (or metres equal to one-third full
HP) of the blast (Reflex save, DC 15, for half damage).

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per full 5 HP the mecha has.

Weak Point
Due to a flaw in the design, there is a weak point in the

mecha. If an attacker knows where it is (this may require study of
enemy wreckage, espionage, sensor scans, etc) an attack to that
point is much more likely to cripple or destroy the mecha. 

A critical hit strikes the weak point and ignores the mecha’s
Armour. If an attacker knows about the weak point, an attack
made at a -8 penalty may deliberately target the weak point and
ignore the mecha’s Armour.

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per point of Armour the
mecha has.

Windows
The mecha has large windows (like a car or jet liner) or

canopy which does not protect against attacks aimed through
them. This may not be taken in conjunction with the Open Defect
(page 35).

If a mecha’s occupants are attacked, they can only claim
three-quarters cover. Occupants that lean out of windows (for
example, to shoot) will get only one-half cover. An attack can
deliberately target a window at -4 to hit, ignoring the vehicle’s
Armour. 

Mecha Point Cost: -1 per point of Armour the
mecha has, if it has Armour 2+. Otherwise, none.

Wind-Powered (Vehicle-Only) 

The mecha is a sailing craft, powered by the wind. Its top
speed will never exceed the present velocity of the wind, and it
cannot move against the wind (it can tack upwind, but cannot
move directly against the direction from which the wind is
blowing). 

This is most appropriate for mecha with Water Speed,
though wind-powered land or air vehicles are possible. It’s usually
inappropriate for mecha with top speeds over 30 mph (48 kph). 

It can be used with Dramatic Drive for space sails (page 21);
the exact effects depend on drive technology: for example, a light
sail will have its acceleration decline with the square of distance
from the sun (measured in multiples of Earth’s average distance
from the sun).

This cannot be taken in conjunction with the Glider Defect.
Mecha Point Cost: -1 if large or smaller, -2 if huge,

-3 if gargantuan, -5 if colossal.
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Some examples of “real world” weapons translated into d20
Mecha terms include:

• 12-lb. smoothbore muzzleloading cannon (12-lb. cannon ball):
3d8; Slow-Firing and Static restrictions.

• 7.62mm (0.30-caliber) machine gun: 2d10; Automatic quality.
• 12.7mm (0.50-caliber) heavy machine gun: 2d12; Automatic

quality.
• 20mm Vulcan cannon: 3d10; Automatic x2 quality.
• 25mm chain gun with HE ammo: 4d12; Automatic and Blast

qualities.
• M72 LAW Anti-tank rocket: 10d6; Blast and Armour-

Penetrating qualities.
• 88mm anti-tank gun (circa 1942 AD): 9d10; Slow-Firing quality.
• TOW-2 anti-tank missile: 10d10; Blast and Armour-Penetrating

qualities.
• 120mm tank gun with APFSDS ammo: 10d12; Armour-

Penetrating quality.

•• EXAMPLES OF WEAPONRY ••
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Range Increment
A weapon’s base range increment is 50’ (15 m) for a special

attack. If the attack inflicts damage though, the increment shown
on the table for the weapon’s die type is multiplied by the dice of
damage to get the increment. For example, 2d8 has an increment
of 40’ x 2 (for two d8) = 80 feet.

The actual increment can be modified by taking weapon
qualities or restrictions. Each level of Long Range may up to
double range; each level of Short Range may up to halve it.

Example: A mecha has a 120mm tank gun with 10d12
damage; this gives a range increment of 60 x 10 = 600’. In the real
world, a 120mm gun can reliably strike targets out to about
12,000’. This would suggest a range increment of about 1,200,
since weapons can reach out to 10 x their range increment.
Various Feats and devices, however, allow experienced gunners to
multiply their range increment by 1.5 to 2, so 600’ is quite
reasonable for the tank gun. 

Magazine
A weapon has an ammo capacity (magazine) of 17-30 shots

before running out of projectiles or power. This may be modified
via the Extra Ammo quality or the Low Ammo restriction. 

Mecha Point Cost
If the attack delivers damage, multiply the dice of damage by

the cost shown for the chosen dice size (twice its average damage)
on the Weapon Damage Cost Chart (page 39). 

Example: The Valkyrie is a missile that inflicts 5d6 damage
(giving a 100’ range increment). The cost of each d6 is 7 Points.
The Valkyrie missile will cost 5 x 7 = 35 MP.

If a special attack, the cost is equal to the (modifier + 10)
multiplied by 1 if smoke, 2 if flare, hot smoke, riot gas, or tangle,
and 3 if nerve gas. Thus a +5 nerve gas attack costs (10 + 5) x 3 =
45 Mecha Points.

Special Attacks
These are all ranged touch attacks. Assign each special attack

a modifier (usually 1 to 20), which applies to DCs and determines
the weapon cost.

Flare
If hit (or in the radius of a Blast-effect or Emanation-effect)

the target may be blinded. Everyone looking in the direction of the
flash when the attack strikes must make a Fortitude save with a
DC of (15 plus the Flare modifier) or be blinded for 2d6 rounds.

Nerve Gas
If hit, this will kill individuals who fail a DC (15 plus the

Nerve Gas modifier) Fortitude save. Anyone wearing a pressurised
suit, or in a mecha with NBC filters or life support is unaffected.
This must be combined with the Emanation quality (page 40).

Riot Gas
If hit, this requires individuals in the area of effect to make a

Fortitude save against DC (15 plus the Riot Gas modifier) or be
blinded and stunned for 2d6 rounds. Anyone using a gas mask,
wearing a pressurised suit, or in a mecha with NBC filters or life
support is unaffected. This must be combined with the Emanation
quality (page 40).

Smoke
The attack produces an obscuring smoke cloud. Smoke gives

a 50% concealment modifier, and is also treated as 3/4 cover vs.
lasers. The smoke remains for a number of rounds equal to the
Smoke modifier. If the attack is assigned the Emanation quality
(page 40), the base duration doubles (or the area of effect my
double, as per the normal Emanation rules).

Hot Smoke
As smoke, but affects infrared sensors.

Tangle
The attack projects a web or net. Treat as a Web spell except

it requires an attack roll; if combined with Blast it will affect
everyone in the area; if combined with Emanation, it is sticky, and
will affect anyone who moves into the area as well. The DC to
break free is (20 plus the Tangle modifier).

Type
Specify the type of damage that the attack inflicts. This is

important because some mecha Armour or creatures may be
resistant or immune to certain types of damage. Specify one of the
following types:

Ballistic (bullets and other high-velocity projectiles),
piercing (pointed thrusting or ranged weapons like spears,
arrows, etc.), slashing (swords, whips, etc.), bludgeoning (clubs,
fists, tails, etc.), energy (of a specific type: fire/plasma, laser,
electrical, cold, sonic), or blast (explosions).

Rate of Fire
The default ranged weapon rate of fire is single shot (SS) —

one shot per round. Weapons may have faster or slower rates of fire
as a result of their chosen qualities or restrictions; record the
abbreviation appropriate to the rate of fire: SS for single shot, S if
semi-automatic, A if automatic, 1 if slow-firing.

Dice type d2 d3 d4 d6 d8 d10 d12 d20 Special
Increment (feet) 10’ 15’ 20’ 30’ 40’ 50’ 60’ 100’ 50’
Increment (m) 3 m 5 m 7 m 9 m 12 m 15 m 20 m 30 m 10 m

•• DAMAGE DIE TYPES AND RANGES ••

Conversion Notes: Modifying Range Increments
Range increments in d20 Mecha are based on the

assumption that a powerful attack will usually travel farther. They
can be modified in flexible fashion by taking appropriate qualities
and limitations.

Some d20 System games, however, have range increments
that are unusually high or low across the board — perhaps as a
game-balance device to balance them against melee or archaic
weapons. If this seems like a good idea, the GM should apply a
constant multiple to all range increments to suit your own
preferred d20 System game — for example, arbitrarily dividing or
multiplying all range increments by 2, 4, 8, or 10. 

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••
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Qualities and Restrictions
A weapon may have qualities or restrictions. A quality is

something advantageous; a restriction is something limiting. This
will affect the Mecha Point cost of the weapon.

If the weapon has no extra qualities, its cost is unmodified. If
it has 1,”multiply” its cost by 1.5. If it has 2 or more, multiply the
cost by the number of qualities. Thus, a weapon with 3 qualities
costs three times as much.

If the weapon has no restrictions, use its cost as modified by
the number of qualities. If it has 1, divide that cost by 1.5. If it has
2 or more, divide the cost by the number of restrictions. Thus, a
weapon with 2 restrictions costs one-half as much.

Example: A weapon has an unmodified cost of 30 Mecha
Points. If it has one quality and three restrictions. The cost is 30
times 1.5 (the quality) divided by 3 (three restrictions) = 15 Mecha
Points.

If a cost is fractional, drop all fractions. Thus, 22.7 Mecha
Points is rounded down to 22 Mecha Points.

Weapon Qualities
Some weapons have additional capabilities beyond simply

inflicting damage. Qualities marked with an * can only be used
with attacks that inflict dice of damage.

A few qualities are especially powerful, and hence count as
two or even three qualities.

Multiple Weapons on a Mecha
A single Operator on a mecha can only attack with a single

weapon at a time, no matter how many are built into a mecha.
Exception: If he or she has multiple attacks, and uses a full attack
action, these extra attacks can be made with the same weapon
(unless it has a Single Shot or Slow-Firing Rate of Fire) or they may
use a different Alternate Weapon (or Ammo).

Alternate Weapons (or Ammo)
If the mecha’s Operator has access to multiple different attacks,

each secondary weapon costs less. This is because he or she can only
use one weapon per round. For 1/10 the original cost (minimum 1
Point), a mecha can be given another weapon that is of the same or
lower Point cost than the mecha’s first weapon. This can represent
either a new weapon or the same one with alternate ammo.

Different Gunners
Weapons are normally designed to be used by the mecha

pilot. If the mecha has multiple Operators, however, some may
have their own weapons, allowing each to fire. If a weapon is in
this category, note it as requiring a “different gunner” and pay for
it at full cost. After it is acquired, additional alternate weapons
may also be bought for that extra gunner, at the reduced cost given
above. Note: Two characters may not fire the same weapon in a
round, however, even if using multiple attacks.

Hand-Held Weapons
It is assumed that weapons are attached to the mecha, but

they may, instead, be designated as Hand-Held. A Hand-Held
weapon can be lost or grabbed by an enemy, and the mecha must
have arms to hold it. Mecha can, however, swap Hand-Held
weapons with other mecha. To do this both weapons must be the
same size so that handgrips and such are compatible. Hand-held
weapons can never be assigned to different gunners; they must be
fired by the mecha pilot.

Multiple Attacks with Hand-Held Weapons
The wearer of a suit or pilot of a giant robot may use the

normal rules for multiple attacks with two weapons if his or her
mecha has a weapon in each hand.
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Die Type Cost

d2 3
d3 4
d4 5
d6 7
d8 9

d10 11
d12 13
d20 21

Smoke Modifier +10
Flare (Modifier +10) x2

Hot Smoke (Modifier +10) x2
Riot Gas (Modifier +10) x2

Tangle (Modifier +10) x2
Nerve Gas (Modifier +10) x3

•• Weapon Damage Cost Chart ••

Record weapons in the following formats:
Name: The weapon’s name (player’s choice). For example, “20mm

railgun.”
Damage: The dice of damage. For example, 6d10. If no damage,

list the special effect and modifier. For example, Nerve Gas +5.
Critical: The critical threat range. This is “20” unless modified by

the Increase Threat quality.
Type: The type of damage inflicted. For example, Ballistic,

Piercing, Electricity, Laser, etc.
Increment: The range increment (as modified by qualities and

restrictions). Use “—” if a melee weapon.
Rate of Fire: Record the rate of fire: SS if single shot, A if the

Automatic qualifier, S if Semi-Automatic qualifier, 1 if Slow-Firing
or thrown qualifiers. Use “—” if a melee weapon.

Magazine: List the weapon’s ammunition capacity (as modified
by qualities and restrictions). Use “—” if melee or unlimited shots.

Size: List the weapon’s Size. For example, indicate if it is a melee
or Hand-Held weapon.

Cost: List the Mecha Point cost, so that the weapon can be
swapped out for other weapons if desired.

Notes: List any qualities or restrictions, either in full or via
footnotes. List qualities first, separated by commas, then a semi-
colon, then restrictions. If a quality or restriction is taken
multiple times, use 2, 3, etc. to indicate this. Example: Armour-
Penetrating, Long Range 2; Low Ammo 3.

If the weapon has variable ammo, each setting should have
its own line.

•• Weapon Stat Blocks ••
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roll for their mecha) against a DC of 15 to halve damage. The
target of the attack, if hit, takes full damage — no Reflex save is
allowed. Alternatively, an attacker may fire a Blast weapon at the
ground next to a target (treat as Defence 10), rather than the
target itself. This is a ranged touch attack. This can have a better
chance of hitting, but has the disadvantage of always granting a
Reflex save. This tactic is not possible against a flying or space
target unless the attack has the Guided quality (page 42).

Use the rules for Grenadelike missiles (see the Player’s
Handbook) to determine the effect of a miss.

Burning*
This represents flaming liquid, acid, or similar weapons that

deliver continuing damage. If the initial attack hits, the target
takes continuous damage each round, for the next 5 rounds, or
until somehow neutralised (GM call: it should depend on the type
of attack). Armour or Force Fields do protect against the damage. 

It can be taken multiple times; each extra time doubles the
duration.

The first level of Burning counts as two qualities.
Concealed

A mecha’s weapons are normally obvious, at least to
someone who knows where to look for the gun barrel, missile
port, or laser lens. Take this quality to install a disguised or
retractable weapon in a craft that looks like it would be unarmed,
such as an ordinary-appearing automobile.

It takes a move action to “pop up” a hidden weapon so that
it can be used in battle.

Cone
A cone attack shoots away from the weapon in the direction

he or she designates. A cone starts in a square adjacent to the
mecha and widens out as it goes. A cone’s width, at a given
distance, equals its current range — a cone is 50’ wide when 50’
away from the attacking mecha. At its far end, a cone is as wide as
the effect is long. 

A cone attack’s maximum range is 1 range increment; cone
attacks have very short range.

A cone attack is not resolved as an ordinary attack. It
automatically hits everything in the target area, but targets get a
Reflex (DC 20) save. Success means they suffer half damage, failure
means they take full damage. Cover will give a bonus to the Reflex
save, and if the cover is sufficient (such as a slit trench, building,
etc.) a success means the targets dove or moved behind the cover,
and take no damage rather than half damage (GM discretion).

Cone counts as three qualities.
Emanation

Some attacks have an area like a blast, except that the effect
continues to radiate from the point of origin for multiple rounds.
The effect is the same as Burning, above, lasting 5 turns, but
affecting everyone who enters an area only for as long as they
remain in it (unless also combined with burning).

The radius of effect is 5’ (or 1.5 m). The quality can be taken
additional times. Each time it is assigned to a weapon, double the
radius or the duration (designer’s choice). 

The first level of Emanation counts as two qualities.

Armour-Penetrating (AP)*
This weapon is especially good at punching through heavy

armour. It ignores the first 10 points of Armour or the target’s
Armour protects at half value (round down), whichever gives the
best effect.

This quality often represents shaped-charge High Explosive
Anti-Tank (HEAT) and Armour-Penetrating fin-stabilised discarding
sabot (APFSDS) ammunition used by tank guns and missiles.

Armour-Penetrating can be taken multiple times: two levels
ignore the first 20 points of Armour (or divide Armour by 3),
three levels ignore the first 30 points (or divide by 4), and so on.

Automatic*
Automatic (A) weapons fire a burst or stream of shots as

long as the trigger is held down (until they run out of
ammunition). They can be set on auto-fire or be used with Feats
that take advantage of automatic fire.

There are two ways to use auto-fire:
• Area Auto-fire

This affects an area and everyone in it, not a specific
creature. The character sprays an 10’ x 10’ (3 m x 3 m) area, or
strafes an area 20’ (6 m) long and 5’ (1.5 m) wide, and makes an
attack roll vs. Defence 10. If it succeeds, every creature or mecha in
the affected area must make a Reflex save (DC 15) or us hit by a
single shot. Area auto-fire expends 10 shots; and can only be used
if the weapon has 10+ shots left.

• Burst Auto-fire
This is fired at a specific target, and may expend from 2 to 5

shots (decide before firing). The target is attacked normally. Roll
once to hit. A successful attack means the target is hit once; for
every 5 the attack succeeded by over the target’s defence, it is hit
by an additional shot, up to a maximum of the number of shots
that were fired in the burst. Roll damage individually for each shot
that hit; if the target has damage reduction or Armour,
subtracting it separately from every shot’s damage.

• Multiple Assignments of Automatic
Automatic can be taken twice. This emulates Gatling guns

like the 20mm Vulcan or 7.62mm minigun or multiple linked
machine guns. They can fire as above, or instead use Saturation
Auto-fire or Extended Bursts. Saturation Auto-fire is treated as
Area Auto-fire, but requires expending 50 shots, covers twice the
area, and victims must make a DC 20 Reflex save. Extended Bursts
may fire 10-50 per burst, at a +1 to hit per 10 shots.

Note: Many d20 System games with a modern or future
setting have unique rules for automatic fire, or even require Feats
to use certain types of automatic fire — the GM may resolve
automatic fire with such rules instead.

Blast
The attack affects not only the target but also anyone

adjacent, such as an explosive warhead or plasma blast. The
radius of effect is 10’ (3 m). Blast can be taken multiple times. Each
time it is taken, double the radius of the blast. Thus, taking it 4
times gives an 80’ (24 m) blast radius.

When a target is hit, everyone caught in the blast (other than
the target directly hit) may make a Reflex save (mecha Operators
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KR-03f Stealth Combat Suit
The KR-03f is a stealth combat suit designed to protect the

female warrior on the battlefield of the 22nd century. Its
combination of effective weaponry and state-of-the-art stelth
systems makes any woman wearing this suit a deadly enemy.
Mecha Type: Suit
Class: Combat power suit
Size: Medium (5’8” tall, 200 lbs)
Hit Points: 40 [80]
Occupants: NA [0]
Cargo: 0
Armour: 20 [100]
Defence: 10+8 Bonus = 18 (1d20+8) [64]
Strength: +10 [30] 
Land Speed: x3 [120]
Special Abilities: Communications (Tactical Radio: Scanner;

Secure) [5], ECM (Defensive +9) [27], Environmental Systems
(NBC Filter) [2], Jumping x25 [25], Navigation Aids (GPS) [2],
Sensors (IR: 1 mile, Optics: 1 mile) [6], Stealth (Radar +1) [30]

Exotic Abilities: Invisibility [150]
Defects: Front-Optimised Armour (Armour 13) [-20], Noisy 

[-5], Poor Visibility [-5], Reduced Endurance (several hours) 
[-20], Volatile [-10], Weak Point [-20]

High Energy, Photon Beam
Damage: 10d8
Critical: 20
Type: energy
Increment: 400’
Rate of Fire: 1
Magazine: 10
Size: small
Notes: Armour-Penetrating, Concealed; Less Ammo [120]

Fletchette Projector
Damage: 2d10
Critical: 20
Type: Ballistic
Increment: 100’
Rate of Fire: Auto
Magazine: 1,000
Size: Large
Notes: Automatic, Extra Ammo x3; Alternate weapon [11]

Smoke Grenade Launchers
Damage: Smoke +1 (10’ radius)
Critical: 20
Type: Special
Increment: 50’
Rate of Fire: SS
Magazine: 6
Size: Large
Notes: Emanation x2; Less Ammo x2; Alternate weapon [1]
Cost: 585 Mecha Points. US $1.37 million

•• SAMPLE MECHA •• •• KR-03f STEALTH COMBAT SUIT ••
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if interrupted, the missile automatically misses. If the designating
character is injured/distracted, a Concentrate Skill check is
required to stay on target (as if casting a spell). When the missile
reaches the target, the designating character makes the attack roll,
at a +5 bonus.

• Semi-Active Radar Homing (SARH)
The weapon fires a missile that homes on radar reflections

emitted by the mecha’s own radar. The mecha must have a Radar,
High-Res Radar, or Meta-Scanner. It must lock onto the target
(this requires a ranged touch attack, using the Radar’s range
increment); failure allows additional attempts. Once a lock-on is
achieved, launching the missile is an attack action. Once fired, the
Radar must continue to track the target or the missile will
automatically miss, but no other character actions are required; if
the Radar only faces forward, that means keeping the mecha
pointed at the enemy. As long as it does so, the missile closes on
the target. When the missile reaches the target, it attacks on its
own, with a +8 attack bonus.

• Infrared Homing (IRH)
The weapon fires a missile that tracks the target’s heat

emissions. The attacker must lock onto the target. This is a ranged
touch attack, using the weapon’s range increment. If the lock on
fails, it can be attempted again in future rounds. If it succeeds, the
missile can be launched; this is an attack action. The missile will
follow the target with no further intervention required. When it
reaches the target, it attacks the target itself. An IRH missile has a
+10 attack bonus. ECM or concealment effective against infrared
will penalise the attack.

• Radar Homing (ARH)
The missile uses its own onboard radar. Treat as Infrared

Homing, except that ECM or concealment effective against radar
will penalise the attack.

• Sonar Homing (SH)
The missile — a torpedo — uses its own onboard sonar. It

can only be fired at underwater targets. Treat as Infrared homing,
except that ECM or concealment effective against sonar will
penalise it.

• Emission Homing (EH)
The missile is an “anti-radiation” missile that homes in on

the radiating emissions of an operational Radar, Radio, or Radar
Jammer; the mecha should have a Radar Sensor (page 30) to spot
such targets. Treat as IRH, but it can only lock onto a target that is
using a Radar, Radio, or Radar Jammer. If the target turns off the
system before the missile can reach it, the missile will still home
on the last known location (unless the target moves, it is in
trouble).

• Inertial Guided (IG) or Satellite Guided (SG)
The attacker programs in a set of map co-ordinates and the

missile homes in on that point. This is only good for attacking
stationary targets such as buildings. When the missile reaches its
target, make an attack roll at +3 if using inertial guidance or at +5
if using satellite guidance. Satellite guidance is only effective if the
mecha has access to a friendly GPS satellite system. 

EMP*
The weapon’s damage is an electromagnetic pulse that has

no effect on living things but will do normal damage to any mecha
with electrical or electromagnetic systems. This is a quality, not a
restriction, since it allows safe use of anti-mecha weaponry in
situations that would otherwise put bystanders at risk.

Extra Ammo
This increases the weapon’s total shots from the default up

to 50. It can be taken multiple times: twice gives up to 200 shots;
three times is 1,000 shots.

Flexible*
This represents long, flexible, or extendible attacks like a

whip, energy-lash, razor-ribbon, or similar weapon. 
A flexible attack can be used like a giant whip to disarm or

trip any opponents of equal or smaller size than the weapon’s size;
for example, a huge whip can trip or disarm opponents up to huge
size. A character can make a trip attack with a flexible weapon by
succeeding at a ranged touch attack. The character does not
provoke an attack of opportunity when using a flexible weapon in
this way. 

A flexible weapon also gives a +2 bonus on an opposed
attack roll when attempting to disarm an opponent (including the
roll to keep from being disarmed if the character fails to disarm
the opponent).

If this quality is chosen for a weapon, the Melee Weapon
restriction must also be taken. A flexible weapon can reach out
farther than normal, however: 15’ (5 m) for a medium weapon,
doubled for each successive size class.

Guided
The weapon fires a projectile that homes in on its target. The

weapon has its normal range (usually 10 increments). On the
round the projectile is fired, the attacker must normally specify a
target. Each round (on the attacker’s initiative) the missile moves
toward the target, closing a distance equal to its range increment,
and making up to a 45-degree turn, climb or dive. When it reaches
the target, an attack roll is made, with no range penalties to hit.
Other rules depend on the guidance system used. Pick one of these
systems:

• Operator-Guided
The weapon fires a missile that is steered toward the target

by the attacker, transmitting commands via a wire or a tight-beam
radio link. The attacker must take full actions each round to guide
the projectile to the target. The attacker uses his or her own attack
bonus; the guidance system negates range penalties, but has no
other effect.

• Laser-Guided
The weapon fires a missile that homes in on reflected laser

light. Launching the missile is an attack action. The missile will fly
straight ahead. At any point in its flight, the attacker or an ally
(who need not be in the mecha) must use an attack action each
round to aim a Laser Designator (page 28) on the target, which
must be in front of the missile (if the missile has already flown past
it, it will automatically miss). The missile closes on the target as
long as a character continues to designate the target with a laser;
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distant observer to transmit a correction via communicator.
A weapon with Indirect Fire quality can be used normally at

no penalty. It cannot be Melee, Cone, or Stream.
Increased Threat

Most weapons have a threat of 20. This quality increases the
threat range by 1 (for example, to 19-20). It can be taken multiple
times, further increasing the threat range.

Invisible
Most weapons produce some visible muzzle flash or beam,

revealing the position of the shooter. Take this quality for any
weapon (except one with the Melee or Thrown weapon restriction)
that has no visible flash or beam.

Long Range
This quality increases the range increment. Long Range can

also be taken multiple times; each time it is taken, double the
increment.

The base increment is suitable for machine guns, short range
rockets, and light cannons. Taking one level of Long Range is good
for tank guns and guided missiles. Taking two levels is good for
long-range missiles and spacecraft weaponry.

A lower increase can be specified if the GM desires — for
example, Long Range could also be used to multiply the
increment by 1.1 to 1.99 rather than 2. This is useful if trying to
duplicate a real weapon.

Muscle-Powered 
This lets the mecha add its Str bonus to damage if this

weapon is used as a one-handed Melee weapon, or 1.5 times Str
bonus if used as a two-handed Melee weapon, or half Str bonus if
the weapon is Thrown.

A Muscle-Powered weapon can make any number of attacks
unless it has the Thrown weapon restriction (in which case it can
make another attack only after the Thrown weapon is
recovered...)

A weapon can only be Muscle-Powered if it has the Melee or
Thrown Weapon restriction.

Semiautomatic
A semiautomatic (S) weapon fires one shot per attack

(effectively acting as a single shot weapon). Some Feats, however,
allow characters armed with semiautomatic weapons to fire shots
in rapid successions, getting in more than one shot per attack.

Silent
Most weapons usable at range are usually noisy, making a

loud bang! or zap! Take this quality for a weapon that does not
have the Melee or Thrown restriction, or will be used only in
space, which is very quiet or silent. 

Stream
The effect of a Stream weapon is similar to a cone, except

that the weapon’s effect is narrow and linear (affecting everyone in
a stream 5’/1.5 m wide). Otherwise, use the rules for Cone (page
40), including the reduction of the range, with the exception that
a successful save always negates damage rather than halves it.

Stream counts as two qualities.
Stun

The attack only inflicts subdual damage.

• Other Homing
The GM may allow players to create other specialised homing

missiles, such as ones that home on magical emanations. Use the
previous rules as a guideline.

An incoming missile can be targetted for attack. It has
defence of 25. If hit, roll damage: 15+ points of damage
disables/destroys it; otherwise it is unaffected.

Guided cannot be combined with Cone or Melee. It can be
combined with Automatic, representing a salvo of missiles; when the
missile makes its attack roll, it is treated as a Burst attack using as
many missiles as were fired, minus any that were shot down. “Smart
bombs” can be created simply by adding the Dropped and Short
Range restrictions.

A weapon may take multiple guidance options by taking this
quality multiple times. This makes it harder to jam the weapon,
and gives it a second lock on or attack roll if the first fails. For
example, many modern torpedoes are both sonar-homing and
operator-guided. 

The first level of Guided Missile (any type) counts as two
qualities.

Hardpoint or Hand-held
A “Hardpoint” weapon is mounted on a hardpoint, pod, or

pylon. It can be traded in a later mission for any weapon of the
same size and same or lower Mecha Point value, subject to its
availability. It takes about 10 minutes to remove and replace a
Hardpoint weapon with another weapon. A character may buy
“spare” weapons at 1/20th their Mecha Point value that are kept
at base for replacement in this way, or may swap weapons with
other mecha of similar size and type.

A “Hand-held” weapon is carried in the hand. It is treated as
a hardpoint weapon except that it is vulnerable to being disarmed,
lost, dropped, etc., but can be exchanged in only one round. A
mecha cannot have more Hand-Held weapons ready to use than it
has hands.

Indirect Fire
The weapon can fire shots in a high ballistic arc, like a

grenade launcher, ballistic missile, or Howitzer. This lets the
gunner shoot at targets hidden behind buildings, hills, or other
obstacles (or shoot over the horizon, if the range is long enough). 

If it is used to make an indirect fire shot, the attacker must be
able to see the target, or someone else must spot it and radio or
otherwise communicate its position to the attacker. This will
usually require a Computer Use check. In most cases, indirect fire
involves using weapons with the Blast quality (page 40) to attack an
area. If a creature or mecha, rather than area of ground is attacked,
it is treated as having full concealment (50% miss chance).

A weapon can fire indirectly at 10 times the usual number of
increments (100 increments for most weapons). Note that the
actual range increment is not increased: thus, Long Range fire will
be rather inaccurate.

If the attack misses, an observer can note where the attack hit
and send a correction (or the attacker can correct by his or her self,
if the target is in sight). Each correction gives a +2 bonus to hit, only
to cancel any range increment penalties. It takes a full action for a
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Trap
This weapon lays a minefield, spikes, or some other similar

device. The projectile “sits and waits” until someone triggers it. If
someone walks into the target area, they get a Reflex Save (DC 15)
to avoid it. Trap can be taken with the Melee restriction to
simulate a booby trap placed by hand or released from the mecha.
Without these weapon restrictions, it can be deployed at range —
a successful ranged touch attack against a Defence of 10 means the
Trap was fired into the correct area.

Unlimited Shots
The weapon does not run out of ammunition or power. It

can fire indefinitely, usually drawing on the mecha’s own power
supply. This need not be taken if the weapon has Muscle-Powered.
It usually cannot be taken in conjunction with Automatic, Guided
Missile, or Volley.

Unlimited Shots counts as 4 qualities. 
Volley

An attack with the Volley quality fires a large volley of poorly
guided projectiles, such as a salvo of unguided rockets or a
broadside of cannon balls from multiple guns. The attacker may
fire a number of shots up to the weapon’s entire magazine
capacity. He or she does not add a Base Attack Bonus or Dexterity
Bonus but does add +1 per projectile fired.

The maximum number of shots that can hit is the number
fired. On a critical hit, rather than increasing damage, double the
number of shots which hit (up to the maximum).

If firing against a group, the attacker determines how many
shots to aim at each target. Separate attack rolls are made for each
target. Determine how far the furthest two targets are from one
another. The attacks are made as for volley fire against one target,
but for each 10 m/30’ or part thereof that separates the furthest
two targets, all the attack rolls suffer a -1 penalty.

Weapon Restrictions
Few weapons do everything well, and many have various

disadvantages. As with weapon qualities, a single restriction can
only be taken once unless specifically permitted.

Assign the weapon one or more restrictions. If the weapon
has none, its cost is unchanged. If it has 1,divide its cost by 1.5. If
it has 2 or more, divide by the number of restrictions.

Some restrictions are especially onerous and so count as two
or even three restrictions.

Crew-Served (Vehicle only)
The weapon requires two or more people to operate it —

usually the gunner and one or more loaders.
This must be taken in conjunction with the Slow-Firing

restriction; it can be taken multiple times. Each time, double the
number of crew required to load the weapon; they must all

Attack Succeeded by Number of hits

0-4 1 hit
5-9 1d4 hits

10-14 1d8 hits
15+ 1d12 hits

•• Volley Hits per Attack ••

3-Masted Barque
Built in 1879, this 3-masted barque sailed for four

circumnavigations and rounded Cape Horn 16 times as a trading
vessel in service of the Spanish Navy. 

In 1898, the vessel was sold to the Islamount Sailing Ship Co.
for use as a trading vessel and served as the backbone of the
company’s trade for the next seven years before being sold to Flint
Castle Shipping Co. in 1905.

Over the following years, the ship was sold to various
companies for use as a trading vessel. It’s immense size and cargo
capacity combined with it’s impressive battery of cannons enabled
the vessel to safely sail the seas of the world with little fear of piracy.
Those pirate bold enough to attack the ship were often sent to the
watery grave as capable chaptains and thundering cannons
protected cargo and passengers alike.
Mecha Type: Vehicle
Class: 3-Masted barque
Size: Colossal (270’ long, 1,200 tons)
Hit Points: 150 [100]
Occupants: 5 Operators, 100 passengers [150]
Cargo: 100 tons [ 250]
Armour: 15 [75]
Defence: 2 (1d20-8)
Handling: -8/-8
Special Abilities: Firing Ports x28 [28], Rooms (Kitchen) [1]
Defects: Flammable [-15], Service Crew (25) [-12], Wind-

Powered [-5]
24-caliber Cannon Battery - Right (Starbord)
Damage: 10d12
Type: ballistic
Critical: 20
Rate of Fire: 1
Increment: 300’
Magazine: 16
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Blast, Volley (1 shot per loader crew), Crew-Served x4,

Fixed Arc of Fire (Right), Less Amunition, Low Penetration, Short
Range, Slow-Firing [26]

24-caliber Cannon Battery - Left (Port)
Damage: 10d12
Type: ballistic
Critical: 20
Rate of Fire: 1
Increment: 300’
Magazine: 16
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Blast, Volley (1 shot per loader crew), Crew-Served x4,

Fixed Arc of Fire (Left), Less Amunition, Low Penetration, Short
Range, Slow-Firing [26]

Cost: 650 Mecha Points. US $845,000

•• SAMPLE MECHA ••
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•• 3-MASTED BARQUE ••
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(representing a torpedo) or “only in space” (representing a
powerful weapon that requires a vacuum to work). The
environment should not be one that is ubiquitous in the campaign
(for example, “only in air” is not valid unless a lot of the game
action will take place in airless environments). If the environment
is very rare in the campaign, the GM may allow this to count as
two restrictions.

Short Range
This restriction halves the range increment (round down). It

can be taken twice if desired, to get 1/4 range. An even lower
increment can be specified if the GM wants to duplicate a weapon
in other d20 System books with a low increment, but there’s
usually no extra cost benefit.

Short range may not be taken if the weapon has Melee or
Thrown restriction. 

Slow-Firing
The weapon has a restriction that reduces its rate of fire,

such as requiring a full action (to aim, charge, or load the weapon)
before making each attack. Perhaps the attack generates heat that
must be dissipated before it can again fire safely. Consequently,
the weapon fires every other round. The weapon cannot be used
to attack multiple times in a round, nor can a different character
fire it on the round it is being loaded. This cannot be used with
Semi-automatic or Automatic. 

Record a rate of fire of 1.
This can be taken multiple times; each time it is taken,

loading requires an extra round’s full action.
Slow-Firing counts as two restrictions.

Space-Optimised
The weapon’s energy is easily absorbed by air; its full range only

applies in vacuum. In atmosphere, its base maximum range is 5
rather than 10 increments and it cannot penetrate thick smoke, fog,
water, etc. This should only be taken by ranged weapons doing
energy-type damage. It is a common restriction for laser and particle
beams. It cannot be assigned to melee weapons.

Static
The weapon cannot be fired while the mecha is moving

under its own power; perhaps it is too bulky, requires precise aim,
or drains too much power, or maybe the mecha’s fire control
system is not advanced enough to compensate for movement.
This does not prevent firing while drifting, coasting, etc.

This restriction is commonly taken for artillery-type
weapons (especially in conjunction with Indirect Fire).

Thrown
This restriction means it is a thrown weapon. Once thrown,

it is useless until retrieved. Specify the weapon’s size class and
whether it is bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing. The weapon’s
range increment is divided by 10 (if the base is 500’, it will drop to
50’), and it can be thrown a maximum of 5 increments.

It may not be taken in conjunction with the Melee or Slow-
Firing restriction. It is often taken in conjunction with the Muscle-
Powered quality.

It may be taken with Automatic Fire (representing a handful
of small thrown objects, for example).

perform full actions to do so. Thus, a cannon that requires a crew
of 8 to operate is a x3 restriction.

Dropped
The weapon is a bomb, mine, etc. that must be dropped

from a flying mecha that is approaching the target. Instead of the
usual 10 range increments, the dropped weapon can reach a base
1 range increment per 1,000’ (300 m) of the sum of altitude and
speed of the releasing mecha. Bombs take a -4 instead of -2 penalty
per range increment. This cannot be used with Cone, Stream,
Melee, or Thrown.

Exposed (Vehicle only)
The gunner must be outside the mecha’s Armour on the

round the weapon fires (and stay exposed until his or her next
action in the following round). An exposed character can be fired
at with no Armour protection. An example of this weapon
restriction would be a machine gun mounted on a bracket atop a
tank whose gunner must lean out the hatch to use. It cannot be
taken if the mecha already has the Open Defect (page 35).

Fixed Arc of Fire 
(Vehicle and Giant Robot only)

The weapon has a very limited arc of fire and must be aimed
by pointing the mecha. For example, a set of fixed forward-firing
guns on a fighter plane, or a ramming prow. The weapon can only
be fired at targets in the specified arc which may require a
successful Pilot Skill check (which can be opposed by the pilot of
a target mecha).

Specify the arc of fire: Front (Fr), Rear (Re), Left (L), Right (R),
or Top (T). Mecha that can fly or move underwater can also specify
a Bottom (B) arc.

Less Ammo
The weapon is only good for a few rounds of firing, and then

runs out of ammunition or power, or burns out. This restriction can
be taken up to 5 times. 

If the weapon is Slow-Firing, number of shots refers to the
total ammunition aboard the mecha, not in the magazine.

Taking this restriction once means the weapon has 9-16
shots; twice limits it to 5-8 shots; three times to 3-4 shots; four
times to 2 shots, five times to 1 shot.

Low Penetration*
The attack is easily defeated by Armour (examples include a

shotgun blast or hollow-point bullet). Armour or Damage Reduction
stops twice as much damage as usual. If the target’s Armour grants an
equipment defence bonus, it is doubled vs. the attack.

Melee
The weapon can only be used as a melee weapon. It can be

used to attack or parry within the mecha’s natural reach. Specify the
weapon’s size class (normally within one size of the mecha that will
wield it) and whether it is bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing.

It is usual to take this restriction in conjunction with the
Muscle-Powered quality.

Melee counts as two restrictions.
Only In (Specified Environment)

The attack or weapon can only target objects that are on or
in a particular limited environment, for example, “only in water”
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In other settings, big robots and spacecraft are pretty cheap
— any scoundrel can own a star freighter and any mercenary
aristocrat can have a giant robot — the relative cost is more like a
big semi-truck or a light plane. If so, the GM may wish to use this
formula instead:

Interstellar Credits = Mecha Points x 200 credits
Apply the same cost multipliers detailed for US dollars

Mecha Points as Gold Pieces
In fantasy settings the GM may wish to price mecha in

comparison to things like full plate armour or galleys, or compare
their value to that of magic items or constructs such as golems. This
cost scheme gives a price in gold pieces. It assumes that very
powerful mecha are rare, and intended to give a reasonable price for
sailing ships and other vehicles that are also built using this system:

Gold Pieces = Mecha Points x Mecha Points x 2 gp
Double the cost if the GM feels the mecha requires

technology more advanced than the campaign setting, or magic.
For example, a boat built with 10 Mecha Points will end up

costing 200 gp, while a medium-sized galley built with 100 Mecha
Points will cost 20,000 gp. A potent magical steam-powered
mecha built on 400 Mecha Points — capable of arm wrestling an
iron golem or taking on a young dragon — costs 640,000 gp.

Mecha Points and Character Level
GMs of some d20 System games may prefer to assign a

specific requisition Level to each mecha; characters must be of
that Level or greater to be assigned to it.

To find a mecha’s Level, use a calculator. Take the square
root of its Mecha Point cost, then divide the result by 4, rounding
fractions up. That is the Level equivalent. Thus, a mecha that cost
400 Mecha Points would have a Level equivalent of 5, since the
square root of 400, is 20, which when divided by 4 is 5. 

This can also be used for games that typically assign
characters equipment, requisition, or gadget Point per Level. GMs
may vary the divisor to make mecha easier or harder to come by.

This Level equivalent can also be used as a mecha’s
Challenge Rating/Effective Character Level.

Mecha Points and Purchase
Difficulty Class

Some d20 System games have characters roll to determine if
they can acquire equipment, based on a wealth ability score or
other attribute. A suggested Purchase DC for mecha is:

(Square root of Mecha Point Cost) + 15, rounded to nearest
whole number.

Add +4 to DC if mecha was built for a government agency or
the military, +7 to DC if it can fly or travel in space, and +10 DC if
it is a custom-built machine or experimental prototype. All
increases are cumulative; a mecha built for the military, that flies,
and is a prototype, is +1 plus +7 plus +10 = +21 DC.

For example, if a main battle tank may cost 700 Mecha
Points. The square root of 700 is 26.45, rounded to 26. The DC is
41, but since it is military hardware, it would be DC 46.

Record a rate of fire of 1, reflecting the fact that the weapon
must be reloaded or charged after each shot.

Thrown Weapon counts as two restrictions.
Unreliable

The attack tends to jam. Any time the player makes an attack
and rolls a “natural” 1, the weapon failed to fire and jammed, over-
heated, or otherwise malfunctioned. It will not work until repaired.
Clearing a jammed weapon requires a full action and a successful
Dex check against a DC of 10. Note: a character cannot attempt to
clear a jammed weapon if he or she does not have the appropriate
Weapon Proficiency Feat. If unsuccessful, the character can try
again next round. A natural “1” indicates the jam is severe and
cannot be cleared without an hour’s work and a successful Craft
(Mechanical or Gunsmith) Skill check against a DC of 20.

Mecha Point
Equivalence

Many d20 System games use different mechanisms to
represent the value of equipment and gadgets, from gold pieces to
various unique Point systems. If using d20 Mecha with another d20
System game, the GM may desire to retain their existing system. Here
are a few guidelines for converting Mecha Points into other systems:

Mecha Points in BESM d20
Each Level of the Own a Big Mecha attribute in BESM d20 gives

400 Mecha Points with which to build a mecha. Characters can pool
their Mecha Points to create larger mecha, but should not usually be
allowed to combine Mecha Points with non-player characters. 

Each “major” item of Personal Gear in BESM d20 can be used
to buy a mecha worth up to 100 Mecha Points, or to add
additional Mecha Points to an existing mecha (through custom
upgrades, etc.) or build a mecha of intermediate value.

The GM may vary the threshold to better balance mecha
against other elements of the game.

Mecha Points as US Dollars
An approximate dollar value in modern US dollars can be

found using this conversion:
Dollar Value = Mecha Points x Mecha Points x $2
Also, multiply the cost by 1 to 5 if the mecha was built for a

government agency or the military, by 5 if it can travel in space or
underwater, and by 10 if it is a custom-built machine or
experimental prototype. All increases are cumulative; a mecha
built for the military (x2 cost), that flies in space, and is a
prototype, is 2 x 5 x 10 = 100 x cost.

Mecha Points as Interstellar Credits
In some science fiction settings, the cost in credits, or whatever

other monetary unit is in use, will be roughly the same as the cost in
dollars. This means that a space fighter or giant robot will cost
millions of credits. For this conversion, just use the US dollar price.
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the Earth Federation. The Earth forces include three characters
and their best friend (a non-player character). As the Imperials
outnumber Earth 3:1, have 10 enemy mecha attack the four
heroes. If they win, assume their side wins, with the same
proportion of casualties — if they are wiped out or flee, their side
loses. As GM, it’s possible to break a complex battle into multiple
stages, with waves of extra reinforcements arriving on either side
(200 allied mecha might be represented by two non-player
characters joining the characters) or sudden opportunities for
heroic actions (“through the explosions and burning wreckage,
you see a clear route to the enemy command ship ...”). The
important thing in any large engagement is to reduce the GM
workload while still giving players a chance to affect the outcome.

Basic Concepts
Mecha use the d20 System action and combat rules unless

exceptions are specifically mentioned.
“Mecha” refers to all sorts of mobile craft built with these

rules.
“Giant robot” applies to machines that are moving with legs,

or slithering like snakes, or flying with flapping wings, or
swimming with arms, legs, or tails.

“Suit” applies to all mecha suits that mimic the wearer’s
normal body form.

“Vehicle” applies to all other machines: cars, tanks, trucks,
jet aircraft, submarines, and so on. It also applies to giant robots
that have transformed into vehicles.

Mecha Combat
Mecha action should be fast, exciting, and fun, just like

battles between humans, but on a larger and more dramatic scale.
This chapter provides rules for the situations that can occur when
characters are piloting giant robots, wearing power armour, or
zipping about in vehicles. 

The number one rule of mecha combat is to make battles as
dynamic as possible. Before any fighting starts, the GM should set
the scene. For example, a giant robot battle could take place
“downtown” ... but it is more interesting if the GM takes a few
moments to describe the nearby landmarks: mention the rows of
office towers, the natural history museum, the subway station,
city park, and the hospital down the block. This isn’t just for
atmosphere — it gives everyone tactical choices. Want to elude
the enemy’s flying mecha? Smash your way into the subway
station and take the fight underground. A mecha is sniping with a
long-range weapon? Have an enemy mecha take cover behind the
hospital, forcing the hero to choose between risking innocents
and charging into range of the villain’s plasma whip. As a 60’
robot strides down a busy street, people will scatter in terror, a city
bus swerves off the road and crashes, victims cry for help. Maybe
some player characters can drive the enemy off the streets and into
the park to limit collateral damage, or stop to rescue civilians, or
just get enraged and fight even harder to defeat their foes.

It’s also important to personalise a battle. Faceless foes have
their place, but players will have more fun if mecha pilots get a
chance to get to know their enemies. Even total war can be
interrupted by a few undercover operations or diplomatic
missions to neutral powers, with the characters along as spies or
military attaché, to give them a chance to meet the dashing enemy
pilot at the embassy ball. Similarly, giant robot combat can be
grimly realistic, but can also have the panache of medieval jousts
or World War I dogfights, with the deadly enemy ace in her red-
painted mecha, or the honourable foe willing to have his wingmen
hang back to let him duel opponents one on one. There’s no
reason why opposing pilots cannot talk over the radio or by view
screen as they trade laser blasts and plasma bolts, and this will let
characters use Bluff and Intimidate Skills as well as their attack
bonuses. Even if the players are shy about chatting with the
enemy, a battle can be made more memorable by giving the
heroes some quirky non-player character partners or wingmen,
such as an arrogant, showboating rival or a nervous,
inexperienced rookie.

Running Big Battles
Some mecha adventures may climax with enormous battles.

When dozens or hundreds of non-player character mecha are
engaged on both sides, the GM should not feel compelled to
resolve the action of every single soldier or machine. Nor is it
necessary to resort to GM fiat. One useful technique is to have the
course of the battle mirror the fortunes of the heroes. Suppose 300
mecha of the Orion Empire are attacking 100 mecha serving with
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These Rules are not Written in Stone
GMs should ignore any of the following rules if they feel that

they add a level of complexity that will interfere with the style of
game being run. For example, while one game group may wish to
keep detailed records of movement speeds and the effects on a
mecha’s speed when diving and climbing while flying, another
group may feel those rules add a level of bookkeeping which slows
the game down too much for their tastes. Just because a rule is
included in this book does not mean it must be used — GMs
should adopt the rules that will enhance their game and discard
those rules that will hinder their efforts.

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••

Using d20 Mecha with Other Combat Systems
Many other d20 System games have their own rules for

vehicle combat or chases, and some of these go into considerably
more detail for specific situations (for example, medieval sea
battles or modern-day car chases). The GM may, of course, use
vehicle combat or chase rules from other d20 System games. The
conversion notes on page 47 provide information to allow design
of mecha whose statistics can work with these systems.

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••
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Crew Quality
Rather than force the GM to create, or remember, statistics

for everyone aboard a mecha, mecha statistics include a general
“crew quality” descriptor. This indicates a typical crew’s aptitude
with the mecha’s systems. Use the check modifier for all Skill
checks related to the operation of the mecha (including Drive and
Repair checks). Use the attack bonus for all attack rolls performed
by the crew. 

This does not restrict the GM from creating unique mecha
where the crew’s statistics are included.

Getting Started
Vehicles and giant robots can be entered with a move action

and started with a second move action. An exception is noted in a
mecha’s description when it applies. See the Start Up Time Defect,
page 36.

Mecha suits normally take the same time to don or remove
as plate armour.

Very tall mecha whose cockpit is in the head are assumed to
have ladders or wire lifts that allow the occupants to reach them.
A sufficiently agile pilot could leap into the cockpit, however.

Scale
These rules use three scales. If the encounter involves both

mecha and characters on foot, use character scale. If the scene
involves only mecha, and they’re likely to move at much higher
speeds than characters or creatures on foot, use chase scale. If
neither is appropriate, or distances are very great, or no map is
being used, use abstract scale. The GM can mix and match scales
as necessary.

Character Scale
Character scale is identical to the standard movement scale

used in most d20 System games: it’s carried out on a grid in which
each square equals 5 feet (1.5 m).

In character scale, most mecha are large enough to occupy
multiple squares on the map grid. How many squares a mecha
occupies is determined by the mecha’s dimensions.

When moving a mecha, count the squares from the mecha’s
rear. When turning, pivot the mecha on the rear square toward
which it is turning. When firing weapons, count squares from the
location of the weapon.

No more than one mecha can occupy the same ground
square.
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Characters in Mecha
A character in a mecha fills one of several possible roles,

which determines what the character can do. 

Operators
These are the crew assigned to control the mecha’s

movement, weapons, sensors, etc. Often a mecha has only one
Operator.

Pilot
The pilot of the mecha controls its movement (and any

limbs, if a giant robot or suit). Depending on the type of mecha,
he or she may be styled “driver,” “helmsman,” “steersman,” etc. 

Most mecha have only one position from where the mecha
can be operated, so the person there is the pilot. Operating a
mecha is, at a minimum, a move action, which means that the
pilot may be able to do something else with his or her attack
action. 

Commander
In some mecha, there is a captain or commander whose

main role is to give orders. He or she can help any crew member
(pilot, gunner, etc.) by taking an Attack action. This can represent
giving advice, highlighting targets or directions to travel, and so
on. Doing so is a move action, leaving the commander an attack
action each round to do something else — control another
weapon, or act as an equipment operator, perhaps. A mecha can
have only one commander at a time.

Gunner and Loaders
Some mecha have built-in weapons. If such a weapon is

controlled from a location other than the pilot’s position, a
character can man that position and become the gunner. A mecha
can have as many gunners as it has gunner positions. Some
weapons may also require one or more loaders, if they have the
Crew-Served weapon restriction (page 44), who must be stationed
next to the gunner. This doesn’t require any special Skill, so
loaders often double as mechanics or service crew aboard the
mecha.

Equipment Operator or Lookout
An equipment operator is assigned to operate one or more

items of equipment aboard the mecha, such as a radio or sensor,
freeing the pilot from having to worry about it. Not all mecha have
equipment operators. In combat, the main use of an equipment
operator is to make Comuter Use checks without the -5 “spotter
distracted” penalty that a character doing something else (like
shooting or piloting) will suffer. Low-tech mecha may have an
observer or lookout, who does the same job without any built-in
sensors.

Passengers
All other personnel aboard the mecha are considered

passengers for combat purposes. They may be officially part of a
crew — a technician, cook, ship’s doctor, a scientist, or a security
team, etc. — but they perform no specific role in mecha operation.
They may, however, be able to fire weapons from the mecha,
perform repairs, fight fires, give advice, or take other actions.

Crew Quality Check Modifier Attack Bonus

Untrained -4 -2
Normal +2 +0
Skilled +4 +2
Expert +8 +4
Ace +12 +8/+3

•• MECHA CREW QUALITY ••
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characters are in the same mecha, since it allows everyone aboard
the same mecha to act more or less simultaneously.

Surprise and 
Situational Awareness

In mecha combat, the element of surprise can be crucial. Use
the normal rules for determining surprise and awareness, but
with these considerations:

Spot Checks
These are crucial for determining awareness, since mecha

weapons often have very long ranges. The GM should be familiar
with mecha sensor capabilities detailed in the design rules (see
Sensors, page 29) and with modifiers to Computer Use/Spot and
Listen checks detailed in the Stealth (page 30), Noisy (page 35),
Windows (page 37), and Poor Visibility (page 36) Defects. The
GM should also impose a -5 distraction penalty on a character
who is performing another task while spotting, such as driving.

Spotting Underwater
If not using sensors, spotting underwater uses a 1’ rather

than a 10’ increment.
Spotting in Space

If not using sensors, visual spotting in space uses a 100’
rather than 10’ increment.

Movement and
Action

Except where specifically noted below, movement and action
use ordinary d20 System combat rules.

Options for Pilots
Here is what a mecha’s pilot can do in a single round:

If in a Mecha Suit
A mecha suit moves exactly like the wearer, except that the

suit may have a movement multiplier that applies to the wearer’s
speed and the distance he or she can jump, as well as a strength
bonus. The wearer can perform any actions while wearing the
suit, just as if he or she were wearing any other armour.

Run actions tire the wearer as usual; a suit may sometimes
speed movement, but it is still fatiguing.

If in a Vehicle
Choose Speed

The pilot may increase or decrease his or her mecha’s speed
category by one (or keep it the same). See Declaring Speed, page 53. 

Optional Attack Action
If the pilot wants, he or she can use his or her attack action

before moving the mecha. If the pilot does so, however, he or she
will be limited to a single stunt during movement.

Chase Scale
In chase scale, each square of the grid represents 50 feet 

(15 m).
In chase scale, most commonly encountered mecha occupy

only one square. Some especially large mecha might occupy more
than one square. More than one mecha can occupy the same
square. Mecha in the same square are considered to be within
melee range for the purposes of determining range for attacks.

Abstract Scale
In abstract scale, the GM keeps track of spatial relationships

in his or her head or on a sketch map, describing distances to the
players in feet (or metres) as appropriate. The GM should keep a
general, mental note of relative distances (in squares, feet, or
metres) between combatants or important objectives. For example,
if the encounter begins with two hostile mecha 300 metres apart,
and on its first round one mecha charges forward 100 metres, then
those two mecha are now 200 metres from each other. GMs should
not become hung up on exact speeds and distances — just a general
idea of the overall distance is usually enough.

Mecha Sizes
Mecha use the same size categories as characters and

creatures, as described in Chapter 2. GMs should be familiar with
the Big and Little Creatures in Combat rules (see the Player’s
Handbook), since these apply to mecha.

Facing and Firing Arcs
When dealing with mecha, the mecha’s facing (the direction

it is pointing) is important. Facing indicates the direction in which
the mecha is travelling (assuming it’s not moving in reverse). It
can also determine which weapons aboard the mecha can be
brought to bear on a target.

A fixed weapon built into a mecha can by mounted to fire in
one of four directions — forward, aft (rear), right, or left — or be
built into a partial or full turret, or an arm. A partial turret lets a
weapon fire into three adjacent fire arcs (such as forward, left, and
right), while a full turret or arm lets it fire in any direction. For
mecha with weapons, a weapon’s arc of fire is given in the mecha’s
description.

See the Fixed Arc of Fire restriction, page 46.

Initiative
There are two options for determining initiative in mecha

combat.
The first is individual initiative just as in normal combat,

where each character rolls separately. This is probably the best
method if most or all characters are aboard different mecha since
it can result in a lot of delayed or readied actions as passengers
wait for pilots to perform manoeuvres when used if characters are
all aboard the same mecha. 

An alternative is to roll initiative for each mecha, using the
mecha’s initiative modifier. This is particularly appropriate when
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•• UNDERSEA EXPLORER ••

Undersea Explorer
The Explorer was designed to explore undersea ship wrecks and

for scientific exploration of the deep. The explorer is nimble, enabling
the pilot to manoeuvre the large machine into tight confines with ease.
The vessel is also equipped with a drilling arm for extracting samples
from the seabed.
Mecha Type: Vehicle
Class: Submarine
Size: Huge (24’ long, 8.6 tons)
Hit Points: 35 [30]
Occupants: 1 Operator [10], 3 passengers [12]
Cargo: 1 ton [10]
Armour: 15 [75]
Defence: 8 (1d20-2)
Water Speed: 28 mph [168]

Dive Depth: 1500’ (450 m) [10]
Handling: -2/-2
Special Abilities: Environmental Systems (Life Support) [8],

Navigation Aids (INS) [2], Searchlight [2], Sensors (Sonar: 2 mile) [6]
Defects: Poor Visibility [-5], Reduced Endurance (several hours) [-20]

Drill Arm
Damage: 6d4
Type: piercing
Critical: 20
Rate of Fire: —
Increment: —
Magazine: —
Size: Medium
Notes: Armour-Penetrating x2, Concealed; Melee, Static [30]
Cost: 350 Mecha Points. US $1.23 million

•• SAMPLE MECHA ••
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Movement
The mecha moves at a speed determined by its speed. Along

the way, perform any number of simple manoeuvres (limited only
by their movement cost). The pilot may also attempt a single stunt
as part of the movement (or two, if the pilot didn’t take his or her
attack action before moving). See Moving the Mecha, right column.

Optional Attack Action
If the pilot did not take an attack action before moving, and

performed one or fewer stunts, the pilot has an attack action left.
Transition

A giant robot that is using land movement may move as a
character; if using another type of movement, it may transition to
land movement if moving at high speed (see Declaring Speed) or
less on the previous turn, and it is now on a solid surface. If so, see
Giant Robot Agility, instead.

Giant Robot Agility
A giant robot can move either as a vehicle or as a character. It

can only move as a character if it moved no faster than High Speed
(750’/225 m) on the previous round, and if it uses land speed. If
moving as a character, its pilot may have the robot perform any
actions a living creature of the same size and shape could — using
the normal rules for character action, with these two exceptions:

Speed
The giant robot moves at up to 1/4 its land combat speed, or

100’ (30 m), whichever is less, when it takes a normal move (Move
action). It can move at up to 1/2 its top speed, or 250’ (75 m),
whichever is less, when it takes a Double Move (Full action). It can
move at up to its top speed, or 750’ (225 m), whichever is less, if it
runs.

Running
The pilot does not tire from running.

Declaring Speed
At the beginning of his or her action, a pilot must declare his

or her speed category for the round. The pilot can choose to go
one category faster or slower than the category used in the
previous round, if his or her mecha is fast enough to do so. For an
exception to this, see Climbing and Diving (page 54).

The six speed categories and the speed, per round, at which
the vehicle must be moving:

The pilot of a giant robot that moved at no greater than high
speed on his last round may instead declare he or she is using
character movement. See Giant Robot Agility, left column. A
mecha that was already using character movement may continue
to do so, or may go to either of Stationary, Slow, or Tactical speeds.

Example: Jason is piloting a tank with a top speed of 500’.
From a standing start, Jason could accelerate to slow speed on the
first round, tactical speed on the second, and high speed on the
third round. Jason could not go past high speed, because reaching
very high speed requires a top speed over 750’.

Moving the Mecha
Controlling a vehicle or giant robot is a move action, taken

by the mecha’s pilot. 
The Mecha Speeds and Modifiers Table (below) lists a

movement range for each speed category (in feet, metres, and

Speed Move (Turn) Move (Turn) Move (Turn) Move (Turn) Defence Manoeuvre

Category (abstract feet) (abstract metres) (5’ squares) (chase squares) Modifier Modifier

Stationary no speed (0) no speed (0) no speed(0) no speed (0) — —
Low 1 to 100’ (5’) Up to 30 m (1.5 m) 1-20 (1) 1-2 (1) +0 +0
Tactical 101’-250’ (10’) 31 m-75 m (3 m) 21-50 (2) 2-5 (1) +1 -1
High 251’-750’ (20’) 15 m-225 m (6 m) 51-150 (4) 5-15 (2) +2 -2
Very High 751’-2,500’ (40’) 226 m-750 m (12 m) 151-500 (8) 16-50 (2) +4 -4
Extreme 2,501’+ (100’) 751 m+ (30 m) 501+ (20) 51+ (3) +8 -8

Move: The first number listed under Move (Turn) is the range of distances a mecha can travel at this speed and scale per round. 
(Turn): The second, parenthetical number is the speed’s Turn number, whose use is explained under Turn, page 54.
Defence Modifier: The bonus a mecha receives to its defence when moving at the listed speed, since a faster mecha is harder to hit.
Manoeuvre Modifier: The modifier to any manoeuvre checks or rolls when moving at this speed, since a faster mecha is harder to

manoeuvre.
A stationary mecha cannot move, with these exceptions: A stationary giant robot can turn to any direction on land, as can a stationary

flyer with no stall speed, or any mecha that is underwater.
A stationary mecha can change to low speed in either forward or, in some cases, in reverse. Mecha cannot usually go faster than low speed

in reverse; flying mecha can only do so if they have no stall speed; mecha cannot usually do so in or under water.

•• MECHA SPEED AND MODIFIERS ••

Speed Category Speed

Stationary No Movement
Slow Speed Up to 100’ (30 m)
Tactical Speed 100’ (30 m) to 250’ (75 m)
High Speed 251’ (75 m) to 750’ (225 m)
Very High Speed 751’ (225 m) to 2,500’ (751 m)
Extreme Speed 2,501’ (751 m) or greater

•• SPEED PER ROUND ••
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At chase scale, however, more than one mecha can occupy
the same square and not collide. This means that ramming
another mecha requires a simple manoeuvre. The pilot moves his
or her mecha into the other mecha’s square and states the
intention to ram. Resolve the ram as a collision, except that the
pilot of the target mecha gets a Reflex save (DC 15) to reduce the
damage to both mecha by half.

If moving in three dimensions (air, space, underwater) a
mecha must also be at the same altitude.

Sideslip
A pilot might wish to move to the side without changing the

mecha’s facing. This simple manoeuvre, called a sideslip, allows a
mecha to avoid obstacles or weave in and out of traffic without
changing facing.  In character or abstract scale, a sideslip moves a
mecha 5’ (1.5 m) forward and the same distance to the right or
left. It costs 15’ (4.5 m) of movement. In chase scale, a sideslip
moves a mecha 1 square forward and 1 square to the right or left.
It costs 3 squares of movement.

Climbing and Diving
A mecha that is flying can use some or all of its movement to

increase or decrease altitude as follows:
• Mecha has no stall speed

The mecha can use all of its movement to climb or dive, but
if climbing each unit (foot, metre, or square) of distance counts as
two units.

• Mecha has stall speed
The mecha can use any of its movement to dive, but can

spend no more than 1/2 of its movement climbing, and each unit
of distance counts as two units. It must move horizontally a
distance equal to its Turn number between a climb or dive.

For example, if a mecha moving 1,000’ (at high speed) could
dive 500’, move horizontally 40’ (its turn number at High speed),
then use the remaining 460’ of movement to climb 230’.

Keep track of altitude with a note of the mecha’s altitude in
feet, metres, or scale squares. In practice, it is usually easiest if
most mecha stay at the same altitude unless necessary.

If a mecha spends at least half its movement diving, and does
not climb, on its next round its top speed is increased by up to
double normal or by +1,000’ (300 m), whichever is less. The mecha
may not decrease its speed category, and may increase its speed by
up to two categories (if its new top speed allows this). If a mecha
spends at least half its movement climbing, and does not dive, on its
next round its pilot may not increase its speed category.

A flyer that dives into the ground will crash. A flyer lacking
life support cannot climb beyond the altitude where its crew can
breathe, or so high that its engines (if they are air breathing) run
out of oxygen.

• Underwater
A mecha that is moving underwater is treated as a mecha

with no stall speed, but otherwise uses the same rules as a flyer,
and keeps track of depth the same way. The speed increase while
diving, however, is limited to double speed or +500’ (150 m),
whichever is less. It cannot climb above the surface, or safely dive
below its rated dive depth.

squares). For example, a mecha that is moving at high speed has a
listed movement of 251’-750’.

During his or her move action, the pilot may moves the
mecha any distance that falls within its current speed category,
provided that does not exceed its top speed. For example, a mecha
with a top speed of 500’ that was moving at high speed could move
251-500’, but it could not move 501-750’.

Unlike moving characters, a mecha’s facing is important;
unless it changes direction, a mecha always moves in the direction
of its facing (or in the opposite direction, if it’s moving in reverse).

While moving this distance and direction, the pilot can
attempt manoeuvres to change the mecha’s course or affect its
next round’s speed. These manoeuvres can be attempted at any
point along the mecha’s route. The pilot can choose to use his or
her attack action to attempt an additional manoeuvre.

The two kinds of mecha movement are simple manoeuvres
and stunts.

A simple manoeuvre, such as a 45-degree turn, is easy to
perform. Each is a free action and can be taken as many times as the
pilot likes while he or she moves the mecha. Simple manoeuvres,
however, do cost movement, so a mecha that makes a lot of simple
manoeuvres will not get as far as one going in a straight line. Simple
manoeuvres do not require the pilot to make Skill checks.

Stunts are difficult and sometimes daring manoeuvres that
enable a pilot to change his or her mecha’s speed or heading more
radically than a simple manoeuvre allows. A stunt is a move
action. It can be taken as part of a move action to control the
mecha, and a second stunt can be attempted in lieu of the pilot’s
attack action. Stunts always require Drive or Pilot checks.

If using a square grid, count squares for mecha just as for
characters. Mecha can move diagonally; remember that when
moving diagonally, every second square costs two squares’ worth
of movement. 

Exceptions: A suit moves like a character; a giant robot may
move like a character. Mecha in space move differently; see Space
Movement, page 20.

Simple Manoeuvres
During a mecha’s movement, the pilot can perform any one

of the following manoeuvres. 
45-Degree Turn

A vehicle can make a simple 45-degree turn as part of its
movement. The mecha must move forward at least a number of
squares, feet, or metres equal to its Turn number (shown on the
Mecha Speeds and Modifiers table, page 53) before it can turn. At
Extreme speed, a mecha can only make one such turn. At chase
scale, each 45-degree turns counts as one square (50’) of movement.

At character or abstract scale, each 45-degree turn counts as
5’ (1.5 m) of movement.

Ram
At character scale, a pilot does not have to perform a

manoeuvre to ram another mecha. He or she only needs to move
the mecha into the other mecha’s space, and a collision occurs (see
Collisions and Ramming, page 57). 
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MW-31a Sentinel
The Sentinel sentry drone is the premiere independant security

system of the 21st century.  While the steep price tag enables only the
most affluent of companies (or individuals) to purchase this drone, its
A.I. system permits it to operate with minimal supervision.
Furthermore, its extensive sensor suite and non-lethal and lethal
weapons array ensures that your holdings will remain safe.
Mecha Type: Giant Robot
Class: Sentry drone
Size: Medium (4’ tall, 300 lbs)
Hit Points: 25 [50]
Occupants: 0
Cargo: 0
Armour: 12 [60]
Defence: 10+5 Bonus = 15 (1d20+5) [25]
Strength: 21 (+5) [33]
Land Speed: 50 mph [60]
Handling: 0/0 [0]
Special Abilities: Communications (long range radio; secure)

[4], ECM (radio jammer +5) [10], Sensors (IR, optics, high
resolution radar, seismic; 1 mile) [19], Stealth +5 [15]

Exotic Abilities: Limited A.I. (Dex 18, Wisdom 6, Charisma 1)
[125]

Defects: Restricted Path (guard area) [-15]
Micro-rocket
Damage: 4d12
Critical: 20
Type: blast
Increment: 240’
Rate of Fire: SS
Magazine: 30
Size: Small
Notes: Blast, Burning [156]

Light Machine Gun
Damage: 2d10
Critical: 20
Type: ballistic
Increment: 100’
Rate of Fire: Auto
Magazine: 50
Size: Small
Notes: Automatic, Extra Ammo; Alternate Weapon [4]

Taser
Damage: 8d6
Critical: 20
Type: energy
Increment: 80’
Rate of Fire: 1
Magazine: 30
Size: small
Notes: Burning, Stun; Low Penetration, Short Range x2, Slow-

Firing; Alternate Weapon [4]
Cost: 550 Mecha Points. US $605,000

•• SAMPLE MECHA •• •• MW-31A SENTINEL ••
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desired direction, the mecha only changes facing by 45 degrees.
Make a Drive check to retain control against a DC equal to the DC
for the bootleg turn attempted (see Losing Control, page 58).

Hard Brake Stunt
With a hard brake stunt, a pilot can reduce the mecha’s speed

by up to two categories if on land or one category otherwise. This
can represent anything from slamming on the brakes in a ground
mecha to throwing out an anchor in a watercraft or a controlled
stall with an airplane. This is in addition to any speed change made
at the beginning of his or her action. The mecha’s movement for
the round ends as soon as it has moved the minimum distance for
its new speed category. If it has already moved that far before
attempting the hard brake, it ends its movement immediately. The
DC for a hard brake is 15. On a failed check, the mecha does not
change speed categories. Make a Drive or Pilot check (DC 15) to
retain control (see Losing Control, page 58). If performed by a
flying mecha, a successful hard brake automatically results in a loss
of altitude equal to the mecha’s turn number.

Hard Turn Stunt
A hard turn allows a mecha to make a turn in a short

distance without losing speed. A hard turn functions like a 45-
degree turn simple manoeuvre, except that the mecha only needs
to move forward a distance equal to half its turn number (rounded
down). The DC for a hard turn is 15.

On a failed check, the mecha continues to move forward a
number of squares equal to its turn number before turning, just as
with a simple 45-degree turn. Make a Drive or Pilot check (DC 15)
to retain control (see Losing Control, page 58).

Jump Stunt
The pilot of a mecha moving on land or water can attempt to

jump his or her mecha across a gap. To make a jump, the mecha must
move in a straight line a distance at least equal to its turn number. If
the mecha doesn’t have enough movement left to clear the gap, it
must complete the jump at the start of its next turn. The DC for a
jump depends on the width of the gap, modified by the mecha’s
speed category. On a failed check, the mecha fails to clear the gap,
and instead falls into it (or collides with the far side). Determine
damage as for a collision (see Collisions and Ramming, page 57).

Stunts
Stunts are manoeuvres that require a Drive or Pilot check to

perform successfully. Unsuccessful stunts often result in the
mecha ending up someplace other than where the pilot intended.
When this happens, the mecha collides with any objects in its
path. The check/roll modifier from the Mecha Speeds and
Modifiers Table (page 53) affects all Drive or Pilot checks made by
the pilot and attack rolls made by all occupants of the mecha.

Avoid Hazard Stunt
When a mecha tries to move through a space and altitude

occupied by a hazard, the pilot must succeed on a Drive or Pilot
check to avoid the hazard and continue moving.

Structures larger than 5’ (1.5 m) (one square) across simply
cannot be avoided. Also, if a pilot cannot make a check (if he or
she has used all of his or her actions for the round performing
other stunts), he or she automatically fails to avoid the hazard. In
such cases, a collision occurs.

The DC to avoid a hazard varies with the nature of the
hazard.

On a failed check, the mecha hits the obstacle. For caltrops
or a mine field, this means they make an attack against the mecha.
An oil slick forces the drive to make a Drive or Pilot check (DC 15
plus a modifier based on the mecha’s speed category equal to the
Defence Modifier) to retain control of the mecha (see Losing
Control, page 58). Failing to avoid an object results in a collision
with the object (see Collisions and Ramming, page 57).

Bootlegger Stunt
This is a stunt manoeuvre that allows a mecha moving on

land to radically change direction without turning. In so doing,
however, the mecha comes to a stop. Before a mecha can make a
bootlegger, it must move in a straight line a distance equal to its
turn number; it may not make a boolegger at extreme speed. 

To resolve a bootlegger turn, simply change the mecha’s
facing to the desired direction. The mecha ends its movement in
that location, at stationary speed. The DC for a bootlegger depends
on the change in facing. On a failed check, instead of facing the

Hazard DC Note

Caltrops 15 Usually only for ground mecha
Mines 15 Usually only for ground or

water mecha
Oil slick 15
Object

Small (tire, light debris) 5
Medium-size (crate) 10
Large (pile of wreckage) 15
Building — Cannot be avoided

•• TYPICAL HAZARDS ••

Gap Width Sample DC

1-3’ (1 m) Ditch 15
4-8’ (2 m) Culvert 20
8-15’ (3-5 m) Creek, small ravine 25
16-25’ (6-8 m) Narrow road, small pond 35
26-40’ (9-13 m) Wide road, small river 45

•• JUMP STUNTS ••

Mecha Speed Category DC Modifier

Slow speed +10
Tactical speed +5
High speed +0
Very high speed -5
Extreme speed -10

•• MECHA SPEED JUMP MODIFIERS ••

Facing Change DC

45 degrees 5
90 degrees 10
135 degrees 15
180 degrees 20

•• BOOTLEGGER STUNTS ••
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Collisions and
Ramming

A collision occurs when a mecha strikes another mecha or a
solid object. When a mecha collides with a creature or other
moving mecha, the target can attempt a Reflex save (DC 15) to
reduce the damage by half. These rules are applicable to mecha
whether moving as characters or as vehicles.

Resolving Collisions
The base damage dealt by a mecha collision depends on the

speed and size of the objects involved. Use the highest speed and
the smallest size of the two colliding objects and refer to the
Collision Damage Table (below).

After finding the base damage, determine the collision’s
damage multiplier based on how the colliding mecha struck the
other mecha or object. For mecha moving in reverse, consider the
back end to be the mecha’s “front” for determining the collision
multiplier. Consult the Collision Direction Table for a multiplier.

Once the damage has been determined, apply it to both
mecha (or objects or creatures) involved in the collision. Both
mecha reduce their speed by two speed categories if they are within
one size class of one another. If one is two or more size classes
larger its speed is unaffected but the other loses 3 speed categories.

If the colliding mecha moved the minimum distance for its
new speed category before the collision, it ends its movement
immediately. If not, it pushes the other mecha or object aside, if
possible, and continues until it has moved the minimum distance
for its new speed category.

Example: A huge mecha smashes into a gargantuan mecha at
extreme speed. The damage is 12d20 if the speed was

A shallow gap (1 to 3 feet deep) is equivalent to a Medium-
size object; the mecha may be able to avoid taking collision
damage from the failed jump by treating the far side as a hazard
and then continue moving (see Avoid Hazard, page 51).

A moderately deep gap (4 to 10 feet deep) is equivalent to a
Huge object. The mecha can only drive out of the gap if the walls
are not too steep.

A deeper gap (11 feet or deeper) is equivalent to a Colossal
object. The mecha can only drive out of the gap if the walls are not
too steep.

If the gap is filled with water, the mecha takes only half
damage from the collision with the surface. If the water is too deep
or the bottom is too soft (GM’s discretion), the mecha might not
be able to move.

Sideswipe Stunt
During a mecha’s movement, a pilot can attempt to

sideswipe a target, either to deal damage without fully ramming it
or to cause another pilot to lose control of his or her mecha.

At abstract or character scale, a mecha must be side by side
with its target (in character scale, occupying the square or squares
directly to its side) and moving in the same direction. Attempting
a sideswipe costs 5’, 1.5 m, or 1 square of movement.

At chase scale, the mecha must be in the same square as its
target and moving in the same direction. There is no movement cost.

If the stunt is successful, both mecha take damage as if they
had collided (see Collisions and Ramming), except that the
collision multiplier is 1/4, and the pilot of the target mecha can
make a Reflex save (DC 15) to reduce the damage to both mecha
by half of that result. The pilot of the sideswiped mecha must
succeed at a Pilot or Drive check (DC 15) at the beginning of his or
her next action or lose control of the mecha.

The DC for a sideswipe is 15. It’s modified by the relative size
and speed of the target.

On a failed check, both mecha take damage as though the
sideswipe attempt was a success. The other pilot does not need to
make a check to retain control, however.

Stalling
A flying mecha will stall if, at the end of a round, it has not

moved faster than its stall speed (see Stall Speed Defect, page 36).
Some mecha have no stall speeds; they will never stall.

If a flying mecha starts its round in a stall, the pilot must
make an immediate DC 15 check to avoid losing control (see
Losing Control, page 58). Even if the pilot avoids losing control,
the mecha cannot perform any manoeuvres or stunts other than
to Dive, although he or she may alter the mecha’s speed. It pulls
out of its stall if it can end the round having moved faster than its
stall speed. If not, next round the effects are the same — a check
to avoid losing control, and the same limitations.

Target Condition DC Modifier

Each size category larger -5
Each size category smaller +5
Each speed category of difference -2

•• SIDESWIPE STUNTS ••

Highest Speed Damage Die Type

Slow speed d2
Moderate speed d4

High speed d8
Very high speed d12
Extreme speed d20*

* If speed is over 10,000’ (3,000 m), add +1 per die, or if over
20,000’ (6,000 m), add +2 per die, or if over if 30,000’ 
(9,000 m), add +3 per die, and so on.

Smallest Object/Creature Size Number of Dice (+ adds)

Colossal 20
Gargantuan 16

Huge 12
Large 8

Medium 4
Small 2
Tiny 1

Smaller than Tiny 0

•• COLLISION DAMAGE ••
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10,000/3,000m or less. If it took place at a speed of, say, 27,000’, it
would be 12d20+12. Each loses 2 speed classes.

The pilot of the mecha that caused the collision must
immediately make a Drive or Pilot check (DC 15) or lose control of
the mecha (see Losing Control, below). The pilot of the other
mecha must succeed on a Drive or Pilot check (DC 15) at the
beginning of his or her next action or lose control of his or her
mecha. Exception: a mecha that was large enough that it did not
lose speed does not make a collision check.

Collision Damage to Mecha Occupants
When a mecha takes damage from a collision, its occupants

may take damage as well. The base amount of damage depends on
the cover offered by the mecha.

No Cover: Same as damage taken by mecha
One-quarter cover: One-half damage taken by mecha
One-half cover: One-quarter damage taken by mecha
Three-quarters cover: One-tenth damage taken by mecha.
Nine-tenths cover or more: No damage.
If individuals are not strapped in, increase damage one

category (no extra increase if no cover).
If half cover or less, each of the occupants may make a Reflex

save (DC 15) to take half damage. If 3/4 cover or more, they get a
Fortitude save (DC 10) to take half damage.

Losing Control
A collision or a failed stunt can cause a pilot to lose control

of his mecha. In these cases, the pilot must make a Drive or Pilot
check to retain control of the mecha. If this check is successful, the
pilot maintains control of the mecha. On a failure, a mecha on
land or water goes into a spin, or a roll/capsize if it fails by 10 or
more; a mecha in the air or underwater inadvertently veers off
course by 45 degrees to right or left (roll randomly) and loses
altitude or depth, or if it fails by 5 or more, suffers a tailspin.
Remember that the check/roll modifier from Mecha Speeds and
Modifiers Table applies to all Drive or Pilot checks.

An out-of-control mecha may strike an object or other
mecha. When that happens, a collision occurs (see Collisions and
Ramming, page 57).

Veer and Depth/Altitude Loss
Roll 1d6. On a 1-3, it veers 45 degrees right; on a 4-6, it veers

45 degrees left. It may not make other manoeuvres this round, and
loses depth or altitude equal to its current turn number and may
not voluntarily increase speed next round unless required by
diving. The sudden loss may cause it to crash or run aground.

Spin or Tailspin
At character or abstract scale, a mecha spinning on land,

water, or in space moves in its current direction a distance equal to
the turn number for its speed, then ends its movement if on land
or water. At chase scale, the mecha moves 1 square and ends its
movement.  Once it stops, roll 1d8 to determine its new facing: 

Reorient the mecha accordingly. Exception: A colossal
mecha, such as a ship, has too much momentum to spin around
completely. Roll 1d6. On a 1-3 it turns right 45 degrees; on a 4-6 it
turns left 45 degrees. Other effects are the same.

If the mecha is flying or underwater, the mecha goes into a
tailspin, continuing on the same course but diving vertically at its
maximum rate and spinning about its axis; make a Pilot or Drive
(DC 15) check at the start of each round to recover; failure means
it continues to dive out of control and can make no other
manoeuvres, nor attack. When the mecha pulls out, roll 1d8 to
determine direction as above. A mecha in a tailspin loses all
defence bonuses from the pilot’s Dex, Feats, and Levels.

Roll, Fall, or Capsize
The mecha may tumble, taking damage. This is referred to as

“capsizing” if a mecha is on water.
At character scale, the mecha rolls in a straight line in its

current direction for a number of squares equal to the turn
number for its speed, then ends its movement. At the end of the
mecha’s roll, reorient the mecha perpendicular to its original
direction of travel (determine left or right randomly). At chase
scale, the mecha rolls one square before stopping and reorienting.

At either scale, a mecha takes damage equal to 2d6 x the turn
number for its speed (using the 5’ Square column values). The
mecha’s occupants take damage equal to 2d4 x the turn number
for its speed (Reflex save, DC 15, for half damage). 

Anyone not inside or strapped into a rolling or capsizing
mecha will also fall off.

After a mecha rolls or capsizes on the ground or water, roll
1d6. On a 1-3 if it right-side up and (if not disabled) can continue
to operate normally. On a 4-6 it is upside down. If it is a giant
robot, it can right itself using its arms (if not disabled). Otherwise,
it is effectively out of action, unless it can fly. 

A mecha which rolls in a situation that could cause it to
topple off a cliff, into a ravine or similar, forces the pilot attempt a
Reflex save (DC 25) to avoid falling all the way down. The mecha
will sustain damage as above, plus an additional 1d6 damage for
each 15’/5 m fallen. 

Colliding Mecha’s Target Multiplier

A stationary object x 1
A moving mecha, striking head-on or 45 degrees from head-on x 2
A moving mecha, striking perpendicular x 1
A moving mecha, striking from the rear or 45 degrees from the rear x 1/2
A mecha being sideswiped (see Sideswipe) x 1/4

•• COLLISION DIRECTION ••

Die Roll Facing

1 no change
2 right 45 degrees
3 right 90 degrees
4 right 135 degrees
5 180 degrees
6 left 135 degrees
7 left 90 degrees
8 left 45 degrees

•• SPIN OR TAILSPIN FACING ••
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JMGH-01 “Ghost” Stealth Mecha
The Coyote Federation designed the “Ghost” as a light, rapid-

depolyment mecha for use in combating their rival federations.
While significantly smaller than most of the mecha on the
battlefield, the Ghost provided the Coyotes with the ability to slip
around the heavier machines, often completely avoiding direct
confrontations and striking their opponents’ vulnerable rear.

The JMGH-01 is controlled by a single pilot who must endure
the tight confines of the small cockpit. Women are often recruited as
pilots of the Ghost since their smaller body sizes make it easier for
them to operate, unhindered, inside the confined body of the light
mecha. 

Like most battlefield mecha, the power plant builds up a
tremendous amount of heat during operation. While the mecha’s
power supply can provide output for close to a year before refueling
is required, the machine would meltdown rapidly. Engineers
implemented extensive design improvements, adding numerous
heatsinks and a coolant system to dissipate the heat before it reaches
a critical level, allowing the machine to operate for several hours
before the coolant system must be replenished. If the pilot continues
operating the machine for more than 8 hours, he or she risks a
catastrophic failure.
Mecha Type: Giant robot
Class: Light stealth mecha
Size: Large (15’ high, 3.5 tons)
Hit Points: 45 [70]
Occupants: 1 Operator [10]
Cargo: 200 lbs. [1]
Armour: 7 [35]
Defence: 9 (1d20-1)
Strength: 25 (+7) [45]
Land Speed: 150 mph [105]
Handling: +3/+6 [55]
Special Abilities: Communications (Tactical Radio) [2],

Countermeasures (LWR, RWR) [4], ECM (Radar +5, Defensive
+5) [30], Environmental Systems (NBC Filter) [4], Jumping x6
[12], Navigations Aid (GPS) [2], Sensors (IR: 1 mile, Optic: 6
miles, Radar: 6 miles) [32], Stealth (Radar, +5) [20], Targeting
Bonus +4 [20]

Defects: No Hands [-25], Reduced Endurance (several hours) [-20],
Start-Up Time (10 minutes) [-4]

Plasma Beam Projector
Damage: 5d6
Type: energy
Critical: 20
Rate of Fire: Auto
Increment: 150’
Magazine: 30
Size: large
Notes: Automatic [52]
Cost: 450 Mecha Points. 270,000 Credits

•• SAMPLE MECHA •• •• JMGH-01 GHOST ••
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especially if the character has to trade places with another
character. If the character’s movement is short and unobstructed,
the character can do it as the equivalent of a 5-foot step.
Otherwise, it requires a move action.

Attack Actions
Anyone aboard a mecha can make an attack with a personal

weapon, and pilots and gunners can make attacks with any
mecha-mounted weapons controlled from their positions.

Full-Round Actions
Since the pilot must use a move action to control the mecha,

he or she can’t take a full-round action unless he or she starts it in
one round and completes it on his or her next turn (see
Start/Complete Full-Round Action in the Player’s Handbook).

Attack Options
Firing a mecha’s weapon requires an attack action and uses

the pilot’s or a gunner’s ranged attack modifier.
A pilot with 5 or more ranks in the Drive or Pilot Skill gains

a +2 synergy bonus when firing fixed forward-firing mecha-
mounted weapons while driving.

Some military mecha are equipped with targeting systems,
such as computers. These systems grant equipment bonuses on
attack rolls with the mecha-mounted weapons to which they
apply.

Manoeuvre Defensively
Just as in melee combat, one can manoeuvre defensively

while controlling a mecha. This option, usually called “evasive
action,” grants a +2 dodge bonus to the mecha’s Defence and
applies a -4 penalty on attack rolls made by occupants of the
mecha.

Total Defence
A pilot can choose the total defence action, which grants a

+4 dodge bonus to Defence but does not allow the pilot to attack
(gunners or passengers take a -8 penalty on attack rolls). These
modifiers last until the pilot’s next round of actions.

Full Attack Action
A pilot cannot normally make a full attack, since controlling

the mecha requires a move action. Gunners or passengers,
however, can take full attack actions, since they don’t have to use
a move action (except, perhaps, to change positions in the mecha).
Taking a full attack action is useful only if a character has a base
attack bonus high enough to get multiple attacks. A passenger can
make multiple attacks with his or her own weapon. A gunner can
make multiple attacks with one or more weapons controlled from
his or her position.

Targeting Mecha
An attack made against a mecha uses the mecha’s Defence,

modified by its speed category and any appropriate feats or class
abilities (see Chapter 1).

Attackers can choose instead to target specific mecha
occupants. An attack against a mecha occupant is made like any
other attack. Remember, however, that a character in a mecha
gains bonuses to Defence from both the mecha’s speed and any
cover it provides.

Other Mecha 

Movement Activities
These activities can be used in combat, during chases, etc.,

whether using abstract, character, or chase scale.

Hide and Seek
When being pursued, a pilot can attempt a Hide check to

lose the pursuer in heavy traffic, complex terrain or clouds, or a
Bluff check to misdirect the pursuer before a sudden change of
direction (such as turning onto an off-ramp or a side street,
canyon, etc.). “Hide and seek” tactics are generally useless in any
type of open country, at high altitude in good weather (or if your
foe has radar, etc.), in deep space, or at sea.

To make a Hide check, use the normal rules for hiding (see
the Hide Skill description). The normal size modifiers apply, but
if the pilot is hiding among other mecha, most of which are size
Large or Huge, he or she gains a +8 bonus on the check. This use
of the Hide Skill can only be attempted in heavy traffic or very
complex terrain (such as a jungle, thick forest, mountains, or
cinematic asteroid belt); in lighter traffic, the GM might not allow
it or might apply a penalty to the check.

A pilot can use Bluff to make a pursuer think he or she is
going a different direction from what the pilot intends. This
usually works only in urban driving situations, but it could also
apply if flying through a maze of canyons or the like. Just before
making a turn onto an off-ramp, side street, or side canyon, make
a Bluff check opposed by the pursuer’s Sense Motive check. If the
pilot is successful, the pursuer takes a -5 penalty on any Drive
check needed to make the turn to follow the pilot. If the other pilot
can make the turn using only simple manoeuvres and does not
have to make a Drive check, the Bluff attempt has no effect.

Fighting from
Mecha

The following rules provide a further framework for combat
involving mecha.

Mecha Combat Actions
Actions during mecha combat are handled the same way as

actions during personal combat. A character can take two move
actions, one move action and one attack action, or one full-round
action in a round. Free actions can be performed normally, in
conjunction with another action.

Free Actions
Communicating orders and ducking down behind a door are

examples of free actions. Characters can perform as many free
actions as the GM permits in a single round.

Move Actions
Changing position within a mecha is usually a move action,
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Option: Hit Point Transference
For characters, high Hit Point totals represent luck and skill

as much as they do increased durability. Consequently, if a mecha
takes damage, its pilot may voluntarily choose to take some of the
damage to his or her own Hit Points instead of the mecha’s,
providing this does not reduce his or her Hit Points below his or
her Constitution score. In games that split Hit Points into vitality
and wounds, the pilot may use his vitality. 

Example: Colin is an 10th Level Mecha Pilot with Con 11 and
50 Hit Points. His fighter jet has 40 HP. Obviously, Colin isn’t
tougher than 10 tons of steel — he’s just luckier, and some of that
luck can transfer over to his machine. In a dogfight, his fighter is
hit by a radar-homing missile and takes 55 points of damage after
Armour. Bad news! But Colin isn’t blown out of the air — instead,
he decides to take 39 points of damage to himself (reducing his HP
to 11 ... he can’t drop them any lower than his Con); the remaining
21 points of damage are applied to the mecha, which drops to 24
Hit Points. Damaged, but flyable.

Cover and Concealment
When a character fires from a mecha, objects or other mecha

in the way can provide cover for the target. Use the normal rules
for cover, bearing in mind the size of the mecha. Thus, a medium-
sized suit could take cover behind a tree, but a huge giant robot
could not. A few specific considerations:

• Concealment vs. Sensors
Concealment is ineffective if sensors used by the attacker can

see through it. For example, normal smoke is ineffective against
radar or infrared, so provides it no concealment.

• “Hull Down” Vehicles
A common tactic for tanks and similar vehicles (or giant robots

with weapons mounted in their heads) is to be “hull down” behind a
ridge with only the turret or head exposed. This is 3/4 cover.

Damaging Mecha
All mecha have Hit Points. Like most inanimate objects,

mecha also have Armour. Whenever a mecha takes damage,
subtract the mecha’s Armour to determine the HP loss.
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If a vehicle or giant robot takes damage from a critical hit, or
any time it loses more than half its original Hit Points from a
single attack, the GM can have it suffer major system damage:
something important breaks.

Based on the type of damage, certain special abilities or
weapons might stop working or be reduced in level. For example, a
hit could completely knock out a mecha’s Force Field or sensors, or
a transformable mecha’s body-morphing mechanism might be put
out of action, leaving it stuck in its current form. A fuel tank could
start leaking, giving the mecha only a few minutes to land before it
runs out of gas. The GM should choose something that seems
dramatically appropriate — sometimes system damage can even
lead to further adventure, as a damaged mecha is forced to stop for
repairs or needs a particular part to bring things back on line.

Another way to determine system damage is to roll
randomly. GMs can create specific damage tables for individual
types of mecha. Alternatively, this universal table can be used:

System Damage Table
d20 Roll Vehicle or Giant Robot

19-20 Crew injury*
17-18 Special damage
13-16 Weapon hit
10-12 Engine hit

7-8 Passenger injury*
5-6 Cargo hit
1-4 Propulsion hit

* If a mecha suit, treat as special damage, since the wearer is
automatically damaged anyway.

If a result cannot happen, the mecha suffers no extra effect.
For example, a rowboat would be immune to most of the
following results, because it is so simple it has little that can be
damaged other than its structure.

Crew Injury
A key crew member aboard the mecha is directly in the path

of any penetrating damage. He or she takes the same damage that
the mecha sustained. This damage is halved on a Reflex save 
(DC 15). If the mecha has multiple key crew members, roll
randomly to determine who was hit. 

Special Damage
One or more of the mecha’s special abilities (sensor,

communication device, airlock, etc.) is knocked out. The GM
decides what was hit, or rolls randomly.

Engine Hit
The mecha’s engine, battery, or power plant is knocked out.

The mecha must decelerate one speed category each turn until it
reaches stationary speed. If in space, it will simply drift at its
current speed. If this is not appropriate, the GM decides what
happens. For example, a chariot’s yoke might snap, or a ship’s
main mast could fall.

Propulsion Hit
The mecha’s ability to manoeuvre is damaged. This may

represent a flat tire, damaged leg, hydraulics rupture, fallen
rigging, etc. The mecha is at -4 on all manoeuvring checks. In
addition, its pilot must make an immediate check (as if making a
Stunt, at the -4 penalty above) to avoid loss of control.

Passenger Injury
As Crew, above, but to a random passenger.

Cargo
Part of the cargo is damaged; this could include any smaller

mecha carried aboard. The GM determines the effect, usually
applying the damage to an item carried. Note that if the mecha is
carrying bulk cargo (such as a load of grain) a cargo hit will
usually have no effect.

Weapon Hit
The mecha’s main weapon is knocked out. If it has a number

of weapons, roll randomly.

•• MAJOR SYSTEM DAMAGE ••
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Homestead
Space Station

Far out, on the fringes of human-space, the United Earth Space
Federation required a defensible base of operations for their deep-
space exploration vessels. Lightyears from Earth, they built the space
stations, Homestead.

Over the following decades, vessels launched from Homestead
have pushed back the boundaries known space, expanding human’s
exploration of the stars. Homestead was the location of First Contact
with the Edonians, a race of star-farring aliens who soon became
allies of the UESF.

Homestead also served as the point of First Contact with the
Avancarians. In a bloody battle that nearly destroyed the space
station, humans encountered their first hostile neighbours in the
universe.

Since then, Homestead has served as a military base on the
UESF side of the border with the Avancarians. Poloticians, however,
are pushing to have the decades-old station decommissioned and
replaced with a larger, more aggressive station designed to push the
Avancarians back from human-space. Moderates, however, preach
caution in the hopes that diplomacy can avert a galactic war which
might overwhelm humans. Until a decision is made, however,
Homestead will remain on the border, serving as a home for the
spacers and pilots that defend humankind.

Mecha Type: Space Station
Class: Vehicle
Size: Colossal (1/2 mile radius, 1 billion tons)
Hit Points: 350 [500]
Occupants: 25 Operators [250], 3200 passengers [400]
Cargo: 64,000 tons plus 100,000 tons hangar [750]
Armour: 60 [300]
Defence: 2 (1d20-8)
Dramatic Space Flight: 0.25G [750]
Handling: -10/-8 [-10]
Special Abilities: Accessories (Numerous accessories) [50],

Communications (Long Range Radio, Microwave: Interstellar;
Scanner; Secure) [110], Countermeasures (LWR, RWR, EES) [14],
ECM (Radio Jammer +9, Defensive +9) [54], Environmental
Systems (Life Support) [20], Hangar (Gargantuan) [30], Rooms
(kitchen x10, conference room x10, science lab x10, sick bay x10,
workshop x10) [170], Sensors (IR: 10 miles, Optics: 10 miles, High
Resolution Radar: 10 miles, Meta-Scanner: 10 miles, Magnetic: 10
miles) [275]

Defects: Service Crew (250) [-18]

Laser Defence System x3
Damage: 12d8
Critical: 20
Type: Energy
Increment: 3840’
Rate of Fire: Auto
Magazine: Unlimited
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Armour Pentrating x2, Automatic, Long Range x3,

Unlimited Shots; Space-Optimised; Different Gunner [2160]
Assault Cannon
Damage: 16d10
Critical: 20
Type: Energy
Increment: 3200’
Rate of Fire: 1
Magazine: 3
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Armour Pentrating x3, Burning, Cone, Long Range x2;

Less Ammo x3, Slow-Firing x2, Space-Optimised; Different
gunner [220]

EMP Cannon Batteries x3
Damage: 8d8
Critical: 20
Type: Energy
Increment: 320’
Rate of Fire: Auto
Magazine: unlimited
Size: Gargantuan
Notes: Automatic, EMP, Unlimited Shots; Space-Optimised;

Different gunner [864]
Neutron Rocket System x3
Damage: 6d12
Critical: 20
Type: Blast
Increment: 360’
Rate of Fire: SS
Magazine: 30
Size: Huge
Notes: Blast, Burning, Volley; Different gunner [936]

Cost: 7825 Mecha Points. 391,250,000 Credits

•• SAMPLE MECHA ••
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•• HOMESTEAD SPACE STATION ••
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dive.
Disabled in the Water

A mecha moving on the water drops one speed category each
round until it comes to a stop. The pilot cannot attempt any
manoeuvres except a 45-degree turn.

The mecha will also take on water and start to sink. The
mecha takes 1d6 points of flooding each round. When the
flooding reaches (2 x total HP - the positive value of the current
HP) the mecha will sink, or if a submarine that is underwater, will
be unable to surface, and continue to sink.

Example: A mecha that had 120 HP is reduced to -17 HP. It
is disabled and sinking. Each turn, it takes 1d6 points of flooding.
When the flooding reaches (120-17) 103 points, the mecha will
sink.

A sinking mecha drops at a rate of at least 50’/15 m per
round until it hits bottom, or breaks up due to pressure.
Occupants will start to drown, unless they escape and make it to
the surface, or can survive underwater. Occupants inside a large
vessel may take several rounds to escape; if the vessel has sunk
deep enough, they may be unable to escape due to water pressure
without special gear. This is up to the GM.

If a colossal-sized vessel sinks, it may suck people on deck or
nearby swimmers down with it. This affects a radius equal to the
mecha’s longest dimension. Anyone in that radius must make a
DC 15 Swimming check, to which they may add their Strength
bonus; failure means that they go down with the ship.

Disabled in Space
A mecha that is disabled in space will continue drifting in

the same direction at whatever speed it had before it was disabled.
If it is disabled in a low orbit, its orbit may decay in minutes or
hours.

This assumes “realistic” physics. If the mecha was using
some form of dramatic drive or faster-than-light drive that defies
normal laws of motion, it may come to a dead stop, slowly
decelerate (as if an aircraft), drop out of hyperspace, or whatever;
it all depends on how the drive works in the GM’s campaign.

Destroying Mecha
Mecha don’t “die” when they reach -10 Hit Points. Instead, a

mecha is destroyed when it loses Hit Points equal to twice its full
normal total. A destroyed mecha cannot be repaired.

Repairing Mecha
Repairing damage to a mecha takes a full hour of work, an

appropriate tool kit (mechanical tools for most modern mecha),
and a garage, workshop or some other suitable facility. Without
tools, a character takes a -4 penalty on his or her Repair check. At
the end of the hour, a successful Repair check (DC 20) restores 2d6
Hit Points; failure repairs nothing. If damage remains, the
character may continue to make repairs for as many hours as it
takes to restore all of the mecha’s Hit Points.

Very large mecha may require extra time to repair. Multiply
repair time by x2 for huge, x4 for gargantuan, or x8 for colossal

Damage Types and Mecha
Mecha are immune to subdual damage, but unlike ordinary

constructs, can suffer critical hits.
Mecha take half damage from acid, fire, and lightning

attacks unless they have a Defect that indicates their vulnerability.
Divide the damage by 2. Cold attacks deal 1/4 damage to mecha. 

Apply these multipliers after Armour.
Mecha Suits and Damage

If a mecha suit takes damage, the wearer of the suit takes the
same damage. This is because a suit (unlike a vehicle or giant robot)
is form-fitting. An attack may kill or disable the wearer without
doing the same to the suit, in which case someone else could salvage
the suit. It might disable the suit while the wearer still has HP left,
in which case he or is trapped in it until it is removed.

Fires
If a mecha loses 10 or more Hit Points due to fire or

explosion, it will catch fire if it fails a fire save. The fire save’s DC is
10 + the damage inflicted. The mecha has no bonus to this save
attempt — simply roll 1d20. Mecha that have the Volatile Defect
automatically catch fire. If it catches fire, it suffers 1d10 damage
each round until extinguished; the mecha’s Armour does not
protect it. If a 10 is rolled when determining the amount of
damage suffered, the fire grows in size: add another fire.

Anyone occupying a mecha that is on fire is considered
exposed to the fire and must make a Reflex save to avoid taking
1d6 damage: the DC is 20 if the mecha is large, 18 if huge, 16 if
gargantuan, or 12 if colossal. If the mecha is medium-sized or a
suit they are wearing, they cannot avoid the damage.

Characters may try to fight a fire instead of avoiding it. This
is a DC 15 Reflex save. Success puts the fire out.

Disabled Mecha
When a mecha is reduced to 0 Hit Points or less, it is

disabled. Although it might be repairable, it ceases functioning.
The effects depend on the type of mecha, and its situation:

When disabled, weapons, special abilities such as sensors
(excluding Ejection Seats), and exotic abilities such as Force Fields
no longer function (or are frozen in the current form, for
something like Transformation). If the mecha carries smaller craft
(life pods, fighters, etc.) each still works on a roll of 1-4 on 1d6.

A mecha may explode if it has the Volatile Defect (page 36).
Disabled on the Ground

A vehicle drops one speed category each round until it
comes to a stop or hits something. The pilot cannot attempt any
manoeuvres except a 45-degree turn. 

A giant robot or suit trips and falls over. It tumbles, losing
two speed categories per round, and taking half normal collision
damage each round until it stops or hits something.

Disabled in the Air
A disabled airborne mecha drops one speed and

approximately 1,800’ (550m) each round (unless diving enough to
force an increase in speed, in which case there is no change) until
it is stationary or stalls, then it falls from the sky. The pilot cannot
climb, nor attempt any manoeuvres except a 45-degree turn or a
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(page 35). A villain’s secret base is usually Volatile (page 36).

mecha.

Wrecking Buildings
Characters can hit buildings automatically with melee

attacks. Buildings should be given Hit Points and Armour
depending on their size and construction. 

If the building is reduced to 0 or fewer Hit Points, it is
wrecked and systems in it (power, phone lines, etc) stop working;
if it drops to its total Hit Points below zero, some parts of it
collapse.

Anyone in or adjacent to a collapsing building takes damage
equal to 1d6 for every 20 Hit Points the building possessed
originally plus 2 per point of Armour. A DC 15 Reflex save to leap
out a window or find an appropriate structural member to shelter
under may negate or halve damage if the GM feels it is possible.

Wooden buildings count as having the Flammable Defect
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Collapsing

Type of Building Size HP Armour Damage

Phone Booth Large 20 2 1d6+4
Wood Shed Huge 40 4 2d6+8
Outdoor Garage, Bungalow Gargantuan 60 6 3d6+12
Concrete bunker Gargantuan 80 20 4d6+40
Large house Colossal 100 10 5d6+20
Small office building Colossal 120 14 6d6+28
Mid-sized office building Colossal 160 16 8d6+32
Fortress, large skyscraper Colossal 240 24 12d6+48

•• WRECKING BUILDINGS ••

Why Giant Robots?
Humanoid giant robots are, of course, implausible.

Mansized suits of powered armour may be a good idea, but a
30’ (10 m) tall machine striding across the battlefield is likely to
be a perfect target for a better-concealed tank or missile-armed
soldier, if it doesn’t sink into soft ground or trip over its own
feet first.

So why do mecha exist? Mostly because they look cool, but
also because they make it easier to use in adventures. In a fight, a
starship can zip around and fire lasers. A giant robot can do all
that, but also wrestle, use martial arts, drop prone, hunker down,
and more ... if each player character has a giant robot they can
adventure just like a party on foot, only on a far more dramatic,
epic, scale.

It is sometimes useful to have an in-game justification for
giant robots, however. Some examples:

Mystery Technology
Giant robots are a salvaged lost technology whose present

users don’t fully understand. No one knows why they look like
people!

Non-Combat Machines
Giant robots were primarily built as construction machines,

or for riot control, or rescue work, or some other non-battle
activity. Any military use is a historical accident — perhaps they
were pressed into service as an emergency.

All-Terrain Machines
The space wars of the future are fought in every hellish

environment imaginable, and only a vehicle with legs and/or
transforming ability is effective in the majority of them.

Close Combat
For some reason, society has been struck with selective

technological amnesia: they can make complex fighting
machines, but forget how to make long-range weapons or
sensors. Or maybe highly advanced jamming systems or really
terrible weather conditions mean that all battles take place in
close quarters. Either way, giant robots are perfect for the in-your-
face battles that result, where a gun duel can quickly turn into a
hand-to-hand struggle in which a 60’ sword trumps a railgun.

Species Compatibility
Some new form of “mind interface” system is used that

permits amazing manoeuvrability, but it works best if the
machines are shaped like their pilots.

Ultra-Technology
The Force Fields, super-armour, or anti-gravity flight

technology used by giant robots is so advanced that the shape of
the machine is largely irrelevant.

•• DESIGNER’S NOTE ••

•• TANK DESTROYS FORTIFIED STRUCTURE ••
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Bubblegum Crash (1988; AnimEigo).  Sequel to Bubblegum Crisis.
Bubblegum Crisis Tokyo 2040 (1998; ADV Films).  Remake of

Bubblegum Crisis.
Char’s Counterattack (1985; Bandai Ent.).  Movie conclusion to the

first Gundam saga, as antihero Char attempts to drop a
space colony on Earth.

The Cockpit (1993; Urban Vision).  Three grim WWII stories from
the Axis viewpoint, two featuring aircraft and one a
motorbike.

Cowboy Bebop (1998; Bandai Ent.).  Stylish series about
interplanetary bounty-hunters.

Crest of the Stars (1999; Bandai Ent.).  A looming interstellar war is
the backdrop for an exploration of a far-future culture of
genetically-modified humans.

Crusher Joe (1985; AnimEigo).  Crew of space troubleshooters have
adventures.

Dai-Guard (1991; ADV Films).  Retired giant robot returns to
battle alien invaders.

Dangaioh (1987; Manga Ent.).  Amnesiac super-teens pilot super-
combining robot, seek identities.

Dangaizer 3 (1999; Right Stuff ).  Teenage girls pilot super-
combining robot, battle other robots.

Death and Rebirth (1997; Manga Ent.).  Summary and part 1 of
movie conclusion of Evangelion.

Detonator Orgun (1991; Central Park Media).  A future Earth is
threatened by an alien super-weapon; a teenager bonds
with another such entity to save it.

De:Vadasy (2001; Media Blasters).  Boy-girl pair must synchronize
to defend Earth using a robot powered by their yearnings.

Dominion Tank Police (1988; Central Park Media).  Tank police
wreak havoc as they battle a super-criminal and robot cat-
girls.

Dual! (1999; Pioneer).  Parallel world hijinks involving teenage
boy, numerous girls, and a secret organization.

Ehrgeiz (1997; Bandai Ent.).  Mercenaries are involved in a space
war with giant robots.

Escaflowne (1996; Bandai Ent.).  Girl from Earth finds herself in a
world of dragons, flying cities, and giant sword-wielding
robots.

Escaflowne Movie: A Girl in Gaia (2000; Bandai Ent.).  Grimmer
movie remake of Escaflowne.

End of Evangelion (1997; Manga Ent.).  An apocalyptic ending to
the Evangelion series.

eX-Driver (2000;  Media Blasters).   Girl  drivers  stop
malfunctioning robot cars.

Full Metal Panic (2002, ADV Films).  Giant robot-piloting
vigilantes must go undercover to protect a strong willed
high school girl.

Gall Force: Eternal Story (1986, Central Park Media).  First of a
movie trilogy involving a total war between an all-female
society and nonhuman aliens.  Many sequels.

Gasaraki (1997; ADV Films).  A multi-layered near future series
involving “realistic” giant robos, Middle East conflict, rival

A Guide to
Mecha Anime

This section lists anime series that prominently feature
mecha of any sort. The series are organized alphabetically,
indicating the original Japanese air-date and the most recent
North American distributor. For the sake of brevity, only shows
that are currently available on video or DVD, or which soon will
be, are listed.
801 TTS Airbats (1994; ADV Films).  Female pilots fly in the

contemporary Japanese Self-Defence Force.
Angel Links (1999; Bandai Ent).  A young woman commands a

super-starship to battle space criminals.
Appleseed (1988; Manga Ent.).  Two cops uncover a conspiracy in

a futuristic utopia.
Arcadia of My Youth (1982; AnimEigo).  Exiled space pirate

Captain Harlock battles alien empire.
Area 88 (1985; Central Park Media).  Mercenary fighter pilots in

the Middle East.
Ariel (1989; Central Park Media).  Teenage girl pilots huge robot to

save Earth.
Armored Trooper Votoms (1983; Central Park Media).  Long, gritty

war story set in far future; elements of it were a major
inspiration for a couple of US role-playing games.

Argentosoma (2000; Bandai Ent.).  Mysterious organization vs.
mysterious aliens.

Aura Battler Dunbine (1983; ADV Films).  Boy is transported to
alternate fantasy world, wear he learns to pilot a bio-
organic robot in a war.  A classic “dimensional castaway”
saga that inspired many others.

Battle of the Planets (1972; Rhino).  Five heroes and their God-
Phoenix super-aircraft struggle to save Earth from
mechanized menaces.  In Japan, known as Science Ninja
Team Gatchaman; also dubbed as G-Force.

Banner of the Stars (2000; Bandai Ent.).  Sequel to Crest of the Stars;
space warships clash and relationships develop.

Battle Skipper (1995; Central Park Media).  Schoolgirl vigilantes
pilot robots.  

Betterman (1999; Bandai Ent.).  Secret organization vs.
mysterious monsters in the tradition of Evangelion.

Blue Submarine No. 6 (1998; Bandai Ent.).  Super-submarine’s crew
battles mad scientist and his genetically-engineered
creations.

Big O, The (1999; Bandai Ent.).  Detective story involving a giant
robot in a future city struck by mysterious amnesia.

Big Wars (1993; Central Park Media).  Humans vs.  mysterious
aliens using giant sky carriers.

Brain Powerd (1998; Bandai Ent.) Two factions with organic giant
robots fight each other on a devastated Earth.

Bubblegum Crisis (1987; AnimEigo).  Female powered suit
vigilantes vs.  megacorporation’s cyborgs.
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Guyver (1989; Manga Ent.).  Teenage with biomechanical
battlesuit fights corporation’s mutant monsters.

Hades Project Zeromyer (1988; Central Park Media).  Two secret
organizations battle with super giant robots, cyborgs, and
brainwashed pilots.

Harlock Saga (2000; Central Park Media).  Another story of space
pirate captain Harlock, combining interstellar action with a
retelling of Wagner’s Ring Cycle opera.

Hyper Speed GranDoll (1997; Central Park Media).  Anime spoof
featuring schoolgirl heroine.

Iczer-One (1985; US  Renditions).  A clever combination of the
giant robot, Cthulhu horror, and superhero genres, as
android heroine Iczer-One and partner Nagisa fight to save
Earth from invading entities.

Initial D (1998; Tokyopop).  Teenage street-racing action.
Ko Beast Century (1992; Right Stuff ).  Werebeasts pilot giant robot

totems in a science-fantasy world.
Landlock (1996; Manga Ent.).  Teen with hidden powers fights

mecha-using empire in a science-fantasy world.
Lost Universe (1998; ADV Films).  Galactic troubleshooter fights

bad guys; has an sentient super-ship.
Knights of Ramune (1997; Software Sculptors).  Two ditzy

priestesses with a battle mecha fight a sadistic galactic
overlord.

Macross (1982; AnimEigo).  Classic interstellar invasion saga cum
soap opera that brought romance and idol singers into the
giant transformable robot genre.

Macross II (1992; Manga Ent.).  A sequel to Macross revisiting
many of the same things with less vigor.

Macross Plus (1994; Manga Ent.).  Superior Macross sequel
featuring a love triangle, test pilots, transforming fighters,
and an artificial idol singer.

MADOX-01 (1987; AnimEigo).  A lost suit of military powered
armor falls into a teenager’s hands.

Magic Knight Rayearth (1994; Media Blasters).  A trio of high
school girls are transported to a medieval fantasy world,
wear they become magical girls and later acquire elemental-
powered giant robots.

MAPS (1994; ADV Films).  Interstellar adventure saga that
features giant goddess-like starships.

Martian Successor Nadesico (1996; ADV Films).  A self-referential
soap opera-comedy-drama about an interplanetary war
with aliens, somewhat in the spirit of the original Macross.

M.D.  Geist (1986; Central Park Media).  Angry super-soldier vs.
doomsday weapon.

Megazone 23 (1985; Image Ent.).  The first of the mecha-
conspiracy anime sagas, it featured an A.I. idol singer,
transformable motorcycles, and a plot twist later echoed in
both Dark City and RahXephon.

Metal Fighter Miku (1994; Media Blasters).  Teenage female
wrestling with powered suits.

Mighty Space Miners (1994; ADV Films).  Asteroid miners cope
with a disaster; fairly realistic.
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corporations, US-Japanese power plays, reincarnation,
dance, and enigmatic aliens.

Geo-Armor (1993; ADV Films).  Alternate history WWII with
invading aliens, secret organizations, and retro-flavored
giant robots. Alternate title: Kishin Corps.

Mobile Fighter G Gundam (1994; Bandai Ent).  Giant robots fight
gladiatorial bouts in this not-so-serious hybrid of the giant
robot and super-powered martial arts (Dragonball Z, etc.)
genres.

Geneshaft (2001; Bandai Ent.).  In a future society “perfected” by
genetic engineering, the crew of a space battleship and
super-mecha struggle against enigmatic alien constructs
and conspiracies.

Genesis Climber Mospeada (1983; ADV Films).  Soldier with
transforming mecha-bike joins guerrillas in the fight to
liberate Earth from alien hives.  Mospeada was one of three
series used to create Robotech.

Genocyber (1993; Central Park Media).  Psionic sisters in conflict;
includes a psi-powered battlesuit.

Getter Robo (1974; ADV Films).  Classic saga of ultra-powered
transformable robots in apocalyptic action; many sequels;
only the latest versions (1998; 2000) are available in
translation.

Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone Complex (2002; Bandai Ent.).  An
exploration of police work in a transhumanist society;
includes the Fuchikoma robot-suits that were largely
omitted from the movie.

Gigantor (1963; The Right Stuff ).  Boy remotely controls giant
robot  — the original mecha series!

Giant Robo (1992; Manga Ent.).  Retro-styled saga of a boy, a team
of super-agents, and a big robot.

Great Dangaioh (2001; Viz).  Remake of Dangaioh; more
combining-robot action.

Gunbuster (1988; Manga Ent.).  Girls train to pilot super-robots to
defend Earth; starts out light-hearted, but evolves into a
poignant drama.

Gundam 0080: War in the Pocket (1989; Bandai Ent.).  A war seen
from the viewpoint of a child; one of the better Gundams.

Gundam 0083: Stardust Memory (1991; Bandai Ent.).  A Gundam
techno-thriller featuring a stolen super-weapon and much
giant robot combat.

Gundam TV and Gundam Movies I-III (1978-1979; Bandai Ent.).
The “One Year War” depicted here is the archetypal giant
robot war story; its characters and themes would be
imitated in countless anime.  

Gundam Wing (1995; Bandai Ent.).  Pretty-boy terrorists with
super-powered mecha massacre opposing armies in the
name of freedom.

Gundam Wing: Endless Waltz (1997; Banda Ent).”After the war”
sequel to Gundam Wing.

Gundress (1999; Media Blasters).  All-female task force fights
crime.

Gunsmith Cats — Bulletproof (1995; ADV Films).  Bounty hunter
Rally Vincent battles crime in Chicago.
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Riding Bean (1989; AnimEigo).  Invincible driver Bean Bandit
matches wits and wheels with cops and kidnappers; a
companion to the later Gunsmith Cats.

Robot Carnival (1987; Streamline).  Anthology of shorts, including
a battle between steam-powered robots.

Robotech (1985; ADV Films).  Compilation and redub of Macross,
Southern Cross, and Mospeada; for many North American
viewers, the first show to bring the “Japanese” into Japanese
animation.

Sailor Victory (Media Blasters).  Girl vigilantes pilot giant robots.
Comedy.

Sakura Wars (1997; ADV Films).  In an alternate history 1920s-era
steampunk Japan, a team of girls pilot psychic-powered
robots to battle invading demons while moonlighting as a
theatrical troupe.  

Silent Service, The (1995; Central Park Media).  Rogue commander
steals a Japanese supersub in the name of world peace, and
is pursued by the US  Navy.  A Tom Clancy-esque modern-
day thriller.

Shonan Bakusozuko (1986; AnimEigo).  Teenage biker gangs get
into trouble.

Sol Bianca (1990; ADV Films).  Gang of female space pirates in a
super-powered starship have adventures.

Sol Bianca: The Legacy (1998, Pioneer).  Remake of Sol Bianca.
Southern Cross (1984; ADV Films).  A militaristic colony world

fights off invading aliens, but the aliens capture and
brainwash some of their pilots, leading to complications.
One of the shows redubbed to create Robotech.

Space Battleship Yamato Movie (1995; Voyager). The first of five
feature films in the Yamato series. See also Starblazers.

Space Pirate Mito (1998, Media Blasters).  Galactic patrol comedy.
Has a vending machine mecha.

Speed Racer (1966; Speed Racer Enterprises).  Speed Racer, his
friends, and his Mach-5 super-car fight bad guys.  An early
anime classic.

Starblazers (1974; Voyager).  The first “serious” Japanese space
opera (originally Space Battleship Yamato) to be dubbed into
English and see TV release.  The story of a WWII battleship
that is converted into a starship, the Argo (Yamato), whose
heroic crew (and fighter squadrons) have only a year to save
Earth from deadly radiation.

Starship Girl Yamamoto Yohko (1995; Right Stuff ).  Anime homage
to The Last Starfighter as a girl who’s a genius at video games
is recruited by time travelers to serve as a fighter pilot for
corporate war games.  

Super Atragon (1995; ADV Films).  Undersea kingdom vs.  retro-
styled Japanese super-sub.

Tenchi Muyo! (1992; Pioneer).  Earth boy discovers he’s the heir to
an interstellar dynasty; space adventure ensues.  Tenchi
Muyo! also features a cute furry cat-rabbit that can
transform into a space battleship.

Those Who Hunt Elves (1996; ADV Films).  Three adventurers and
their tank are trapped in a medieval fantasy world, where
they must embark on a bizarre quest.

Nadesico: Prince of Darkness (1998; ADV Films).  More serious
movie sequel to Nadesico series.

Nadia (1990; ADV Films).  Jules Verne-inspired adventure in the
19th century, as kids Nadia and Jeanne meet Captain
Nemo, fight various villains, and encounter numerous
retro-styled mecha.

Neon Genesis Evangelion (1995; ADV Films).  “Eva” blended giant
robots, teenage angst, occult and religious imagery and
techno conspiracy into a mostly successful whole.  Its
runaway success inspired numerous other “mecha-
conspiracy” series like Gasaraki and RahXephon.

Neoranga (1998; AD Vision).  Three sisters in Japan are somehow
connected to a rampaging giant mecha-monster from a
south-sea island.

New Dominion Tank Police (1993; Manga Ent.).  A remake of
Dominion, emphasizing action over  comedy.

Odin (1985; NuTech Ent.).  Adventures of the crew of a space-
going sailing ship.

Orguss TV (1983; US Renditions).  Mecha pilot is sucked into
another parallel dimension, where he becomes pivotal in an
ongoing conflict.  One of the earliest “dimensional
castaway” shows.

Orguss 02 (1993; Manga Ent.) Ancient robot weapons  are
discovered by the governments of a 1920s-era alternate
world and trigger a war; a well-written drama, only vaguely
related to Orguss TV.

Outlaw Star (1997, Bandai Ent.).  The crew of grappler ship Outlaw
Star tackle odd jobs as they seek a mysterious treasure; a fun
science-fantasy series with plenty of space battles.

Patlabor Mobile Police TV (1989; Central Park Media).  An episodic
mecha-cop show with an emphasis on the tribulations of the
misfit officers as they deal with bureaucrats and budget cuts.

Patlabor Mobile Police: The New Files (1989; Central Park Media).
More mecha police adventures.

Patlabor Movie 1 (1990; Manga Ent.).  The Patrol Labor cops
uncover a plot that threatens Tokyo.

Patlabor Movie 2 (1993; Manga Ent.).  A conspiracy plunges Japan
into crisis; a highly political thriller.

Pilot Candidate (1999; Bandai Ent.  Ent).  Five teens train to pilot
their robot weapons.

Plastic Little (1994; ADV Films).  Curvaceous captain of a hyper-
sub fights a military dictator.

Porco Rosso (1992; Disney).  Flying boat adventure in the 1930s, as
the Crimson Pig battles air pirates.  A Miyazaki movie.

Power Dolls (1995; ADV Films).  Female military outfit performs a
series of missions in a future war.

Project A-ko (1986; Central Park Media).  Classic anime parody in
which super-powered high school girl A-ko battles rich-girl
mecha inventor B-Ko over their friend C-ko; then alien
invaders arrive....

Queen Emeraldas (1998; ADV).  Female space pirate battles forces
of tyranny; part of the Harlock series.

RahXephon (2002; ADV Films).  Mecha conspiracy with elements
of Evangelion and Megazone 23.
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Transformers (1985; various).  Living transformable mecha battle
one another in this US-Japanese co-production.  Many
variations — the latest version is Transformers: Robots in
Disguise (Fox Kids, 2002).

Vandread (2001; Pioneer).  War of the sexes, with mecha.
Venus Wars (1989; Central Park Media). Teenage cyclist is

recruited to fight in a future war.
Virgin Fleet (1991; Central Park Media).  Female aircraft carrier

pilots in 1930s alternate-history Japan.
You’re Under Arrest (1994; AnimEigo).  Two female cops patrol

Tokyo with suped-up cycle and mini-car.
Voices of a Distant Star (2000; ADV Films).  A mecha pilot tries to

maintain a long distance email relationship with her
boyfriend back home, despite the trials of relativity.

Zeta Gundam (1985; Bandai Ent.) Continuation of the Gundam
saga: more politics, war, and teenage angst

Zoids (1999; Pioneer).  Pokémon with robots instead of critters.
Zone of the Enders: Dolores (2001; ADV Films).  A space trucker and

his family find a sentient giant robot
Zone of the Enders: Idolo (2001; ADV Films).  Giant robots are built

for the Mars uprising.

Mecha Design
Quick Reference Tables

The following charts show the mecha point costs of various
systems and Defects.

Size Class Example Modifier Dimensions Empty Weight

Fine Micro-machine +8 up to 1” (3 cm) up to1/2 lb.
Diminutive Small toy +4 1-6” (3-15 cm) 1/4 to 10 lbs.
Tiny RC toy +2 6”-1’ (15-30 cm) 5 to 50 lbs.
Small Police RC robot +1 1-4’ (.3-1.2 m) 25 to 250 lbs.
Medium Motorcycle +0 4-8’ (1.2-2.5 m) 100 to 1 ton
Large Small car -1 8-16’ (2.5-5 m) 1/2 to 4 tons
Huge Luxury car -2 16-32’ (5-10 m) 2 to 40 tons
Gargantuan Heavy tank -4 32-64’ (10-20 m) 10 to 400 tons
Colossal Jumbo jet -8 64’+ (20 m+) 50 or more tons

•• SIZE AND WEIGHT CHART ••

Feature Mecha Point Cost

Hit Points 2 per point over base HP*
Operators 10 per person
Passengers 4 per person**
Cargo 10 per ton; 1 per 100 kg or 200 lbs.***
Armour  5 per +1 Armour
Defence 1-4 5 per +1 defence
Defence 5+ defence x defence
Strength 3 per +1 Str (suit); 3 per point of

Strength over Str 10 (giant robot)

* Base HP are 0 if medium or smaller, 10 if large, 20 if huge,
40 if gargantuan, 100 if colossal size.

** If colossal and 25+ passengers, cost decreases: 26-50
passengers cost 100 points, 51-100 passengers are 150
points, 101-200 cost 200 points, 201-400 cost 250 points,
etc., at +50 points per doubling of capacity.

*** If colossal and 10+ tons cargo, cost is less: 10-20 tons cost
100 points, 21-40 tons cost 150 points, 41-80 tons cost 200
points, 81-160 tons cost 250 points, etc., at +50 points per
doubling of capacity.

•• HIT POINTS, ARMOUR, AND DEFENCES ••

Sizes Giant Robot Suit bonus

Fine Str 1 Str +0
Diminutive Str 1-3 Str +0
Tiny Str 1-10 Str +0
Small Str 5-15 Str +0 to +5
Medium Str 10-25 Str +0 to +15
Large Str 15-35 Str +5 to +25
Huge Str 20-50 Str +10 to +40
Gargantuan Str 30-75 Str +20 to +65
Colossal Str 40-100 Str +30 to +90

•• MECHA STRENGTH RANGE CHART ••

•• ADVANCED A4 BATTLE SUIT ••
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Design feature Mecha Point Cost

Mecha suit 2 x speed multiplier (2/3, 1, 1.5, 2, 3) x
Armour*

Burrowing 1 if fine, 2 if diminutive, 3 if tiny, 5 if
small, 10 if medium, 20 if large, 30 if
huge, 40 if gargantuan, 50 if colossal per
2 mph (3 kph)

Land Speed 1 per 10 mph (16 kph) x Armour*
Water Speed 1 per 5 mph (8 kph) x Armour*; x 2 cost

for underwater speed. 
Dive depth 1 per [10’ (3 m) x Armour] depth
Flight ceiling 10 +1 per 1,000’ (300 m) altitude
Air Speed 1 per 10 mph (16 kph) x Armour*
Realistic Space Flight (G thrust) x G-rounds x 0.1 x Armour*
Dramatic Space Flight (1 + G thrust) x Armour x 10*
Manoeuvre 5 per +1 to base**
Initiative 5 per +1 to base**
FTL 20 x FTL multiplier x Armour*

* treat Armour of 0-4 as 5
** Base is +8 fine, +4 diminutive, +2 tiny, +1 small, 0 if

medium, -1 if large, -2 if huge, -4 if gargantuan, -8 colossal

•• SPEED AND MOBILITY ••

Ability Mecha Point Cost

Accessories 1 per accessory
Booster 1 per 20 mph (30 kph) x Armour*
Booster (space) As per realistic space flight, page xx.
Chobham Armour +1 per point of Armour
Climate Control 1 if medium or smaller, 2 if large, 3 if huge, 4 if

gargantuan, 5 if colossal
Communications 2 for tactical or long range radio, 3 if laser or

microwave, 10 if telepath
Communication Options +1 if scanner, +2 if secure; +5 if interplanetary,

+50 if interstellar, +70 if galactic
Countermeasures 2 if RWR or LWR; 10 if ESS
Electromagnetic Armour +2 per point of Armour 

•• SPECIAL ABILITIES REFERENCE CHART ••

Ability Mecha Point Cost

ECM, radio jammer 2 per +1 DC (max +9)
ECM, defensive jammer 3 per +1 to Defence (max +9)
ECM, radar jammer 3 per +1 DC (max +9)
Ejection Seat 3 per seat
Environmental See Climate Control, NBC Filter, Life Support
Explosive Reactive Armour 8
Extra Arms Mecha’s Str÷2, rounded up, per arm
Firing Ports 1 per port
Hangar Biggest mecha that fits 1 if fine, 3 if diminutive,

5 if tiny, 10 if small, 15 (medium), 20 (large),
25 (huge), 30 (gargantuan), 50 (colossal)

Headlights 1 for headlight, 2 for searchlight
Infrared 5 per mile (or 3 per km) of range; x2 if global
Jumping jump multiplier x.25 (round up) if tiny or

smaller, x.5 (round up) if small, x1 if medium
size, 2 if large, 3 if huge, 4 if gargantuan, or 5 if
colossal

Laser Designator 2 per 1,000’ (300 m) range increment
Launch Catapult Biggest mecha it launches 1 (small or smaller),

2 (medium), 4 (large), 8 (huge), 
16 (gargantuan), 32 (colossal)

Life Support 4 if medium or smaller, 8 if large, 12 if huge, 
16 if gargantuan, 20 if colossal

Magnetic Sensor 10 per mile (6 per km)
Meta-Scanner 8 per mile (or 5 per km) of range; x2 if global
Navigation Aids 1 if basic, 2 if INS or GPS
NBC Filter 2 if medium or smaller, 4 if large, 6 if huge, 8 if

gargantuan, 10 if colossal
Optics 1.5 per mile (1 per km); x2 cost if low-light; x2

cost if global
Parachute 1 if tiny or smaller, 2 if small, 3 if medium, 4 if

large, 5 if huge, 6 if gargantuan, 10 if colossal;
x2 if re-entry shield

Radar 3 per mile (or 2 per km) of range; x2 if global
Reflective Coating 2 per +1 laser def. (max. +10)
Rooms 1 for kitchen (3 occupants) or conference room,

5 for lab, sick bay, or workshop (5 occupants)
Remote Control 5 if basic, 10 if advanced
Seismic Sensor 10 per mile (6 per km)
Sensors See individual entries for infrared, magnetic,

meta-scanner, optics, radar, seismic, sonar
Shield Def x Def (to max +5 Defence for 25 points)
Sonar Sensors 3 per mile (or 2 per km) of range; x2 if global
Stabilisation Gear 10
Stealth 1 (tiny or smaller), 2 (small), 3 (medium), 4

(large), 5 (huge), 6 (gargantuan), 10 (colossal)
per +1 DC

Targeting Bonus 5 per +1 (to a maximum +5)
Wall-Crawling 2 per point of Armour *

* treat Armour of 0-4 as 5.

•• SPECIAL ABILITIES (...CONTINUED) ••

Mph to Feet Multiply mph by 8.8 to get speed in feet/round.
Mph to Yards Multiply mph by 2.93 to get speed in yards/round.
Mph to Squares (5’) Multiply mph by 1.76 to get squares/round.
Mph to Squares (50’) Multiply mph by 0.176 to get speed in 50’ “chase

squares” per round.
Kph to Metres Multiply kph by 1.67 to get speed in metres/round.
Kph to Squares (1.5m) Multiply kph by 1.1 to get speed in 1.5 m (5’)

squares/round.
Kph to Squares (15m) Multiply kph by 0.11 to get speed in 15 m (50’)

“chase squares” per round.

•• COMBAT MOVE CONVERSIONS ••
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Ability Mecha Point Cost

A.I., limited Sum of Dex + Wis + Cha times 5
A.I., full Sum of Dex + Int + Wis + Cha times 5
Invisibility 10 fine, 25 diminutive, 50 tiny, 100 small, 

150 if medium, 200 if large, 250 if huge, 
300 if gargantuan or 500 if colossal

Force Field 3 per Hit Point (2 per HP if limited duration
or protection; 1 per HP if both)

Merging Special; see Merging, page 34
Mind-Interface 10
Regeneration 1 per Hit Point possessed
Self-Repair 1 per 5 Hit Points possessed
Spell-Like Ability Spell Level x Spell Level x Spell Level x

Number of times usable per day
Summonable 1 if fine, 5 if diminutive, 10 if tiny, 15 if small,

30 if medium, 45 if large, 60 if huge, 75 if
gargantuan, or 90 if colossal mecha

Summonable options +15 points if fast summon, -15 points if
requires summoning object

Super Equipment See page 34
Transformation 1/5 cost of each extra form

* if one-way transformation; 1/10 cost of each
extra form

•• EXOTIC ABILITIES REFERENCE CHART ••

Defect Mecha Point Cost

[Direction]-Optimised Armour -1 per point of Armour (-2 if Explosive Reactive)
Flammable -1 per point of Armour 
Glider -1 per 5 mph (8 kph) of air speed
Hangar Queen -10
High Ground Pressure -1 per 10 mph/16 kph of land speed
Hovercraft -5; flying mecha only
Naked Operator -5 (1 person); -10 (all crew)
No Hands -1 per point of Strength
Noisy/Very Noisy -5 if noisy, -10 if very noisy
One Hand -1 per 2 points of Strength
Open -2 per point of Armour 
Poor Visibility -5
Reduced Endurance -5 (a few months), -10 (several days), 

-15 (a few days), -20 (several hours), 
-25 (a few hours), -30 (several minutes)

Restricted Path -1 (fine), -3 (diminutive), -5 (tiny), -10 (small),
-15 (medium), -20 (large), -25 (huge), -30
(gargantuan), -50 (colossal), x 2 if short path

Road Vehicle* -1 per 10 mph (16 kph) of land speed.
Service Crew -2 if one crew member; -2 per extra x2 crew.
Stall Speed -1 per 10 mph (16 kph) stall speed x Armour*
Start-Up Time -2 (1 min), -4 (10 min), -8 (1 hr), -16 (4 hr)
Volatile -1 per 5 Hit Points the mecha has
Weak Point -1 per point of Armour
Windows -1 per point of Armour
Wind-Powered** -1 if large or smaller, -2 if huge, -3 if gargantuan, 

-5 if colossal
* Treat Armour 0-4 as Armour 5
* * Vehicle only

•• DEFECTS REFERENCE CHART ••

Die Type Cost

d2 3
d3 4
d4 5
d6 7
d8 9

d10 11
d12 13
d20 21

Smoke Modifier +10
Flare (Modifier + 10) x2

Hot Smoke (Modifier + 10) x2
Riot Gas (Modifier +10) x2

Tangle (Modifier +10) x2
Nerve Gas (Modifier +10) x3

•• Weapon Damage Cost Chart ••

Dice type d2 d3 d4 d6 d8 d10 d12 d20 Special
Increment (feet) 10’ 15’ 20’ 30’ 40’ 50’ 60’ 100’ 50’
Increment (m) 3m 5m 7m 9m 12m 15m 20m 30m 10m

•• DAMAGE DIE TYPES AND RANGES ••

Qualities List

*Armour-Penetrating
*Automatic
Blast
*Burning (2)
Concealed
Cone (3)
*Emanation (2)
*EMP
Extra Ammo
Flexible
[Guided] Missile (2)
Hardpoint or Hand-Held
*Increased Threat
Indirect Fire (2)
Invisible
Long Range
Muscle-Powered
Semiautomatic
Silent
Stream (2)
Stun
Trap
Unlimited Shots (4)
Volley

Restrictions List

Crew-Served
Dropped
Exposed
[Fixed] Arc of Fire
Less Ammo
*Low Penetration
Melee (2)
Only In [Environment]
Short Range
Slow-Firing
Space-Optimised
Static
Thrown (2)
Unreliable

* Not usable with special
damage
(2), (3) means it counts as
that many qualities or
restrictions

•• WEAPON QUALITIES AND RESTRICTIONS ••
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Mecha Name:
Mecha Type: 
Class:
Size:

Length/Height:
Weight:

Hit Points: 
Armour: 
Defence:
Occupants: 
Cargo: 
Strength:
Land Speed: 
Burrowing Speed:
Water Speed:

Dive Depth:
Air Speed:

Ceiling:
Space Speed: 

q Realistic Space Flight
Thrust:
G-Rounds:
Delta-V:

q Dramatic Space Flight
Thrust:

q Space Sails
Thrust:

q Faster-Than-Light
Speed:

Handling: 
Special Abilities: 

Exotic Abilities:

Defects: 

Required Skills/Feats:
Cost:

•• MECHA STATISTICS ••

Weapon Name:
Damage: Critical: 
Type:
Range Increment:
Rate of Fire:
Magazine: 
Size:
Cost:
Notes: 

•• MECHA WEAPONS ••

Weapon Name:
Damage: Critical: 
Type:
Range Increment:
Rate of Fire:
Magazine: 
Size:
Cost:
Notes: 

•• MECHA WEAPONS ••

Weapon Name:
Damage: Critical: 
Type:
Range Increment:
Rate of Fire:
Magazine: 
Size:
Cost:
Notes: 

•• MECHA WEAPONS ••

Weapon Name:
Damage: Critical: 
Type:
Range Increment:
Rate of Fire:
Magazine: 
Size:
Cost:
Notes: 

•• MECHA WEAPONS ••
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3-Masted Barque 44
45-Degree Turn 54
A.I. 31
Abstract Scale 51
Accessories 24
Action, Movement and 51
Actions, Attack 60
Actions, Free 60
Actions, Full-Round 60
Actions, Move 60
Advanced Remote Control 29
Agility, Giant Robot 53
Air Speed. Ceiling and 20
Air, Disabled in the 64
Aircraft 14
Alternate Weapons 39
Altitude Loss, Veer and Depth/ 58
Anime, A Guide to Mecha 67
Appendix 66
Arc of Fire, Fixed 46
Armour, Step 5: Choose 16
Armour-Penetrating 40
Armour Proficiency (Mecha Suit) 9
Armour, Chobham 24
Armoured Fighting Vehicles 14
Artificial Intelligence 31
Attack Action, Full 60
Attack Action, Optional 53
Attack Actions 60
Attack Options 60
Aura of Command 7
Avoid Hazard Stunt 56
Basic Concepts 49
Basic Navigation 28
Basic Remote Control 29
Battle Plan 8
BESM d20 Attribute 31
BESM d20, Mecha Points in 47
Booster 24
Bootlegger Stunt 56
Buildings, Wrecking 65
Burrowing Speed 19
Capsize, Roll, fall or 58
Cargo 16
Cargo, Step 4: Choose Occupants and 15
Ceiling and Air Speed 20
Chapter 1: Introduction 5
Chapter 2: Mecha Design 12
Chapter 3: Mecha Combat 48
Character Level, Mecha Points and 47
Character Scale 50

Characters in Mecha 50
Characters, Mecha 6
Chase Scale 51
Checklist, Design 14
Chobham Armour 24
Choose Armour, Step 5: 16
Choose Defects, Step 12: 34
Choose Defence, Step 6 (Optional): 16
Choose Exotic Abilities, Step 11: 31
Choose Handling, Step 9: 22
Choose Hit Points, Step 3: 15
Choose Mecha Type, Step 1: 14
Choose Occupants and Cargo, Step 4: 15
Choose Size, Step 2: 14
Choose Special Abilities, Step 10: 24
Choose Speed, Step 8: 18
Choose Strength, Step 7: 18
Classes, Mecha d20 System 5
Climate Control 25
Climbing and Diving 54
Collision Damage to Mecha Occupants 58
Collisions and Ramming 57
Collisions, resolving 57
Combat Actions, Mecha 60
Combat, Chapter 3: Mecha 48
Commander 50
Commander, Mecha 7
Communications 24
Concealment vs. Sensors 61
Concealment, Cover and 61
Concept 14
Conference Room 29
Control, Losing 58
Countermeasures 25
Cover and Concealment 61
Crew Quality 50
Crew-Served 44
Damage 37
Damage to Mecha Occupants, Collision 58
Damage Types and Mecha 64
Damage, Major Systems 61
Damage, Mecha Suits and 64
Damaging Mecha 61
Declaring Speed 53
Defects, Step 12: Choose 34
Defence 16
Defence, Step 6 (Optional): Choose 16
Defence, Total 60
Defensive Jammer 25
Defensively, Manoeuvre 60
Delta-V 21

Depth/Altitude Loss, Veer and 58
Design Checklist 14
Design Weapons, Step 13: 37
Design, Chapter 2: Mecha 12
Destroying Mecha 64
Different Gunners 39
(Direction)-Optimised Armour 35
Disabled in Space 64
Disabled in the Air 64
Disabled in the Water 64
Disabled Mecha 64
Disabled on the Ground 64
Diving, Climbing and 54
Dramatic Space Flight 21
Drive 9
Dropped 46
ECM 25
EES 25
Ejection Seat 25
Electromagnetic Armour 25
Electronic Counter-Measures 25
Electronic Emission Sensor 25
Electronic Warfare 10
Emission Homing 42
EMP 42
Engine Hit 61
Environmental Systems 25
Equipment Operator or Lookout 50
Equivalence, Mecha Point 47
ERA 28
Exotic Abilities, Step 11: Choose 31
Explosive Reactive Armour 28
Exposed 46
Extra Ammo 42
Extra Arms 28
F-16 Fighting Falcon 17
Facing and Firing Arcs 51
Fall, or Capsize, Roll 58
Feats and Mecha 9
Fighting from Mecha 60
Fires 64
Firing Arcs, Facing and 51
Firing Ports 28
Fixed Arc of Fire 46
Flammable 35
Flare 38
Flexible 42
Flight, Space 20
Force Field 31
Free Actions 60
FTL Drive 21
Full Attack Action 60
Full-Round Actions 60
Getting Started 50
Giant Robot 14
Giant Robot Agility 53
Giant Robot Dodge 9
Giant Robot Fighting 9
Giant Robots, Powered Suits and 5
Giant Robots?, Why 65
Glider 35
Global Positioning System 28
Gold Pieces, Mecha Points as 47
GPS 28
Ground, Disabled on the 64
G-Rounds 21
Guide to Mecha Anime, A 67

(Guided) Missile 42
Gunner and Loaders 50
Gunners, Different 39
Hand-Held Weapons 39
Handheld, Hardpoint or 43
Handle Recruits 8
Handling, Step 9: Choose 22
Hangar 28
Hangar Queen 35
Hard Brake Stunt 56
Hard Turn Stunt 56
Hardpoint or Handheld 43
Hazard Stunt, Avoid 56
Headlights or Searchlights 28
Heightened Awareness 7
Hide and Seek 60
High Ground Pressure 35
High Resolution Radar 30
Hit Point Transference 61
Hit Points, Step 3: Choose 15
Homestead Space Station 62
Hot Smoke 38
Hover Craft 35
Hull Down Vehicles 61
Increased Threat 43
Indirect Fire 43
Inertial Guided 42
Inertial Navigation System 28
Infrared 29
Infrared Homing 42
Initiative 23
Initiative 51
INS 28
Interplanetary 24
Interstellar 24
Interstellar Credits, Mecha Points as 47
Introduction, Chapter 1: 5
Invisibility 31
Invisible 43
JMGH-01 Ghost Stealth Mecha 59
Jump Stunt 56
Jumping 28
Kitchen 29
KR-03f Stealth Combat Suit 41
Land Speed 18
Laser Com 24
Laser Designator 28
Laser Warning Receiver 25
Laser-Guided 42
Launch Catapult 28
Less Ammo 46
Life Support 28
Loaders, Gunners and 50
Long Range 43
Long Range Radio 24
Lookout, Equipment Operator or 50
Losing Control 58
Low Penetration 46
LWR 25
Magazine 38
Magnetic 30
Major Systems Damage 61
Manoeuvre Defensively 60
Manoeuvres, Simple 54
Maximum Loads 16
Mecha 5
Mecha Anime, A Guide to 67

BESM d20 Shield
BESM d20 players should use the following version of Shield.
A shield is a Hand-Held barrier that mecha can interpose to

absorb damage from attacks. A mecha requires at least one arm in
order to use a shield; if the mecha only has one arm, it can’t use a
Hand-Held weapon and a shield at the same time. 

A mecha operator must make a successful Block Defence (see
Block Defence in BESM d20). If successful, the shield’s Armour rating
provides protection from the attack.

Mecha Point Cost: Cost is 3 per 1 point of Armour.
This additional Armour does not factor into the costs of other
abilities (such as land speed, Wall-Crawling, etc.)
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Mecha Characters 6
Mecha Combat Actions 60
Mecha Combat, Chapter 3: 48
Mecha Commander 7
Mecha Damaging 61
Mecha Design Sheet 73 
Mecha Design, Chapter 2: 12
Mecha Movement Activities, Other 60
Mecha Occupants, Collision Damage 58
(Mecha) Operation 10
Mecha Pilot 6
Mecha Point Cost 38
Mecha Point Equivalence 47
Mecha Points 12
Mecha Sizes 51
Mecha Speed and Modifiers 53
Mecha Suit, If in a 51
Mecha Suits and Damage 64
Mecha Type, Step 1: Choose 14
Mecha Weapon Proficiency 10
Mecha, Characters in 50
Mecha, Damage Types and 64
Mecha, Destroying 64
Mecha, Disabled 64
Mecha, Feats and 9
Mecha, Fighting from 60
Mecha, Moving the 53
Mecha, Repairing 64
Mecha, Skills and 8
Mechamorphosis 10
Melee 46
Merging 33
Meta-Scanner 30
Microwave Com 24
Mind-Interface System 33
Modifiers, Mecha Speed and 53
Monsters 14
Move Actions 60
Movement 53
Movement Activities, Other Mecha 60
Movement and Action 51
Moving the Mecha 53
Multiple Weapons on a Mecha 39
Muscle-Powered 43
MW-31a Sentinel 55
Naked Operator 35
Navigation Aids 28
Navigation, Basic 28
NBC Filter 25
Nerve Gas 38
No Hand, One Hand/ 35
Noisy or Very Noisy 35
Nuclear-Biological-Chemical Filter 25
Occupants 15
Occupants and Cargo, Step 4: Choose 15
Occupants, Collision Damage to Mecha 58
One Hand/No Hand 35
Only in 46
Open 35
Operator-Guided 42
Operators 50
Optics 30
Options, Attack 60
Options for Pilots 51
Organic Mecha 14
Organisational Ties 7
Other Mecha Movement Activities 60

Parachute or Re-entry Shield 29
Passengers 50
Personal Firearms Proficiency 10
Pilot 50
Pilot, Mecha 6
Piloted Giant Robot 14
Pilots, Options for 51
Points, Mecha 12
Poor Visibility 36
Powered Armour 14
Powered Suits and Giant Robots 5
Propulsion Hit 61
Purchase DC, Mecha Points and 47
Qualities and Restrictions 39
Qualities, Weapon 39
Quality, Crew 50
Quick Reference Tables 70
Radar 30
Radar Homing 42
Radar Jammer 25
Radar Warning Receiver 25
Radar, High Resolution 30
Radio Jammer 25
Radio, Long Range 24
Radio, Tactical 24
Ram 54
Ramming, Collisions and 57
Range Increment 38
Rate of Fire 38
Realistic Space Flight 20
Reduced Endurance 36
Re-entry Shield, Parachute or 29
Reference Tables, Quick 70
Reflective Coating 29
Regeneration, Self-Repair or 33
Remote Control 29
Remote Control, Advanced 29
Remote Control, Basic 29
Repairing Mecha 64
Resolving Collisions 57
Restricted Path 36
Restrictions, Qualities and 39
Restrictions, Weapon 44
Riot Gas 38
Road Vehicle 36
Robots, Powered Suits and Giant 5
Roll, Fall, or Capsize 58
Rooms 29
Running 53
Running Big Battles 49
RWR 25
Saint Crispin’s Day 8
Satellite Guided 42
Scale 50
Scale, Abstract 51
Scale, Character 50
Scale, Chase 51
Scanner 25
Science Lab 29
Searchlights, Headlights or 28
Secure 25
Seek, Hide and 60
Seismic 30
Self-Repair or Regeneration 33
Semi-Active Radar Homing 42
Semiautomatic 43
Sensors 29

Sensors, Concealment vs. 61
Service Crew 36
Shelby Cobra 18
Shield 30
Short Range 46
Sick Bay 29
Sideslip 54
Sideswipe Stunt 57
Silent 43
Simple Manoeuvres 54
Situational Awareness, Surprise and 51
Size and Weight Chart 15
Size, Step 2: Choose 14
Sizes, Mecha 51
Skills and Mecha 8
Slow-Firing 46
Smoke 38
Sonar 30
Sonar Homing 42
Space Flight 20
Space Sails 21
Space, Disabled in 64
Space, Spotting in 51
Space-Optimised 46
Spaceship 14
Special Abilities, Step 10: Choose 24
Special Attacks 38
Speed 53
Speed and Modifiers, Mecha 53
Speed per Round 53
Speed, Burrowing 19
Speed, Ceiling and Air 20
Speed, Declaring 53
Speed, Land 18
Speed, Step 8: Choose 18
Speed, Water (and Underwater) 19
Spell-like Ability 33
Spin or Tailspin 58
Spot Checks 51
Spotting in Space 51
Spotting Underwater 51
Stabilisation Gear 30
Stall Speed 36
Stalling 57
Starting Mecha Points 12
Start-Up Time 36
Static 46
Stealth 30
Steam Dragoon Folkor 26
Step 1: Choose Mecha Type 14
Step 2: Choose Size 14
Step 3: Choose Hit Points 15
Step 4: Choose Occupants and Cargo 15
Step 5: Choose Armour 16
Step 6 (Optional): Choose Defence 16
Step 7: Choose Strength 18
Step 8: Choose Speed 18
Step 9: Choose Handling 22
Step 10: Choose Special Abilities 24
Step 11: Choose Exotic Abilities 31
Step 12: Choose Defects 34
Step 13: Design Weapons 37
Stream 43
Strength, Step 7: Choose 18
Stun 43
Stunt, Avoid Hazard 56
Stunt, Bootlegger 56

Stunt, Hard Break 56
Stunt, Hard Turn 56
Stunt, Jump 56
Stunt, Sideswipe 57
Stunts 56
Suit 14
Suits and Damage, Mecha 64
Suits and Giant Robots, Powered 5
Summonable 34
Super-car 14
Super-Equipment 34
Surprise and Situational Awareness 51
Systems Damage, Major 61
T-72 Main Battle Tank 22
Tactical Advice 8
Tactical Radio 24
Tailspin, Spin or 58
Tangle 38
Targeting Bonus 31
Targeting Mecha 60
Threat, Increased 43
Thrown 46
Thrust 20
Total Defence 60
Transference, Hit Point 61
Transforming Mecha 14
Transformation 34
Transition 53
Trap 44
Undersea Explorer 52
Underwater) Speed, Water (and 19
Underwater, Spotting 51
Unlimited Shots 44
Unreliable 47
US Dollars, Mecha Points as 47
Veer and Depth/Altitude Loss 58
Vehicle 14
Vehicle Dodge 10
Vehicle, If in a 51
Vehicles, Hull Down 61
Very Noisy, Noisy or 35
Volatile 36
Volley 44
Wall-Crawling 31
Water (and Underwater) Speed 19
Water. Disabled in the 64
Watercraft 14
Weak Point 37
Weapon Qualities 39
Weapon Restrictions 44
Weapons, Alternate 39
Weapons, Hand-Held 39
Weapons, Step 13: Design 37
Weight Chart, Size and 15
What is a Mecha? 12
Why Giant Robots? 65
Windows 37
Wind-Powered 37
Workshop 29
Wrecking Buildings 65
XBD-2 Azrael 32

75
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You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or
Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content
except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of
such Trademark or Registered Trademark.  The use of any Product Identity in Open
Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product
Identity.  The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain
all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.  

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game
Content.  

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish
updated versions of this License.  You may use any authorized version of this License
to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under
any version of this License.  

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every
copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.  

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game
Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from
the Contributor to do so.  

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the
terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to
statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open
Game Material so affected.  

13.  Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply
with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware
of the breach.  All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.  

14.  Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.  

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.  
System Rules Document Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors

Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on original material by E. Gary
Gygax and Dave Arneson.  

Modern System Reference Document Copyright 2002, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.;
Authors Bill Slavicsek, Jeff Grubb, Rich Redman, Charles Ryan, based on material by
Johnathon Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Richard Baker, Peter Adkison, Bruce
R. Cordell, John Tynes, Andy Collins, and JD Wiker.

Silver Age Sentinels d20, Copyright 2002, Guardians Of Order, Inc.; Authors
Stephen Kenson, Mark C. MacKinnon, Jeff Mackintosh, Jesse Scoble

BESM d20 Copyright 2003, Guardians Of Order, Inc.; Author Mark C.
MacKinnon

d20 Mecha Copyright 2003, Guardians Of Order, Inc.; Author David L. Pulver
d20 Mecha Open Content/Product Identity
Designation of Product Identity: The following is designated as Product Identity,

in accordance with Section 1(e) of the Open Game License, Version 1.0a: all
Guardians Of Order names, logos, identifying marks, and trade dress; all character
and place names; all examples; all artwork, symbols, designs, depictions,
illustrations, likenesses, poses, symbols, and graphic designs; all stories, plots,
thematic elements, and dialogue; page 2; “Mecha Introduction” (pages 5-6); “A
Guide to Mecha Anime” (pages 67-70).

Designation of Open Game Content: Subject to the Product Identity designation
above, the remainder of this publication is designated as Open Game Content.

OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a 
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright

2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”).  All Rights Reserved.  
1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark

owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative Material” means
copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into
other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension,
upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing
work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce,
license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute;
(d)”Open Game Content” means the game mechanic and includes the methods,
procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content does not embody the
Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional
content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any
work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under
copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity.  (e) “Product Identity”
means product and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade
dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements,
dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses,
formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or
audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments,
personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations,
environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects,
logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark
clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which
specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f ) “Trademark” means the logos,
names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or
its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the
Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit,
format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game
Content.  (h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.  

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains
a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in
terms of this License.  You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that
you Use.  No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as
described by the License itself.  No other terms or conditions may be applied to any
Open Game Content distributed using this License.  

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your
acceptance of the terms of this License.  

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License,
the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive
license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.  

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original
material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your
original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this License.  

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE
portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any
Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add
the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.  

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including
as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another,
independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity.
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Publishing your own game
really can be this much fun!

Visit http://www.guardiansorder.com/magnumopus/ 
to discover how GUARDIANS OF ORDER’s creator-owned

publishing imprint can help tranform your 
“great work” from a dream into a reality.

ANIME d20 MAILING LIST
Exchange ideas with other mecha and anime fans and 

pose questions to the game designers. 

To sign up, send an email to 
anime-d20@yahoogroups.com

GUARDIANS OF ORDER MESSAGE BOARDS
Be a part of our growing community and join discussions on

game rules, 
mecha designs, and gaming in general. 

Visit http://www.guardiansorder.com/boards

GET CONNECTED!
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